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PREDMLUVA. 

Theoreticka studie, kterou predklada.rrl v nasledujicf anglicky seps~ne 
stati, predstavuje vlastne <;lruhou cast k me obdobne zamerene .. studii 
z roku 1950, kde jsem vylozil sve nazory zarnerene hlediskem paleonto
logickym na vyvoj a taksonomii rostlinne riSe az po je'ji n~jrnladsi (,nej
modernejsi") a morfologicky i anatomicky nejkomplikovanejsi pfibuzensky 
okruh; to jest rostliny ~krytosemenne. Ucinil jsem tak tehdy umyslne, 
ne bot k posouzeni teto nejmladsi skupiny nam zdaleka nase paleontologicke 
znalosti nestaci do te miry, jako na· prikla.d u pteridofyt nebo gymno
spermu. A tu bylo treba predem prostudovati a uvaziti celou radu poznatku 
a nazoru na morfologickou a anatomickou upravu-dodnes zijic.ich zastupcu. 
Pova!ha pal~ontologickych nalezu z tohoto pribuzenskeho kruhu jest totiz , 
na rozdil od nalezu fosilnich pteridofyt a gymnospermu shodou fosilisac 
nich okolnosti ·ponekud jineho'-razu: :hejcasteji pouhe· otisky listu. Kvety, 
plody a semena, ktere by nam do techto otazek mohly vnesti vice jasna 
a spolehlivosti, jsou daleko vzacnejsi. A tak paleontologie nam tu dava 
spiSe odpovedi na ruzne otazky tykajici se geografickeho rozsireni nasich 
nalezu, nez jejich povahy morfologicke a anatomicke. Paleontologicke 
nalezy nam V tomto pfipade skytaji ponejvice oporu tarn, kde jest tfeba 
se vyvarovati chyb pfi odvozovani jedne skupiny pfibuzenske od druhe, 
a to v tom smyslu, abychom spravne vystihli jejich vzajemny pomer 
odvozenosti .a neodvozovali okruhy' geologicky prokazatelne ·stare od pfi
buzenstev relativne prilis mladych. Take nam mohou poskytnouti objektiv
nejsi obraz o nejstarsich vyskyteclh zastupcu z teto skupiny, · jejich geo
grafickem rozsireni v minulosti a tim i jasnejsi pohled na celou otazku 
jejich vzniku a rozvoje. . . 

Pri vsech uvahach dal jsem se stejne jako ve sve studii z r. 1950 i zde 
vesti dvema zakladnimi myslenkami, ktere cfm dale tim viCe .ovladaji mysl 
rbotaniku zabyvajicich se posledni dobou podobnymi otazkamf a ktere jako 

, cervena nit se zraci v prubehu celeho rostlinneho vyvoje: prizpusobovani 
se k zivotu za podminek vyslovene terestrickych a s tim souvi?ici postupna 
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korid.ensace· a'. redukce . tuznych organlJ.. ·.Jest treba ovserri zde mit : stale 
tez na pameti i druh6tne . zpetne prizpusobovani rostlin· k jejich puvod..:' _ 
nejs1m podminkam zivotn1m, ~0 jest zpetne ~ prostredi silne vlhkemu nebo . 

· vodn1mu. 
Snazil jsern se take pokud mozna ocenovati rovno:merne ruzne soubory 

znaku anatomickych a morfologickych. A. tu-v ohledu a11.atomie pricltazim 
k nazoru, ze dosud pomerne malo vahy bylo prikladano zejmena uprave 

·- sitkovic v lyku ve srovnan1 s durazem, jaky jest bezne pfikladan stavbe 
dreva. · 

u .listu i sporofylu krytosemennych rostlin predpokladam · vesmes 
m&krofylni povahu, pripoustim ale, ze sporofyly mohly vznikati z t~lo ... 
moidnich utvaru, ktere nernusely stejnou merou mit cepel vyvinutou jako 
normalrii listy asimilacni. ddchylny · raz angiospermickych lis tu od typu 
kapradinoviteho nebo cykasoviteho vysvetluji zastavenim puvodniho smeru 
vyvoje na jistych neotenickych stadiich vlivem vyslovene terestrickych 
podminek a nastoupenim zcela odchylneho vyvojoveho smeru. Proto snad , 
take nezname prechodnych zjevu mezi listy razu pteridofytniho a cyka
soviteho a mezi listy razu angiospermidniho. · 

Pokud se· jedna o kvetni morfologii, tu dochaz1m k zaveru, ze·· angio
spermicke · kvety - jsou v e s m e s p o v a h y e u a i1. t h i o v e,. a 1 e z e 
r 0 Z d 11 y Z d e ;m 0 h 0 U b'y t p fed p 0 k 1 ad an~ V e Z pUS .0 b U 

v z n i k u !k o· r u n n i c h r e s p. o k v e t n 1 c h 11 s t k u. N a rozdll 
od pravych kalisnich listku, ktere vzdy vznikly redukci asimilacnich listu, 
tnohly korunni nebo okvetni platky vzniknout bud sterilisaCi a kladodifikaci 

' puvodne fertilnich sporofylu . (tycinek) anebo z redukovanych asimilacnich 
listu (,,stegofyly"). Bude proto podle toho treba rozlisovat dvoji druh 
kvetu (zavadim pro ne nazev kvetu homogennich pro prvy a heterog€m
nich pro druhy pripad),' coz se nesporne mus1 take odrazit v soustave 
angiospermu. Mluviti o stachyosporii u angiospermu, jejichz listy i sporo..;. 
fyly povazuji za utvary vesmes makrofylni, pokladam za nemozne; veskere 
angiospermicke kvety jsou jiste povahy fylosporni. 

Podle ruznych paleontologickych nalezu kladu vznik angiospermu 
nekam do mladsiho paleozoika, kde se odstepily jako pomerne omezena 
a extremne terestricka vetev (snad pod vlivem hercynskeho vrasneni a 
tehdejsiho klimatickeho rozkollsanl.) od velmi ruznotvarneho okruhu pteri
dofytniho Profilicifl,eae,- ktere daly vznik tez pravym kapradinam a rostli
nam cykasovitym, a to zrejme od nejakeho okruhu, ktery nemel jeste nalezite 
vyvinute dvojteckovane tracheidy, tedy par~lelne (a mozna i drive) ke 
skupine Gnetineae. Ve starsim mesozoiku nutne mus1me predpokladati jiz 
existenci velmi ruznych fadu a celedi i kdyz se jeste ,fl:kde V Ulozeninach 
jejich zbytky hromadne neobjevuji, nebof v pozdni fazi spodni kfidy jest 
cely tento okruh jiz roztristen ve vsechny podstatne dnesni taksonomicke 
hlavni jednotky. Podle povahy a geografickeho rozsireni ruznych kveten 
v pozdnim paleozoiku a v mesozoiku i podle zpusobu fosiliacniho znamych 
nalezu musime predpokladati, ze vY,vojove koreny angiospermu tkvi v kve
tene permokgrbonske euramericko-kathaysijskeho pasma (tropy-subtropy) 
a to v oblastech tehdejsich vyvrasnenych pohorL Neni · vsak zadneho 
podkladu, proc klast misto jejich vzniku prave do oblasti indorilalajsko
pacificke, jak se tak casto s oblibou posledni dobou predpoklada. Jejich 
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vyyoj sel z pocatku asi znacne pomalYm tempem, nebot od doby, 'eo zname 
prvni nalezy angiospermidniho pylu (spodni karbon), uplynula velmi dlouha 
doba, nez se objevily nektere jejich vzacne zbytky makroskopicke (listy, 
dfeva; rlhat, lias). Soude nejen podle casoveho sledu nalezu, ale i podle 
morfologickych a anatomickych vlastnosti dosud zijidch typu soudim, ze 
hlavni vyvoj mel tfi zakladni faze, jez zanechaly zejmena stopy v orga
nisaci kvetu. Mluvim proto o I., II. a Ill. vyvojovem stupni. Tu celkem sou
hlasim s De y 1 o v y m pojetim jejich rozvoje. Ruzne typy pak nestejno
inerne na nekterem z techto stupiiu zaostavaly a _po pfipade odstepovaly 
i postranni vyvojove vetve, jakesi derivaty, pfizpusobene po pfipade i na 
zcela specialni zivotn1 prostfedi (sympetalni, amentiferni, vodni, hmyzo
zrave, saprofyticke, parasiticke a pod.). Kdy a jak se takove linie odstepo
valy nebo ve vyvoji _ zaostavaly, da se odhadnouti do jiste miry z jejicih 
anatomicke povahy, razu kvetu, velmi casto i z povahy pylu. · 

S ohledem na tyto i jine okolnosti projednavane blize v nasledujkich 
anglicky sepsanych statich pfedpokladam, ze jiz samotny permokarbonsky 
zaklad, ktery pozdeji dospel k angiospermii, i kdyz byl jiste znacne uzky, 
jiste byl jiz roztristen ve vice od se be se ruznidch typu .. . Proto nejsem 
toho nazoru, ze by bylo mozne sestaviti veskere angiosp~rm-y v jederi 
jediny spolecny rodokmen. Taksonomicky :td.e vymezuji · proto ·celkem 
6 vyvojovych okrulhu, u kterych snad se daji pfedpokladati kvety hetero..: 
genni povahy (Trochodendrineae, Eucomrniocercidiphyllineae, Amentiferi -· 
neae, U rticoplatanineae, Centrospermineae a Geraniorhamninea.e ), a 11 okru
hu, u kterych snad muzeme pfedpokladati s jistou pravdepodobnosti kvety 
razu homogenniho (Polycarpiceae, Dilleniineae, ·canellineae, Hamamelidineae; 
Rhoeadineae, Cruciferineae, · Parietaleae, Saxifragorosineae, -Columniferotri
cocceae, Guttiferomyrtineae a Umbelliferocelastrineae; vedle toho tez dva 
prastare sympetalni derivaty: Sapotoprimulineae a Thymelaeoproteineae ). 
Rostliny m o n o k o t y 1 n i se nam v teto soustave. objevuji jako specialni 
derivat od okruhu polycarpickeho a samy pfedstavuji nejmene asi 6 sa-:
mostatnych vyvojovych linii. Nemyslim vsak, ze by tu bylo mozne mluvit · 
·o polyfyleticnosti v tom smyslu, jak -posledni dobou mnozi prohlasuji 
(Ember g er, Lam, K u .z ne c o v, G re g u.s s a j.), totiz ze by kofeny 
jejich vzniku tkvely ve dvou nebo tfech, po pfipade i vice naprosto ruz
nyclh vyvojovych vetvich pteridofytnich. Mnohem pravdepodobneji se zde 
jedna jen ·o rozpad urciteho uzkeho pfibuzenstva razu skupiny Profilicineae 
jeste pfed dosazenim angiospermie. 

s· ohledem na nase omezene tiskove 'moznosti musel jsem i anglickou 
stat osvetlujid blize tyto nazory proti puvodnimu zameru podstatne 
strucneji upravit a upustit od vykladu mnohych obecne znamych .zjevu. 
Laskavy ctenar muze si vsak blizsi pouceni o takovych otazkach nalezti 
v literatufe1na kond tohoto spisu citovane. Povazuji pak ke konci za milou 
povinnost podekovati za anglickou upravu cele hlavni stati panu Dr. Vl a:-~ 
d i m i r u J i n d r o v i, ktery se tolhoto ne prave snadneho ukolu s ne
vsedni ochotou a uspesne ujal, ·a pak memu pfiteli univ. prof. Dr. F. A. 
N 0 V a k 0 V i za laskave pfedbezne . prohlednuti. k tisku pfipravovaneho 
rukqpisu. 
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<1>. HE ME Vf U:· 

Hshici<a'Hua no Bonpocy . npoucxom)];eHHSI u tj}unore~eTH
qecRoro paSBHTHSI DQRphrro'ceMeHHbiX -paCT~HHH 

~- . 

n PE LL 11 C JI O.B 11 ~. 

TeopeTHLieCKHe H3biCKaHHH, KOTOpbie H npHB02KY B HH2KeCJie,z~yiOI.U.eii 
CTaThe, Haii_HCaHHOH Ha aHr·JiifHCKOM H3biKe, npe,ll.CTaBJIHIOT, B CYIIl.HOCTH, 

BTOpyiO tiati:CTb MO eH · pa60Tbi ·c TOH 2Ke TeMaTHKOH, Haiii1CaHH0-H B 1950 r., 

B KOTopoti H H3JI02KHJI CBOH BsrJIH,li.bi, c TOLI'~H speHHH !fiaJieOHTOJiora, Ha 

pa3BHTHe H TaKCOHG-MHIO paCT:HTeJibHOfO r.tapCTBa, lf'CKJIIOLiaH ero C~MbiH MO

JIO,li.OH ( «HaHHOBeHll_lHH») nepHO,li, H !MOpcpOJIOrHLieCKH H aHaTOMHLieCKH HaH-

6o-JJ:ee CJI02KHbiH pO,li.CTBeHHhiH OKpyr IIOKpbiTOCe'MeHHbiX pacTeHHH. 3TO 

H 'c,n:.emi.JI YMbiiiiJieHHo, T. K. ,n:.JIH o~eHKH aToti HaH6oJJ:ee. MOJio.rr.o:H rpynnhi 

HaM ,lJ.aJieKO He XBaTaeT HaiiiHX naJieOHTOJIOrHtieCKHX 3HaH.HH, KaK HaiipHMep 

y IITepH,li.OcpH':rOB HJIH fHMHQ-CIIepM. 3.rr.ecb He06XO,li.HMO 6biJIO sapaHee H3Y

LI'HTb H H3BeCHTb ~eJibiH pHJ( rHIIOTe3 H B3rJIH,li.OB Ha MOpcpOJIOrH'CJ:eCKOe H aria- , 

TQ-MHtieCKOe CTp·oeHHe ,li.O HaCTG-HIII.ero- BpeMeHH 2KHBYI.U.HX npeJ(:CTaBHTeie:fi. 

XapaKTep HaJI~OHTOJIOrHLieCKHX Haxo2K,n;eHHH 113 3Tor.o po.l(CTBeHnoro oKpyra 

B OTJIHLIHe OT. HaX0-2K,ll.eHHH cpOCHJibHbiX nTepH,ll.OcpHTOB. H fHMHOCIIepM CXO,lJ.

CTBOM o6CTOHTeJibCTB tiaCT.Ht.iHo :nHOfO xapaKTepa: tiaiii.e BCero JIHIIIb OTIIe

tiaTKH JIHCTOB. UBeTbi, nJIO.ll.bi u ceMeHa, KOTOpbie 6br MorJIH BHeCTH H3BecT

H_biH CBeT B 3TH BOIIpOCbi H · ,lJ..aTb H3BeCT:HYIO yBepeHHOCTb, BCTpetiaK>TCH 

HCKJIIO~HTeJibHO pe,li.KO. 11TaK IIaJieOHTOJIOrHH ,[(aeT HaM 3,li.eCb OTBeThl BepHee 

Ha pasJIHLIHbie OTBeThi, KacaiOIII.~ecH reorpacputiecKoro pacnpocTpaHeHHH 

HaiiiHX HaX02K,li.eHHH, tieM 0 HX Mop<PoJIOrHLieCKOM H aHaTDMHtieCKOM xapaK

Tepe. DaJieOHTOJionrLie·CKHe Haxo2K.rr.eHHH B .l(aHHOM ·CJiyLiae .rr.aiOT HaM usBecT

HYIO no.rr. . .rr.ep2KKY TaM, r.rr.e Heo6xo.rr.nMo H36e2KaTb OIIIH6oK Bo Bpe1m ycTaHo~ 
BJieHHH O.ll.:HO'H rpyii'IIbl pO,li.CTBeHHOH 110 OTHOIIIeHHIO R .rr.pyroi1, a HMeHHO 

B · TOM CMbiCJie, LIT06bi 'Mbi MOfJIH npaBHJibHO IIOKa3aTb :HX B3aHMHOe OTHO

IIIeHHe H He OIIpe,li.eJIHJIH OKpyru reOJIOrHLieCKH ' ,li.OKa3aHHbie ·CTapbie OT pO,li.

CTBe'HHbiX HM OTHOCHTeJibHO CJIHIIIKOM :MOJIO,li.biX. TaK2Ke, 6oJiee 06'beKTHBHbiH -

b6pa3 0 Haa6oJiee CTapbiX MeCTOHaX02K,li.eHHH rrpe,li.CTaBHTeJiei1 3TOH rpyrrnb~ 
HaM · MOryT ,lJ.aTb . HX :reorpacpHLieCKOe pacrrpOCTpaHeHHe B rrpOIIIJIOM, H 3THM 

H 6oJiee HCHbiH B3rJIH,li. Ha BeCb BOIIpOC B03HH'KHOBeHHH H pa3BHTHH. 

· · Bo BpeMH 'Bcex MOHX ·cy2K.rr.eHHi1, TOLIHO TaK2Ke, KaK :H B pa6oTe ·OT 1950 r. 
MHOH pyKOBO,li.HJIH .rr.Be OCHOBHbie MbiCJIH, Kcnophre tieM .rr.aJihiiie, TeM 6oJibille 

3aXBaTbiBaiOT 6oTaHHKOB, IIOCBHTHJ?IIIHX ce6H pa3bHCHeHHIO 3THX BOIT:pOCOB, 

H KOTOpbie KpaCHOH HHTbiO IIpOXO,ll;HT Ha npOTH2KeHHH BCerO pa3BHTHH paCTH

TeJib'HOCTH: rrp:Yicnoca6JIHBaHHe K 2K.H3HH B YCJIOBHHX H'BHO TeppeCTpHLieCKHX 

H C 3T'HM CBH3aHHaH nOCTeJ;IeHHaH KOH)leHCa~HH H pe,li.yK4HH pa3JIHLIHbiX 

OpraHOB. 3.rr.ech O,n;:HaKO H~06XO,ll.HMO HMeTb BCer ,lJ.a B BH.ll.Y H BTOpHLIHOe 

o6paTHOe IIpHCITOCa6JIHBaHHe pacTeHHH K HX 60Jiee rrepBOHatiaJibHOMY )f{IH3-

HeHHOMY OKpy2KeHHIO, T. e. B03Bpaiil.eHHe B 3HatiHTeJibHO CbipyiO HJIH BO.ll.HYIO 

06CTaHOBKy. 

KpoMe TOro H CTapaJICH no Mepe ·CHJI !H B03M02K:HOCTeH o~eHHBaTb paBHO

MepHO pa3JIHLIHbie CKOilJieHHH 3HaKOB, 'KaK aHaTOMHLieCKHX, TaK H MOpcpOJIO-
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r:I:FiecKHX. Ty~, , rrpHHHMaH Bo BHH'MaHHe . aHa:roMmo, H npHxoMy K 3a'KJII01.Je

HHIO, lJTO ,ll.O HaCTOHIIJ.ero BpeMeH;H cpaBHHTeJihHO MaJIO y,ZI.eJIHJIOCb .BHHMaHHH 

B OC06eHHOCTH cp.7103Mbl B cpaHI,IeHIH'H C TeM 3HalJeHHeM, KOTOpoe IIpHIIH~O
BaJIOCb cTpyKType KCHJieMhi. 

Y JIHCTheB H CIIOpOcpHJI IIOKpbiTOCe:MeHlibiX paCTeHHH H rrpe,ZI.IIOJiararo 

B 60JibliiUHCTBe CJiyqaeB MaKpOcpHJibHbiH xapaKTep, O,li.HaKO H ,ll:OIIYCKaiO, lJTO 

CUOpOcpHJI.PI MOfJIH B03HHKaTh TaKMe !11'3 TeJIOMOH,li.HbiX cpopMaiJ;HH, y K:OTO

p,biX He ,li.OJI.iKHbl 6biJIH 6hiTb pa3BHTbl TIJiaCTHHKH, KaK y HOpMaJibHOfO aCCH~ 
MHJIHL(HOH'HOfO JIHCTa. 0TJI'I1'lJHIMb~H xapaKTep aHfHOCIIepMHlJeCKHX JIHCTheB 

OT THII.a rranOp':fHH'KOBO'fO HJIH L(HKaCHOfO, H 06bHCHHIO OCTaHOBKOH rrepBO-:

HalJaJihHOfO HarrpaBJieHHH pa3BHTHH B pa3JI'I1'lJHbiX HeOTeHHlJeC~HX CTa,ll.HHX 

BJIHHHHeM HBHO TeppecTpHlJe:CKHX ycJIOBHH HX coBeprneHHO OTJIHlJHTeJihHor.o · 

HarrpaBJie'HHH pa3BHTHH. noaToMy Mbi B03MOMHO H He 3HaeM nepexo,li.:HhiX 

HBJieJIHH M:eM,li.,Y JIHCTbHMH IITepH,ZI.OcpHTHOfO H L(HKaCHOfO xapaKTepa H MeM,ZI.y 

Ji:HCTbHMH aHfHOCnepMH,ll.:HOfO xapaKTepa. ; . . . 

lJTO KacaeTCH L(BeT'HOH M:orcpoJIOfHH, H rrpHXOMY 'K 3aKJIIOlJeHHIO, lJTO 

aHTHOCIIepMHlJ.eCKHe U;BeTbl B 60JibiliHHCTBe ·CJiyqaeB ayaHTHOHHOfO xapaK

Tepa, H, lJTO pa3JIHlJHe 3,li.eCh MOMHO npe,li.;IIOJiaraTb B CIIOC06e B03HHKHOBeHHH 

BeHlJHKOBbiX HJIH Me OKOJIOL(BeTHHKOBbiX JIHCTheB. B OTJIHlJHe OT ,ll.eH•CTBH

Te.JihHbiX qaruelJKoo6pa3HhiX JIHCTheB, KOTOphre Bcer,ll.a B03HHKaJIH 6Jiaro

;ZI;apH pe,ll.yKL(HH aC·CHMHJIHL(HOHHbiX JIHCTbeB, BeHlJHKOBhie HJIH OKOJIOL(BeTHH

KOBbie 1MOfJIH B03HHkHyTb HJIH Me rryTeM . CTepHJIH3,aL(HH H KJia,li.O,li.HcpHKaL(HH 

nepBOHalJaJib'HO cpepTHJibHbiX CIIOpOcpHJI (TbllJH'HOK) HJIH H3 pe,ll.yi.I;HpOBaH

HbiX aCCHMHJIHIJ;HOHHbiX JIHCTheB ( «CTerocpHJibl» ). no3T'OMY He06XO,ll.HMO pa3-

JIHlJaTb ,,li.;Ba BHJI.a u;BeTOB (H BBOMY ,ziJIH nepBbiX - Ha3BaHHe r o M nr eH-
. I 

H hi X a ,li.JIH BTOpbiX r e .T e p 0 re H H bl X), lJTO eCTeCTBe~!HO ,li.OJIMHO TaKMe 

OTpa3HTbCH B ·CHCTeMe aHfHOCrrepM. fOBOpHTb 0 CTaXli'OCIIOpHH y . aHrHO

cnepM, JIHCTbH KOTOpbiX, TaKMe KaK H cnopocpHJibl 5I rrpHHHMaiO sa cpopMaL(HI1 

MaKpOcpHJibHhie, H :clJ}:ITaiO He B03MOlK:HbiM; BCe aHfHOCIIepMHlJeCKHe L(BeThl 

KoHe~o , cpHJiocnopHoro xapaKTepa. 

Ha OCHOBaHHH pa3JIIftJHhiX . rraJieOHTOJI·OfHlJeCKHX HaXOM,ZI.eHHH H OTHOiliY 

B03HHKHOBeHHe aHfHOCIIep:M K MJia,ZI.rneMy rraJie030HKy, B KO.TOpOM OHH OT

,li.eJIHJIHCb KaiK cpaBH'HTeJibHO orpaHHlJeHHaH H TeppeceTpHlJeCKaH BeTKa (B03-

MOMHO, .lJTO IIO,li. BJIHHHIHeM repi.I;biHCKOfO ·CKJia,ZI.K006pa30BaHHH H IIO)J. BJIIHI

HHeM TOf,IJ,aili'HHX KJIHMaTHlJeCKHX YCJIOBHH), Olf BeCblMa pa3'HOBH,lf;HOf'O O'Kpyra 

nTepH,rr,ocpHTHorp Profilicineae, KOTOphre ,ll.aJIH B03HHKHOBeHHe ,ll.eficTBHTeJih

HbiM nanopTHHKaM H L(JJIKaCHbiM paCTeHHHM, a HMeH'HO., BepHee BCero OT ·Ka

KOfO HH6y ,ll.b OKpyra, y KOTOpOrO eiiJ.e KaK CJie,ZI.yeT He pa3BHTbl ,li::BYTOlJeHhie 

Tpaxeu)J.bi, T. e. rrapaJIJieJihHO ~a MOMeT 6hiTb H paHbrue) K rpyrrne Gnetineae. 
B 6oJiee cTaprneM MesosoHKe Mbi )l;OJIMHhi rrpe,ZI.IIOJIO.MHTh HaJIHlJHe sechMa. 

pa3JIHlJHbiX pH,ll;OB H Ce'MeHCTB, XOTH IIOKa lJTO eiiJ.e HHf,ZI.e B OTJIOMeH'HHX MX 

OCTaTKH MaCCOBO He 06HapyMHJIHCb, T. K. B II03,Z:(HeHiliHX 'cpasax HHMHero 

MeJia BeCh 3TOT OKpyr pa36HT Ha BCe OC'HOBHble OOBpeMeHHhie rJiaBHbie TaKCO

HOMHlJe·CKHe e,li.HHUL(bi. Bo xapaKTepy H reorpacpHlJeOKOMY pacnpOCTpaHeHHIO 

pa3JIHlJHbiX cp.7I'O'p B IIQ3,li.HeM rraJie030I1Ke H B Me3030HKe U IIO CIIOC06y 

cpoCHJibHbiX H3BeCTHbiX HaXOlK,.ll.:eHHH Mbl ,ll.OJilKHbl npe,ll.IIOJiaraTh, lJTO KOpHH 

pa3BMTHH aHr.uocrrepM saKJIIOlJaiOTCH B cpJiope nepMoKap6oaaoro eypaMepn

qecKo-KaTaHcHficKOf'O IIOHCa (TpOIIHKH, cy6TpOIIHKH) a HMeHHq, B 06JiaCTHX 

TOf)J.aili'HHX TIOrQpHH. 0,ZI.HaKO HeT HHKaKMX OCHO:BaH~H, OTHOCHTb MeCTO HX 
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B03HHKOBeHHH !HMeHH:o B o6JiaCTb . IIH,ll.OMaJiaifc'K'o-rrau;u<PacTCKyiO, · KaK .9TO 

-8 nocJie,n;:Hee Bpe:M5I b ·IIeHh qacto npe,n;ribJioraiOT. I1x pasBHTHe rrpoucxo,n;:HJIO 

B HaiiaJie BeCbMa Me,ll.JieHHblMH TeMIIaMH, T. K. OT BpeMeHH, OT KOTOpOrO Ha¥ 

H3BeCTHbi rrepBbie HaXO)I{,ll.eHHH aHf.HOCIIepMH,ll.HOH IIbiJibiJ;bi (HH)I{'HHH Kap-

60H), I1pOII1eJI OIIeHb ,U.JIHHHbiH rrep:I10,ll. BpeMe'HH, IIOKa HOHBHJIHCb !HeKOTOpbie 

MX pe,ZI.KHe MaKpOCKOIIHIIeCKHe OCTaTKH (JIH'CTbH, ,ZI.epeso; peT, JIHaC). ·H~ 
'OCHOBaHHH BpeMeHHOH IIOCJie,ll.OBaTeJibHOCTH~ a TaKJKe M HO MOpcpOJIOfHIIeC

KHM H: aaaTOMHIIeCKHM h:aiieCTBa:M ,n;o CHX riop JKHBYII(HX THIIOB H cy)l{y, qT·b . 

:ux rJiaBHOe ·pa3B'HTHe HMeJIO TpH OCHOBHbiX cp3'3bl, KO:TOpbie OCTaBHJIH CJie,l(bi 

rJiaBHbiM o6pasoM B opraHusau;uu u;BeToB. Ha ocaosaHHH 3Toro H rosop10 

:o I,_ II, H Ill cTy;iieHax pasBHTHH. 3 . .rr.ecb H BceqeJI<) corJiaceH -c nQHHMaiiHe¥ 

HX pasBUTHH M. Jl,ebiJIOM. PasJIHII'Hbie TH'IIbi . HepaBHOMep'Ho B KaKoif TO · H3 

3THX CTyrreHeH OCTaBaJIH HJIH )l{e OT,ll.eJIHJIHCb B 'BeTBH pa3BHTHH, B BH,tt,e 

KaKHX-TO ,n;epUBaTOB, rrpHCIIOC06JieHHbiX B . CJiyqae Ha,ll.06HOCTH K COBepllieHHO 

OC06biM crreu;HcpMqecKHM YCJIOBHHM (CUMneTaJihHOMY, aMeHTHQjepHOMy, BO,ll.

'HOMy, HaCeKOMOII02KHpaiOII(IHe, canpocpUTUIIeCKHe, napa3HTHqeCKHe M T. ,ZI..) •. 

Kor.n:.a u KaK rro,rrp6Hhie JIHHHH oT,n;eJIHJIHCb HJIH OTCTa:BaJin ·C pasBHTHII, sos·

MO)I{HO rrpe,n;yra,ll.3Tb ,ll.O H3BeCTHOH CTeneHII HO HX aHaTOMWieCKOMY xapaK

Tepy, BH,ll.y IJ;BeTKa, BeChMa qaCTO TaK)I{e M IIO xapaKTepy 'IIbiJibiJ;bl. · 

fTpH'HHMaH ~0 BHHMaHHe 3TH M ,n;,pyrHe 06CTOHTeJibCTBa, np·nBe,ll.eHHbie 

B HHJKeCJie,ll.yiOII(eif ·cTaTbe HaiiiiCaHHOH Ha aHfJIIIH·OKOM H3biKe, H rrpe.z:(nO

JiaraiO, IITO 'y)l{e CaMOCTOHTeJibHbiH rrep'MOKap60HHbiH 6a3HC, KOTOpbi·H II03,ll.:.. 

Hee ,ZI.OCT'Hf 3Hr'HO·CrrepMHI1, HeCMOTpH Ha TO, ,IITO OH 6hiJI OIJoeHb Y3KHH·, 

HaBepHOe 6biJI pas,n;.eJieH Ha 60JibWOe KOJIHIIeCTBO pa3HHII(HXCH 1Me)l{,ll.y 

oo6oif · THIIOB. 

fT03TOMY H He . rrpH,ll.ep)I{HBaiOCb MHeHHH, IITO B03MO)I{H0 BCe 3HfHO· 

crrepMbi . cocTaBHTb 'B o.rr.ao o6mee po . .rr.ocJIOBHoe ,n;epeso. TaKCOHOMHIIeCKH 

H 3,LI,eCb Bbi,ll.eJIHIO II03TOM"y BCero 6 OKpyr-OB pa3BHTHH, B KOTOpbiX H03M0)1{H0 

npe,ll;rroJiaraTb u;BeTbi reTeporeHHoro xapaKTepa (Trochodendrineae, Eucom
mio-cercidiphyllineae, A mentiferineae, U rtico-platanineae, Centrospermineae 
H Geranio-rhamnineae), n 11 oKpyroB, B KOTOPbiX B03MO)I{HC) rrpe,n;noJI~traTb 
c 6oJiblliiiM BepoHTHeM u;BeTbi roMoreHaoro xapaKTepa (Polycarpiceae, Dil
leniineae, Canellineae, Hamamelidineae, Rhoeadineae, Cruciferineae, · Pa
rietaleae, Sa.xifrago-rosineae, Columnif ero-tricocceae, Gutti fero-myrtineae 
'H Umbelifero-celastrineae; HapH,n;y c 3THM ,n;Ba HCKJIIOIIHTeJibHO cTapbiX 'CHM'-

. rreTaJihHbiX ,n;.epnBaTa Sapoto-primulineae M Thymelaeo-proteineae). PacTeHif.H 

MOHOKOTbiJrbHble . B ·· 3TOH CIICTeMe rrpOHBJIHIOTCH B BH,ll.e crreu;HaJibHOfO 

,n;epnsaTa H3 oKpyra rroJinKaprruqecKoro n caMH npe.rr.c'raBJIHIOT He MeHhllie 

·4eM 6 IIOIIT'H •CaMOCTIQHTeJibHbiX JIHHIIH pa3BH;riiH. 0,n;HaKO Hjle ,ll.,YMaiO, IITO 

MO)KHO 6hiJIO 6bi fOBOpHTb ·0 IIOJIHcpHJieTHIIHOCTH B TOM CMbiCJie, B KOifOpOM 

B rrocJie,u.Hee BpeMH ee hOHHMaiOT (3M6eprep~ Jla'M, KysHeu;oB, fperycc u ,n;p.), 

a HMeJ!'Hb·, IITO KOpHH B03HH'KHOBeHHH B ,n;Byx HJIH Tpex, a MO)I{eT 6biTb H 66Jib

IJ1eM KOJIHIIeCTBe COBeprueHHO pa3JIHIIHbiX IITepH,ll.OcpHTHbiX 1BeTOK pa3BIITI1H. 

iopa3,ll.;O rrpaB,ll.OHO,ll.06Hee, IITO 3,LI,eCb Mbl IfiMeeM ,ll.eJIO C pacna,ZI.OM H3BeCT

HOfO ysKoro po,n;cTBa xapaKTepa rpyrrrrhi Profilicineae eme rrepe.,n; ,n;ocTHJKe:

'HHeM aHruocnep'MHH'. 

fTpHHHMaH BO BH'HMaHHe OrpaHHqeHHble neqaTHble B03MQ)KHOCTH MHe 

rrpHIIIJIOCb TaK)I{e H aHrJIHHCKYIO 'CTaTbiO, no,z:;;po6Hee 06'hHCHHIOII(YIO 3TH 

~BSfJIH,ll.bl rrepepa60TaTb If yrryCTHTb OT H3JIO)I{eHH5I MHOfHX H3BeCTHbiX HBJie-
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HI·ri1:. O,z:r.HaKo ~:unaTeJih MO'MeT Hai1TH orBeThr . ~Ha 3TH BonpocEr B JIHTepaType, 
KOTOpaH rrpHBe,LJ,eHa B KOHI.J,e MO:ei1 pa60Tbl. B KOHI.J,e KOH[(OB cqHTaiO CBOeH 
o6HsaHHOCThiO no6Jiaro,z:r.apHTh ,llp. BJia,z:r.HMHpa V1HHAPY sa rrepeBo,z:r..-b Moel1 

. pa60Tbl ,ll.O aHrJIHHCKOrO HShiKa, KOTOpbiH C HCKJIIOqlfTeJihHbiM ycep,ll.HeM 
HCIIOJIHHJI 3TY' CJIOMHYIO H HerrpHBbiqHyiO pa6oTy, a TaKMe rrpocpeocopa YHH

. BepCHTeTa ,lJ,p. <1>. A. Ho'BaKa sa rrpocMoTp pyKOIII.fCH. 

F. NEMEJC: 

On the ·Problem of the Origin and ~hylogenetic Development 
· of the Angiosperms 

I. Introduction. 

Today, the Ang~osperms indisputably represent the most widely spread 
plant type. Fossil ·evidence clearly shows tlhat their phenomenal rise to 
a place of dominance goes as far back as the middle phase of the Creta..; 
ceous. As a ·plant type still living in great numbers, they are, therefore, 
thrown open to our observation, decidedly more so than any lower 
organized plant groups from which only relicts ihave come .down to us, 
or which became entirely extinct long ago. In spite of this, there is a great 
number of problems, or at least certain impossibility of taking any definite 
statements as to their origin, and many features in their morphology are · 
still wrapped in a shroud of :mystery. · 

·During .tlhe last two decades there have arisen many doubts about the 
so f.ar suggested morphological interpretati5ns of various angiosperm 
organs, particularly the floral organs, which must be correctly understood~ 
should the conclusions with reference to the whole phylogeny and tihe 
system of this most progressive plant group be of any sdentific value. 

. r 

It is the discovery of a whole series of extremely primitive vascular plant 
types dating from the Silurian and Devoniari (the group Psilophytineae and 
some primitive pteridophytic plants most closely related to it) which has 
shown so many classical morphological theories (together with tihe.· ana- _ 
.phyte theory dealing with the morphological basis itself of the body of 
the higher organized plants) in a very artificial light. There are several 
reasons for it, resting, to a great extent, on the kind of our palaeontlogical 
knowledge of this group. 

First of all, in spite of an enormous abundance of fossil remains, our 
palaeoi).tological knowledge of the basic principles of the Angiospermae is 
the poorest, when compared with what is known about all tihe other groups 
of vascular plants. Their fossil record· is mostly represented by leaf im
prints; disproportionately more rare are fossilized fruits and seeds, whereas 
flowers or their parts stand entirely in . the background. Because of an 
amazing possibility of convergences, mere leaves are, of course, the least 
suitable material for considering phylogenetic evolution and mutual rela-:
tionship. They may prove a good criterion in palaeogeographic researches, 
especially if due attention is paid t() considerations resulting f.rom a ·better 
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knowledge of fruits as well as ' seeds and ·from modern palynolo-gical 
discoveries. Here, too, the greatest difficulty lies in that the Arigiosperms 
appear relatively late, that is, as late as the middle phase of the Cretaceous, 
when all the families, . which have persisted ~ up to now; . seem to have 
been entirely fixed. Angiosperm fossil evidence from older ·per-iods is 
so scanty that whatever we possess . does not give us any idea , as to 
their relation. to the Gymnospermae

1 
or Pteridophyta. The second strang~ 

· fact is that, despite an enormous variety in forms, this group shows a more 
' than amazing homogeneity in certain fundamental features (axillary stem· 

branching, structure and arrangement of vascular bundles, fundamental 
features ,in pollen-grains as well as the mode of their germination, double 
fe:ctilization, 1node of production of endosp~rm) which is in support of the 
so far current opinion as to a rather monophyletic character of its origin. 
On the other hand, ·an enormous diversity prevailing in various minute " · 
characteristics is a source of innume:~;a:bl~ combinations and permutations 
in which we get, as it were, drowned and easily lose a general survey. 
The third difficulty lies in the present-day general conception of the mor
phology of these· plants; according to it the Angiosperms themselves were, 
until not long ago, the only subject of researches and no due attention was 
paid to an appropriate interpr~tation of the structure of itheir bodies, based 
on the knowledge of the primitive vascular plant types we know of. Only 
recently the latter method has been taken up, and this has given rise to. 
many most different and contradictory ideas. · 

The aim of this paper is not reveal any fundamental new facts in 
this maze of problems, but first to evaluate all hitherto acquired know-: 
ledges, and then to arrive at certain basic principles of the origin and . 
development of . the Angiosperms which would agree with their palaeonto
logical record and serve as' a basis for establishing some definite outHne 
of their system. 

11. Origin of the Angiosperms and Tlheir Development _in the Cretaceous .. 
• . d 

In solving this problem we must, first of all, confess that a great 
many errors which have slipped in our views are due to a rather imperfect 
picture supplied by various fossil re·cords from the history of the plant 
kingdom as · a whole. The basic idea that morphologically and anatomically 
more complex forms are to be derived from more primitive, or, stated in 
better te·rms, from simpler types is, to a great extent, justified. Only some 
facts, based on phylogenetic researches that have been carried on for 
about the last three decades have to be added: Ancestors of such advanced 
types .are not to . be looked for arpong primitive, although appropri~tely 
specialized, groups, but among such Palaeozoic types in which conditions 

• of both · fructification and anatomy were far from being so definitely fixed 
(e. g. with reference to the Cycadales, not among ·highly specialized 
pteridospermous orders Lyginopteridales or Medullosales, as is often done~ 
but more probably in the neighbourhood of the orders Dicksonites, Eremo-: 
pteris, Pteridozamites a. o.). To the author's ppinion the chief error lies iri 
the fact that such considerations are still too rectilinearly established on 
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tracing the main plant groups (the · Psilophytineae in the Devonian, the 
Pteridophyta and Pteridospermae in the · late · Palaeozoic~ more advanced 
Gymnospermae in th~ Mesoz~ic) without, paying due attention to palae~ 
biologic· as well as palaeoecologic conditions and especially · to· the whole 
dynamics of events actually · conditionjng the entire phylogenetic develop
ment of vascular plants, that is, mote and more ingenious adaptation to 

. life on dry land exposed only to a greater o·r a lesser amount of periodical 
precipitations. Here we must admit that the most fossil florae we know are 
rather strongly hygrophilous; it is only at such places as marshy lowland 
areas, sea-coast deltas, large inland coal-forming sedimentary basins that 
fossilization is duly ensured in .great amounts, whereas)n typically dry-land, 

' hillyj or even moutainous areas this process could have taken place only 
on a very small scale. The sediments of hilly or mountainous regions dating 
from considerably old geological times had. hot. at all the chance of ·being 
preserved due to their smaller extent and, moreover, ·because in the course 
of -time they were to a greater degree subject to being washed off. It is 
only since the Cretaceous and chiefly the Tertiary that larger or smaller 
deposits of this kind begin to occur. It must be therefore above all realized 
that truly terrestrial floras belonging to older geological phases ·are p·racti
cally unknown. In spite of this,' here and there, some elements of these 
floras have come down to us (of course, in a very poor state, e. g. pieces . 
of silicified stems, leaf petioles, pieces of wood, a. o.) if ca.rried away by 
water streams from their original sites and deposited in large sedimentary 
basins. In that ·case they often show far more advanced features than do 
the autochthonously fossilized forms predominantly occurring with them. 
This circumstance has to be taken into. account in the first place, when 
such a strictly terrestrial element, as are· just the Angiosperms, is 
Goncerned. · 

, Finally, there is still another circumstance which in considerations of 
this kind is usually rather spontaneously overlooked. Most phylogenetic 
considerations are based on autocihthonal fossil record . yielded by the 
already mentioned sedimentary areas, because, upon the whole; we do not 
know much moi·e from 6lder periods. A more detailed examination of these 
elements, however, shows that most of them 'became adapted to such 
moist conditions secondarily. When tracing Vhe morphology and anatomy 
of various autochthonal fossils we· can easily see that th~· real primary 
hygrophilous types (it cannot .be denied . that the aquatic environment was 
actually the cradl~ of all the vascular plants) were since Silurian ahd , 
bevoniah times rapidly decreasing in numbers, wihereas type secondarily 
adapted to such environments became more frequent. We may ask what 
is the cause of it. No due attention is being paid to· this problem either, 
'although the answer is very simple. The rate of the evolutionary process 
in the plant kingdom depended largely on · t!he formation of the relief of 
the continents. In certain periods the continents were subjected to violent 
mountain-forming processes which were always accompanied ·by -sudden 
fluctUations in climatic conditions .. All this, of course, affected, or at least 
accelerated, the development of, and · apparently gave ris.e to, a whole 
series of new strictly terrestr~~l types which under suitable circumstances 
became secondarily adapted to rrtoist conditions. This process was steadily 
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increasing in intensity iri proportion to the progress of denudation of 
·mountainous · and hilly ·areas, and caused· these types ·to d~scend to lower 
places, sometimes even to areas of moist sedimentary basins. An excellent 
example· for this is the Palaeozoic ,group of ·cotdaites and Walchiae whose 
ancestors can hardly be looked for among the old hygrophilous flora of 
the Carbonifero':ls and Devonian sedimentary basins. Much more in common 
with their ancestors seem to have some allochthonous fragments and . 
branches most frequently known as. Pityeae. The same has to be applied 

. to _the origin and development of the Meso- ]'and Cainozoic Angiosperms. · 
Thus the ancestors of all new plant typesl appearing autochthonously in 
the . course of geological periods, are mostly to be looked for in older, still 
typically terrestrial elements which under suitable circumstances descended 
from hilly regions to low-land areas or altogether sedimentary basins. 
The evolutionq.ry process the sequence of whiclh is: pteridophytic elements 
in the Devonian, pteridophyUc and pteridospermous elements in the 
Permo-Carboniferous, more advanced gymnospermous elements in the 
Mesozoic, and predominantly angiospermous · elements in the Cainozo;c
offers therefore a picture chronologically . coordinated, not with the pro
gressive phylogenetic- evolutionary tendency of the plant kingdom, but 
rather with the adaptations and descent of terrestrial types (which came 
into existence long time before) to marshy basins and lowlands, as well 
as with gradual dying-out of primary aquatic and hygrophilous types. 
Only indirectly is this process -coordinated with the actual formation of 
new plant elements. Although not . to all consequences, it is on this pheno
menon that some up-to-date considerations as to the origin and spreading 
of the angiospermous element are based '(e. g. D. I. A x e·l rod in the 
U. S,. A. and V. A. Vac h r a 1)1 e e v in the U. S. S. R.). There are, there
fore, quite· a good many reasons for the assumption that the origin of 
the Angiosperms is to be looked for outside the low-land or sedimentary~ 
basin areas. 

There arises, of course, the question whether we have a sufficiently 
strong body of evidence in support of the view Vhat such new plant ele-

- ments do appear as a rare allochthonous admixture before _they become 
fully developed in the shape of, an autochthonous element found in sedimen~ 
tary basins. Taking into consideration the whole series of fossil record 
from most different geologic formations, this question may be. answered , 
in the affirmative. We have ·come in touch with this problem when dealing 
with the flora of the late Palaeozoic (Cordaites and Walchiae). In this 
period,- not only some pteridospermous (Cordaites), but also some .higher 
gymnospermous types descended from their higher sites, as is proved by 
rare records of the cycadean types going as far back as the Westphalian, 
as well as of the ginkgolean and coniferous types dating already from the 
Stephanian, although these plants do not show any appreciable development 
until in the Lower and even Upper Permian. The same can be stated -with 
reference to the angiosperm remains occurring during the Upper · Triassic 
and in the Jurassic. It is especially tb,e recent palynoiogical researches 

· that have supp1ied large number of evidence proving this phenomenon: 
spores of terrestrial cryptogamous plants found :already in Cambr.ian 
strata, spores quite similar to -angiospermous pollen-grains discovered 
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already in the Lower Carboniferous (by S. N. N a u nro v a in the Moscow 
coal basin) and finally numerous indisputably angiospermous pollen- grains 
found in deposits dating from the Liasso-Rhaetic (J. S. Si m p son, G. 
Er d t man n, S. N. N a u m ova). All this makes it quite evident that 
the angiospermous element had been in existence on the earth, of course, 
much earlier outside the low-land ._and basin areas, before it prevailed in 
the course of the mid-Cretaceous also in the vegetation of the sedimentary 
areas. The so far known circumstances lead us to the assumption that it 
was arising perhaps during the late Palaeozoic, that is, . under the 
influence of Hercynian mountain-forming processes which were accom
panied by climatic unrest. · The period of the M·esozoic orogenetic rest in 
the Triassic and Jurassic ensured its development and splitting into 
separate evolutionary lines (families and orders) and finally; after a 
sufficiently long phase of denudation, ranging from the close of the Pa
laeozoic to the , Upper Jurassic, its descent to s.edimentary areas (in the 
late phase of .the Lower Cretaceous). This is the explanation of the fact ..
that since the very beginning (in the Barremian, Aptian and AlbiaN) these 
areas yield angiospermic fossils of most different groups, as they are 
known today, and even sympetalous types. Nor are the Monocotyledons 
missing here, although they are very rare in tJhis period; they do not 
become more abundant until the Senonian stage of the Upper Cretaceous. 

The problem as to under which climatic conditions and . in which 
regions this angiospermous plant element came to existence has for a long 
time been an , open question. Much may become clear from a detailed 
analysis of conditions governing the geolog;cal period, into which we have 
placed its origin as well as its development, and perhaps, to some extent, ' 
from the analysis of certain phenomena occurring in the present-day 
geographical distribution of considerably primitive angiospermous ele
ments. The investigators who for the most adopt the latter method are 
in favour of putting the cradle of Angiosperms into the areas of the warmer 
Pacific where so many strange and very primitive plant ··types still are 
to be found on ma11y islands (e. g. the genus Degeneria). Today, however, 

. we know of indisputably angiospermous remains dating alr~ady from the 
Upper Triassic or Lower Jurassic (or the Jurassic in get:J,eral) and found 
in regions so distant from one another (i. e. Greenland, England, France, 
South Germany, Sweden, Central Asia, South Africa) tha~ only one centre 

' of o~igin would not be sufficient. This fact rather supports the opinion that 
the ancestors of the angiospermous plant type represented some cori
·siderably common late Palaeozoic plant type which became adequately 
modified for strictly terrestrial life. Accordingly, the whole problem is to 
be considered from the point of view of various palaeoclimatic and palaeo
geographic changes taking place during the late Palaeozoic. Investigators 
who base on this point of view their theory as to the origin ont only of the 
Angiosperms, but also of new plant types occurring in the post-Palaeozoic 
periods in general (i. ·e. gymnospermous types included) most often refer 
to the time of the geobotanical splitting. of the Palaeozoic flora in tlhe late 
Carboniferous and early Permian; they suggest that such new elements 
·may have arisen in areas which in the Stephano-Pe'rmian ice period came 
under tlhe influence of periodically increasing and ·decreasing sheets of 
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everlasting ice and snow, L. e. in the Angara area on the northern and .in 
Gondwanaland on the southern hemisphere. To· their opinion it is ·the 
drastic interference of climatic changes by which the .formation of new 
progressive plant elements ·was called forth. ·Analysing impartially the 
Gondwana Permo-Carboniferous flora (and analogically also the Aligara 
floras) we cat1 easily see that, as a matter of fact, these florae compris~ 
elements doubtlessly adapted and specialized to a tougher climate, but 
of no great importance for the· -general evolutionary· prog.ress in the Plant 
Kingdom, 'i. e. only some lateral ·evolutionary :· lines which underwent a 

·strong specialization. These lines, however, ~cannot be considered as a 
source of further progressiye descen~ants: they . became specialized at the 
expense of their pJasticity. Besides, really progressive elements sporad
ically appeared earlier, n:ot in the cold er Gondwana area, but in the then 
warm Euramerico-Cathaysia zone. It is just in this zone, where the flora 
continued to remain under the influence of a relatively warm, at some 
places considerably moist climate; that as early as the Westphalian we 
come across not only rare records of leaves quite similar in shape to those 
of the Mesozoic cycadaceous plants, but also Dicran()phylla and other plants , 
leading to coniferous or ginkgolean types. As a matter of fact; such elements 
appear therefore before the famous Glossopteris flora accompanying the . 
great Stephano-Permian glaciation assumed its place of dominance. There · 
is no direct link between the Glossopteris flora and the formation of new 
tnore progressive plant type~. This. flora represents only a pteridophyto
pteridospermous ;\association adapted to the conditions of a temperate 
climate. This whole association becomes for the most part quite extinct . \ . 
by th_e close of tJhe Permian and during the early phase of the older Me-
sozoic; only some of its rare elements penetrate into the Euramerico
Cathaysia zone, where later, due to further ·changes, levelling up of climatic 

, conditions and _appearance of really progressive (gymnospermous) plant 
elements, they die out without leaving any traces (during the Jurassic); 
thus nothing of them persist into the Cretaceous and the less so into the 

· Tertiary. 
It is therefore necessary to assume that progressive elements arose 

during the Permo-Carboniferous within the then wide Euramerico-Cathaysia 
zone whose climate, judging from other circumstances (sedimentation of 
coal) was by no means tropical, but ratheu slightly sub-tropical (at that 
time the equator may have passed through the equatorial Tethys sea, from 
the area of which no fossils are known so far). The only explanation lies 
therefore in the above . mentioned assumption that such progressive new 
plant elements could have arisen only on mountainous ranges, uplifted at 
that period and ·giving their flora no chance of being preserved, and that, 
when these elements were coming into existence, the strictly terrestrial 
environment played a more important part than did the decrease in tempe
rature. All this l'eads us . to the opinion that t l1 e a n g i o s p e r m o us 
element was most probably arising during the 
Permo-Carboniferous within the sub-tropical to 
temperately_ tropical Euramerico-Cathaysia zone, 
i n m o u n t a in o us, or h i 11 y r e g i o n s f o 1 d e d u p~ by H e r -
cynian orogenetic proces ,ses; the conditions under 
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which · this evo·llition was going on were strictly 
t e r r e s t r i a 1. T!his assumption agrees with . a number of interesting 
results of researches concerning the present-day distribution oL various 
angiospermous types (see,. e. g. J. W. B e w s [1927] and a~o D. J. -Axe 1 .,.. 
rod [1952] who starts from B e w's observations). Most progressive 
angiosperm·ous types, occurring today in temperate or eolder zones, still 
have their more primitive relatives in the sub:..tropical to tropica,l zones. 
This may well be the inheritancefrom the ancient period of their arising. 

There remains one mdl\e problem, namely, which is the period of the 
geographical spreading of more pr.ogressive elements from ~he places where 
t!heir more primitive forefathers had ·their habitats for such a long time. 
it is commonly known that progressive · elements which became adapted 
even to eolder life conditions formed, in the course of ages, secondary 
centres of their geographical distribution. With regard to the character of 
the ang iospermou_s flora in the middle phase of the Cretacous (the Aptian, 
Albian, Cenomanian), it must be admitted that .representatives of ·almost 
all the present-day orders and families were in existen~~ already at that 
time: The fundamental splittjng ·must therefore have taken place as early 
as the Triassie and Jurassic, ·which yield extremely scanty fossil record, . 
i.' e. during the period when thermal as well as humidity conditions (judging 
from . the distribution of Ferns and Gymnosperms of that time) were, 
perhaps the ultimate arctic areas excepted, to a great ex~ent stabilized all 
over the world. The tropics may !have not been so hot a:s they are today 
and, on the other hand, today's temperate zones may have been warmer 
than they are at present. It 'was after the first attack of the Alpine earth~ 
movement within the Upper Jurassic and during . the Cretaceous that a 
more perceptible ·zbnation seems to have been established on the earth. 
And this is also the time, when Angiosperms descended from their higher 
sites to assume a dominant po,sition in low-land and· basin terrains. It is 
of interest' that at that time many types showed far greater plasticity than 
they do today (e. g. the genus Artocarpus embraced· species able to grow 
in areas outside the tropics). It can also be easily seen t!hat specifically 
circumpolar Arcto- Cretaceous florae comprising a number of new elements 
were formed as early as the mid-Cretaceous (the Cenomanian). Later these 
elements established themselves in the arising temperate zones where the 
more primitive and delicate tropical, as well as sub-tropical, elements were 
gradually disappearing. Convincing palaeontological evidence for these 
various facts is available and shows that the splitting of the angiospermous 

. prototype into innumerable numbers of orders . and families must have 
taken place at least in t!he late Triassic and· early Jurassic; the formation 
of secondary centres of distribution of different more progressive or 
derived , (i; e. special adaptations) elements may then be a,llotted to the 
middle, as well as late, -Cretaceous and also to the older phases of the 
Tertiary, when climatic zones, called forth by the Alpine orogertetic pro
cesses, were arising. Op. the other hand, it cannot be assumed that during · 
its last phase of development tihe angiospermous plant element could have 
given rise to fundamentally new plant types; most probably, the types 
which were unfit ~ to live under altered conditions had to undergo mere 
adaptations, or else they had to die out. '. 
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Ill. Relation of the Angiosperms to Other Large T~xanomic 
Plant Groups (Fig. 1.). 

. The fundamental taxonomic relation of Angiosperms is quite evident 
from tlheir general morphology and anatomy. It is indisputable that this 
type is a decidedly macrophyllous one, belonging as the ultimate evolutjonary 
group to the series Pteropsidineae :- Pteridospermeae- Cycadeae-Gnetineae ~ 
This classification exc,ludes any relation to microphyllous (or sphenops:d) 
groups Lycopodineae, Articulatineae, Psigmophyllineae (i. e. Tmesop$id{
neae), Cordaitineae, Ginkgoineae and Conifereae, a relation, which has often 
been discussed and s.ugge.sted for at least some Angiosperms (e. g. also the 
French palaeobotanist L. Ember g er). As regards· the arrangement of 
leaves, their quite specially complex venation, the presence of vessels and, 
in some cases, the mode of 'fertilization, the closest analogy can be found 
in the group Gnetirieae. There are, however, certain features in wh-ich these 
two groups differ substantially; perhaps the most essentjal one "is the for
mation of scalariform vessels. In the Gnetineae these vessels arise from 
a series of tracheides provided with bordered pits so that, transverse rows 
of these pits get fused into' continuous strips. On · the other hand their 
origin in the Angiospermae is much simpler: here a fusion of scaliform 
tracheides takes .place. The same occurs in some cases among the Pteri
dophyta, where vessels are also exceptionally formed (e., g. Pteridium 
aquilinum, some Selaginellae). This, however, apart from other details, 
points to the fact that between the Angiospermae and Gnetineae ther~ is 
only a relation of convergence and tpat the gnetinean type split from 
substantially more advanced ancesto~s than did the Angiosperms, i. e. most 
pt:obably a little later. This, too, agrees to some extent with palaeontolog~cal 
evidence. Macroscopic remains of the Gnetineae are extremely rare· and 
palynologically their greatest distribution can · be proved iri the late 
Cretaceous and early Tertiary. Thus the Gnetineae appear to be a quite 
independent lateral evolutionary line which may perhaps be derived from 
some macrophyllous, considerably advanc'ed types (perhaps already closely 

- related to cycadaceous plants or at least to .Pteddosperms with tracheides 
bearing bordered pits) and which, as regards its leaf arrangement,· reached 
the same stage of condensation in the blade and veining as did the Angio
sperms. Quite analogous is the case of the Mesozoic group Caytoniales which, 
in its turn, acquired the angiospermous character in the arrangement of 
ovaries without reaching the angiospermous nature of leaves. Angiosperms 
are to be derived from certainly far more archaic types and their origin 
is to be looked _for, not among the Gnetineae, but in old, er periods where 
most probably, as will be discussed later, the Pter~dosperms. and primitive 
cycadaceous plants, ·still having scalariform tracheides, sepadtted from 
considerably primitive macrophyllous pteridophytic types. All this is in 
accordance with what has been said about the geological period, in which 
the palaeogeographic, palaeoclimatic, as well as geologic, conditions (ora
genesis, etc.) offered the greatest chance for the angiospermous plant type 
to come into existence. 
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IV. Remarks on Some Morphological and Anatomical Peculiarities of the 
· Angiosperrils. 

1. The macrophyllousangiospermic leaf. __;_ Angiospermous leaves may 
be compared only with the gnetalean leaves, especially in the genus Gnetum. 
They show a peculiar mode of growth after developing from the buds and 
exhibit a unique character of con1plex venation, quite different from that 
found in ferns as well as in pteridospermous and cycadaceous plants. It is 
usual for palaeontologists (H. Pot on i Er, P. · Be r t ran d) to consider 

· them as a stage of a still more advanced coalescence of leaflets of ' the 
original much-divided frondose leaves, i. e. as a further stage of conden
sation of large fern like fronds. According to them. the angiospermous leaf 
represents only a further, gradual and more advanced stage of development 
of what was acihieved by pteridospe~1nous or cycadaceous plants. The 
leaves of these plants, however, are very often provided with two leaf- _ 
trace bundles, whereas, according to S i n n o t t and B a i 1 e y, the original 
state, of angiospermous leaves is a palmately lobate leaf with three vascular 
bundles from which forms whose trace supply of the petiole consists of only 
one or many bundles are derived. Nor is,. in fact, the angiospermous venation 
in any way linked with retiform venations of pteridospermous or cycada
ceous plants, however complex they may be. For this reason we may take _ 
it for granted that this assumption as to the origin of angiospermous leaves 
is not correct and that their origin has to be linked up directly with some 
primitive types of leaf formatfons belonging to some Devonian or Carboni- / 
ferous archaic plant of a still psilophytoid character., from which both Ferns 
and Pteridosperms originated. These leaf formations were apparently of 
phyllophorous character (see, e. g. the strange threefold branching · of 
phyllophores in Botryopteris trisecta Mam. from the North-American Car
boniferous). It is to be assumed not that such fronds underwent a gradual 
and• slow condensation under the infl~ence of a slow adaptation to 
incr~asifigly drier conditions but tihat, due"-t~ strictly terrestrial conditions, 
such phyllophorous formations became suddenly arrested in their growth 
on some initial staQe (neotenic stage) fro in which the course of the 
further development of the blad.e took quite a different direction, witlh 
quite a different pattern of a much denser venation, far more 'appropriate 
for the distribution of water solutions in a dry terrestrial environment 
and , therefore beari:qg no · resemblance whatever to th~t of the . original 
hygrophilous _plants. We must, ,. therefore, consider angiospermous leaves 
(or their blades) as a new formatiori having with the ancient macrophyllous 
archaic Pteridophyta only a common basis. In the arrangement of their 
blade we carinot therefore look for ~mything that would, from the evolu.:. 
tionary point of view, establish .·direct links with the arrangement of richly 
dissected fronds of the Ferns, Pteridosperms, or cycadaceous plants. Tl)is 
is why the idea of such complex fronds being gradually changed ipto 
entire angiospermous leaf blades is to be considered as too speculative. 
It is in fact probable that plant types whicih were developing from . original 
hygrophilous prototypes at places sufficiently moist (low-land areas and 
coas~ or inland sedimentary basins with a strong water supply) may have 
very long preserved richly divided fronds, for the most part provided with 
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slowly growing phyUophores ; cycadaceous plants are evidently· their b~st 
1adapted derivatives to dryer environment. On the contrary the plants 

· which were· spreading from. their o'riginal environment to strictly terrestrial 
areas (they may have reached them quite passively when the mountain 
ranges were being formed by the folding of the earth's crust) seem to 
have been subjected to reduction very early on certain stages of tl).eir ' 
growth and formed their blades in quite a different way and of very muclh 
limited growth without contributing tp the formation of any transitory 
shapes. This is the reason why we do not possess any leaf imprints which 
could be regarded as ~ intermediary between tihese two leaf sJ:l.apes. The 
same may probably be applied to gnetale'an leaves. 

·2. Holoblastic (monopodial) axillary branching.-The origin of this ' 
phenomenon, so characteristic of some .higher Gymnosperms and especially 
Angiosperms, has usually been interpreted very forcibly. It was considered 
to be a more advanced modification of dichotomous .or hemiblastic branch
·ing and efforts were made to prove this hypothesis. Various recently found 
fossil remains, however, \show . more and more clearly that both these types 
_of branching are apparently of the same old age. This view is supported 
especially by records of axillary branching in the devonian genus Scougo
phyton Term. and some Permo-Carboniferous Coenopteridales (e. g. some 
species of the genera Ankyropteris and Botryopteris ). On the other· hand, 

. however, rthere are also some rare . cases of dichotomous branching in· 
Angiosperms (the Palm Hyphaene). This problem, too, is to be examined 
with regard to the splitting of the ~ncient . flora into evolutionary branches, 
which, more or less preserving their hygrophilous nature, assumed a 
marked tendency for dichotomous branching, and evolutionary branches 
which, being of an adaptable ·character, went over to strictly terrestrial 
areas and predominantly adopted axillary branching (a better protection .of 
growing points against desiccation). Some records go so far as to suggest 
that these conditions in many prototypes of vascular plants were rarther 
unstable (see the above mentioned Palaeozoic genera). It is just in the 
above-mentioned Devonian genus Scougophyton as well as in the cited 
Coenopteridales that both-the branching types may be found simultaneously 
on the same plant. All this, of course, indicates that . the origin of such 
progressive plant types is to be looked for in substantially anci~nt times 
when plants possessing both kinds of branching were actually oc~urring 
at the same time. ' r ' 

3. Dicotyledony and monocotyledony.~Here, too, investigators differ 
in their opinions. All the latest · researches. (R. Sou e g e s 1934, 1939, M. S. 
J a k o v 1 e v 1946, 1950, J. G. Se re b r j a k o v 195·2) are decidedly in 
favour of the. view that the monocotyledonous type is· a secondary one. 
This opinion certainly throws light on' the phylogenesis of the whole mono
cotyledonous group which, accordingly, branched off from the common 
prototype, after this had been already sufficiently fixed in its angiospermous 
and its dicotyledonous nature. This agrees, to a considerable degree, with 
the fact that Monocotyledons reached their full development later than 
did the Dicotyledons, as can be traced palynologically during the Cretaceous 
and old Tertiary (i. g. the development of Palms). 

4. Relation of herbs to woody plants.-As regards the herbs, many 
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recent anatomic resear~hes (E .. , W. S ~ n not t, J. w~ B a i 1 e y 1914, 1915, 
1922; A. L. T a c.h t a j y an [Tachtadzjan] 1948) have clearly revealed that 
cont~nuous eustelic systems of vascular bundles, occasionally also th8 
cambium ring, underwent complete disintegration. Accordingly, the her
baceous type has to be considered as a secondary one, which became spe
cialized for particular life conditions. Investigation of conditions under . 
which herbaceous elements occur most frequently always reveals conditions 
less favourable to the growth of woody plants (see, e. g., the relation of the 
Gondwana flora to our Eurarnerican or to the East Asiatic Cathaysia flora 
in the Permo- Carboniferous, or the relation of today's Arctic flora to the 
floras of the temperate zone, and the relation of these to sub-tropical or 
tropical floras). With the view to the whole system of vascular bundles a 
reverse process of evolution is hardly probable. So far all the records show 
that exceptional cases of herbaceous plants which became woody again 
(that is 9 woody plants which probably originated from herbaceous plants) 
always bear certain characteristics in their anatomic structure, dis
tinguishing them clearly from the groups of primary woody plants. Today 
it is already beyond doubt that herbaceous plants are to be regarded as 
a highly specialized element of a secondary character which could hardly 
give rise to some quite new lines of evolution. -· 

5. The system of vascular bundles.-As regards vascular bundles as 
a whole, the Angiosperms have eertain features in common with the more 
advanced Gymnosperms. In all cases the systems are substantially eustelic 
and their xylem part, as compared with the cortex layer, is extensively 
developed. Quite the contrary to this has been found in Palaeozoic woody 
plants of the groups Lycopodineae or Equisetineae; the same, to a lesser 
extent, applies also to many Ferns .and Pteridosperms of that time. But 

• allochthon_~usly deposited _remains of various stems dating from the same 
period (i. e. indisputably parts of plants evidently terrestrial) prove that 
such a woody plant type having a thin layer of cortex tissues, but an 
extraordinarily bulky cylinder of wood, existed as early as that time, of 
course, in hilly or mountainous regions and most probably descended in 
the course of . time from higher sites to spread also in low-land areas 
or sedimentary basins. This spreading took place proportionately to the 
.degree of its ability to adapt itself secondarily to new conditions (e. g. 
in the Permo-Carboniferous the group Cordaitineae, most closely related 
to the·· group Pityeae which is known from predon1in~ntly allochthonous 
records of an evidently terrestrial character). The splitting of the plant 
kingdom into terrestrial and into originally hygrophilous plants . can be 
clearly perceived in these phenome:q.a. 

In Angibsperrris the eustely remains for the most part typically 
developed, but in some plants, especially in Monocotyledons (but also in 
some Dicotyledons, though not so frequently) a peculiar disintegration 
of the whole cylinder resulted in ataktostely. This phenomenon can be 
interpreted by no direct relation to external conditions, but only by an 
indirect one, because it was conditioned by a specific arrangement of 
leaves bearing numerous leaf-traces and b~ the mode of connecting these . 
traces . to the corresponding vascular bundles of the stem. Both the 

. disintegration of the eustelic . cylind~r in herbs and .1Jhe origin of ataktostely 
2 
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in Mona:cotyledons show certain quite analogous reductional features~ i. e. 
the disappearance of the cambium ring. In some ·cases (e. g. in the family 
Araceae) ataktostely is accompanied by an amphivasal character of vascular 
bundles, which seems to have some bearing on the multiplication of leaf
trpces (E. C. J e f f r e!y 1917;-it appears also in the nodes of the stems 
o~ some representatives of the families Umbelliferae and Araliaceae). The 

, , evolution of tlhe angiospermous vascular.:.bundle system passed from a 
typical eustely to ataktostely, and from here to) ataktostely accompanied 
by amphivasal character of separate bundles. There are only exceptional 
cases where the bundles assumed the amphivasal character without the · 
presence of ataktostely. Here again, tlhe Monocotyledons, .as compared 
with the Dicotyledons, appear to be a secondary element. · 

6. Importance of more delicate wwtomic structures of vascular bun
dles for the taxonomy of the Angiosperms.-Due to the fact that vessels or 
tracheae in the Angiosperms developed from a series of subsequent 
tracheides, a considerable number of tracheides .lost their original functions 
and changed into anatomic elements performing qther functions, especially · 
mechanic ones. In the course of tlhe development of different angio
spermous groups the organization of vessels, too, has been improved in 
most various ways. These problems have been dealt with in detail in 
a great many books and papers (sse, e. g., bibliography in K. E sa u 1950 
and A. L. T a c h t a j y an [Tachtadzjan] 1948). It has been made clear 
tlhat the improvement of certain elements, e. g. vessels need not be 
accompanied to the same extent by the improvement of other building 
elements in the xylem part, or vice-versa. This is ·the reason ·why, the 
more archaic character is retained by a certain plant, the .more suclh 
primitive elements are contained in its wood. So far as the vessels are 
concerned, this applies to the orientation and mode of perforations in ,) 
their cross walls as well as to the diameter and length of their members. 
Other important circumstances of tlhis kind can be deciphered from the 
presence and character of libriform fibres, xylem parenchyma and :medul
lary rays, distribution of vessels in the wood and their relation to the 
groups of the xylem parenchy!l).a. In studying all these details . we often 
come to see that many of these _plhenomena were greatly accelerated by 
the adaptation to outside conditions (see, e. g., the~ comparatively perfect . 
character of vessels in many amentiferous types contrasting with an 
imperfect development of libriform fibres (e. g·. the Betulaceae). This may 

·be in connection with secondary centres of distribution (so characteristic 
just of the amentiferous plants). Although the xylem part of tlhe bundles 
presents so many combinations that a correct evaluation as to the archaity 
of different plant types is so:metimes very difficult, taxonomers pay much 
attention to the structure of wood. 

In ·estimating the archaity of different plant types, the phloem part 
is given far less care than shou1d be done. It is not until in the Angio
sperms that the building elements, present in the phloem part of vascular 
bundles, marked a more intensified evolution and improvement. Main 
building elements of the phloem, tlhe sieve-tubes, we·re not yet appro
priately ·developed, e. g., in the representatives of the Devonian group 
Psilophytineae or in the tree-like Perrp.o-Carboniferous representatives of 
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group Lycopodineae, whereas their tracheides had long before borne various 
kinds of sculpturings. Nor do the very much advanced 1 gymnosperm types, 
the tracheides of which reached the most progressive stages in evolution 
(bordered pits enclosing the tori) ·show any signs of forming typical sieve
tubes. As a matter of fact, it is therefore in the Gymnosperms that the 
entire process of gradual development of tlhe phloem building units can 
clearly be perceived. This problem has been studied so much (see K. E s a u 
or L. L. Ta c h t a j y an (Tachtadzjan] 1. s.) rthat the voluminous literature 
affords rather a· clear picture of the taxonomic value 'both of the xylem 
and the phloem. It is evident that the phloem sieve-tubes developed quite 
separately from, and, to a great extent, independently on, the development 
of the xylem, especially that of its vessels (notice, e. g., the very primitive 
sieve-tubes, as compared with the extremely advanced vessels in the 
amentiferous plants). Moreover, if we follow this process in different plant 
types, we are more or less inclined to think that the evolution of the 
phloem depended far less on the outside influences than did the develop
m-ent of xylem vessels and that it corresponds far better to the actual 
degree of progressivity in the general evolution. It clearly reveals tbat 
herbaceous elements, when compared with their woody r elatives, are of 
a derived character as the sieve-tubes jn herbs are, to sorrie extent, mostly 
more advanced. However, it is also of interest to note tlhat Monocotyledons, 
too, embrace types provided with very archaic sieve..:tubes (e. g. the 
Palms), which indicates that they split from their dicotyledonou·s ancestors 
at a time when their development was very little advanced. For these 
reasons tJhe organization of sieve-tubes should be considered as an 
anatomic feature of the utmost importance for the solving of taxonomic 
problems. In setting up angiospermous evolutionary lines this problem has 
.been given much more attention in this paper than has usually been done. 

7. Problem Qf reproductive organs (pollen-gains, ovules (lnd embryo 
sac).-Pollen-sacs, producing pollen-·grains, were, as a rule, very recti
linearly compared with sporangia (or microsporangia) of the series Filices
Pteridospermae-Cycadales. Some detailed researches, however, clearly 
revealed that this relation .is probably too remote (E. C. J e f f re y and 
R. A. Tor re y), because in the just-mention~d plant series various 
dehiscence mechanisms of these organs always arise from surface tissues, 
whereas those of the angiospermous pollen-sacs have their origin in inner 
tissues, because they are often directly connected with vascular tissues 
and only secondarily, due to the reduction of surface tissues, · come up 
almost- to the surface. In this respect a certain analogy can be found in 
different coniferophytes (also in the genus Ginkgo). This seems to be 
another convergent phenomenon occurring with · strictly terrestrial types 
in contradiction to the whole series Filices-Pteridospermae-Cycadales 
which is of a hygrophilous nature and only gradually has assumed a more 
or less terrestrial !habit. At the same time, this confirms the correctness 
of our supposition that Angiosperms must have split from their ancestral 
stock in very early times, perhaps already in a psilophytoido-filicinean 
stage. 

Angiospermous pollen-·grains attained an unprecendented variety in 
forms. In types which preserved a considerably archaic -character they 
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are rather similar in form to those of some ancient (even Palaeozoic) 
Pteridosperms. ·This, too, supports the above-mentioned tlheory. Besides, 
a great number of pollen-grains showing angiospermous character and · 
dating from the older Mesozoic . (the Jurassic in Scotland, in Scania (sou
thern Sweden], in Caucasus, in Fergana (Central Asia]) and even records 
of grains, provided with several apertures,- from the Lower carboni
ferous (N a u m ova's . records from the Moscow coal district) clearly 
point to the fact tlhat the ancestors of today's Angiosperms had existed 
long before this group fully appear~d in Cretaceous deposits; It was not 
until recently that the arrangement of the · pollen-grain sculpturings as 
well as the composition of their membranes have attracted due attention 
on the part of taxonomers , and even today some systematists are rather 
sceptical about these phenomena. It cannot, however, be denied that pollen
grains clear up many uncertainties in the affinities of different plant 
types, although we know . very well that their development in different 
evolutionary lines may have taken parallel courses (see R. P. Wood
h o u s e 1935, 1936, G. E r d t m a n n 1952). The setting up of large 
taxonomic groups and determining their mutual relations cannot be done 
without appropriate evaluation of pollen-grains. Then it becomes evident 
that Monocotyledons generally . are far more primitive in the organization 
of their pollengrains tlhan are the Dicotyledons. This fact is evidently 
·connected both with their relative phylogenetic homogeneity and with / 
a strongly marked specialization for certain rather definite condition of 
life (geophily, hydroplhily, etc.). 

Angiospermous ovules no longer betray in any how their various 
parts came to existence. The function of intercepting pollen-grains, apart 
from some quite exceptional cases (some representatives of tlhe family 
Polyigonaceae, monocotyledonous genus Butomopsis) was taken over by 
covering formations enclosing the ov\}les, i. e. ovary stigmas. This again 
points to a str?ctly terrestrial adaptation. Most frequently the ovules, 
provided they suffered no reductions . of any kind, have two integuments. 
A · number of Angiosperms, however, are known to possess ovules with 
only one integument. So far , it is not quite certain which of the two cases 
is more original. Many investigators _assume that ovules bearing a single 
integument underwent reductional changes. Though with many plants 
especially with many sympetalous ones this seems to be very probable, 
there is no convincing evidence in support of the view that both the 
type~ might not have existed side by side since the very beginning. In 
any case, apart from some exceptions (e. g. the Umbellifereae among · 
ohoripetalous plants, or again the Ericaceae among the sympetalous plants), 
the presence of one or two integuments suggests the four well known 
sets of Angiosperrrts: the set of apetalous, as well as sympetalous, plants 
on one side, and the rest of Dicotyledons (all choripetalous) together with 
the Monocotyledons on the other. This grouping, evidently unnatural in 

· many respects, is clearly due to convergences and parallelisms that must 
have indisputably played great par( in development. Minor details in the 
ovule structure, e. g. the so-called eusporangiaty and tenuinucellaty, the 
character of the tapetum tissue; etc., have apparently to be interpreted 
in -a similar way. In this respect many cases of reductions and derivations 
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can be found especially with the sympetalous types. It, however, is neces
sary to point out that, in contradiction to certain indisputable marks of 
i;ntensive derivation, they show here strongly archaic features in· their 
external, as well as floral, morphology. . 

8. Some important problems as to the morphol01gy of angiosperm · 
flower.-Innumerable books have been published by morphol9gists, ana..; 
tomists,. and ontogenists on the nature of angiospermous flowers. Their 
most contradictory opinions are not to be discussed in this brief summary. 
According to the present state of knowledge, based especially on anatomic 
details of the receptacle and various floral organs, nothing at all seems 
positively to indicate an axile character of any floral organ. All the data 
so far available point either directly to the leafy nature of these organs 
or make such an explanation acceptable even in considerably disputable 
cases. Different kinds of reductions and arrangement of reduced florets 
into various dense inflorescences may, ·qf course, have given rise to 
formations resembling simple flowers. In this case separate florets may 
be represented by only one stamen or one ovary which assume tlhe position 
of axillary shoots (Cercidiphyllum, Salix ). There is not, and cannot, be any 
doubt that angiospermous flowers represent simple shortened shoots 
provided with adequately arranged perianth leaves and sporophylls of 
a leafy nature. Yet there are so many varieties in the. behaviour of these 
organs .that recently there arose a theory about a double nature of 
angiospermous flowers (La m, Ember g er, K u z ne c o v, etc.). Some 
palaeobotanists distinguish two different types of Angiosperms, one arising 

. from cqniferoid ancestors and · one, from some cycadoid stock; others 
introduce here the notion of stachyospory and phyllospory. G re g us s 
assumes three such basic types at all. This would, of course, mean that 
Angiosperms have at least a double origin. If we consider them to be 
a specifically rriacrophyllous plant group, as stated above, such considera
tions a~mitting a double basically different nature . of their flowers are 
becoming quite absurd. All the phenomena which may make such inter
pretations acceptable (e. g. different behaviour of stamens or carpels in 
ontogeny, . tlheir position and their 1nutual relations in their maturity, 

' ~ifferent nature of petals, branched stamens, etc.) must be studied without 
any prejudice, i. e. from the same points of view as we have done when 
considering the origin and modification of assimilating leaves. It should 
be realized here, too, that sterile assimilating leaves as well as fertile 
leaves or sporophylls necessarily had to undergo similar changes when 
the whole plant was becoming adapted to strictly! terrestrial conditions, 
i.' e. here, too, the development became arrested on a neotenic stage t.o . 
allo·w, later, tlhe appearance of forms· of growth quite different from those 
present in their relatives which persisted to live in decidedly moist 
conditions. And it certainly depended very much on the extent of phyl
·loidization to which their general character and organization, no doubt 
originally strongly telomoid, had been subjected9 before tlhey passed to 
conditions strictly terreslrial. Besides, the organization of many primitive 
Ferns from the transition periods of the Devonian to Lower Carboniferou') 
shows tpat; after the differentiation of macrophyllous fronds into sterile 
leaves taking over exclusively assimilating function and into leaves bearing 
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henceforward reproductive organs, the ste·rile assimilating leaves and the 
fertile sporoplhylls (both of macrophyllous character) very probably · began 
to ·develop quite independently in their own way. In spite of their originally 
common basis (the great telom system with a,Iateral .orientation and 
a tendency towards a limited growth), angiospermous assimilating leaves 
and sporophylls cannot, therefore, be· of the same morphological value. 
In· view of the fact that som.e fertile floral organs may secondarily lose 
tJheir fertility and change into sterile parts (e. g. stamens into staminoida 
or perianth leaves), the assumption that many floral parts, particularly 
some perianth leaves may be a reductional product of sterile assimilating 
leaves as well as of sterilized sporophylls, is certainly fully justified (in 
many cases also proved by experience). And, in fact, the sepals in plants 
with two perianth whirls point, by quite a number of features (venation, 
anatomy of leaf-traces, mode of phyllotaxy), almost indisputably to their 
originating from . assimilating leaves. The origin of perianth leaves or 
petals, however, is quite a different matter. They very often rather 
distinctly show !(Water-lily, Rose, etc.) that they arose from sterilized 
stamens. For that reason they share with thern analogue leaf-trace ana
tomy, their venation for the most part differs from that of sterile leaves 
and is rather dichotomously branched; also in other respects their anatomic 
structure is far more primitive. It seems, however,. that such an explana
tion of the origin of perianth leaves or petals cannot be applied to all 
cases; this has been specially pointed out by A. J. La m · who based his 
theory of a double character of the Angiosperms on · very such features 
(as ·well as, of course, on other phenomena). There are apparently also 
very many plant types where perianth leaves or petals were brought into 
existence directly by reduction and adequate arrangement of assimilating 
leaves which were originally sterile. And it is known that sporophylls in 
most different ·ancient plants were often concentrated on certain brancl).es 
of limited growth with no sterile leaves, whereas in others, although 
closely related, the same shortened axes displayed both· sterile leaves and 
sporophylls, ·often alternating (e. g. in the. g'roup of the Palaeozoic Equise
tales the strobili of the order Equisetites had only fertile sporangiophores, 
whereas those of the genus Calamites .bore alternating whorls of both 
sterile leaves and sporangiophores). Even here, in the angiospermous 
prototypes, both possibilities are to be assumed: on the one hand axes 
shortening into flowers provided exslusively with sporophylls some of whicl;l 
changed later into sterile covering leaf-like formations, and on the other 
hand axes shortening into flowers which bore a great number of sporo
phylls as well as, on their lower portions, numerous sterile leaflets which 
soon began to take over the · function of peri.anth leaves so that it was not 
necessary for the sporophylls to change into perianth leaves by steriliza
tion. In the latter case it is then quite evident that as long as the whole 
nature of such an arising floral formation was still of a strongly telomoid 
and relatively plastical character, also the adaptation to terrestrial con-

. ditions may have, to some extent, contributed to the descent of sporophylls 
to positions sufficiently covered by sterile leaves, just as is s-een, e. g., 
in the strobili of the Palaeozoic Calamites, i. e. in extreme cases it may 
have been the cause of an obdiplostemonous or an epipetalous arrange-
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ment of rthe sporophylls. And, in fact, in many angiospermous plants where 
the supporters of the so-called staclhyospory assumed that perianth leaves 
were· of another origin than the stamens; obdiplostemony or epipetalous 
position of stamens can be found. L a m and other supporters of the . new 
morphology interpret these phenomena as being due to an axile origin 
of the stamens, which are therefore situated at the axil of the perianth 

. leaves. In ·accordance with 1the result of various anatomical research work, 
it is, however, more correct to assume that sporophylls and sterile leaflets 
in question descended as early as the flowers were 'being formed (tlhere 
was no shifting of rings of the floral organs in the fully established 
flowers, as was explained by the classical morphology) tn adequate 
covering positions analogous to those seen in so many cases of Palaeozoic 
equisetalean strobili. It is, of co~rs.e, obvious that such position of sporo
phylls in respect to periantlh leaves may be attained secondarily in other 
ways as well, e. g. probably in the families Saxifragaceae, Primulaceae, 
and in some genera of the family Rosaceae (just as on ~he other hand, 
flowers bearing stamens normally alternating with perianth leaves re. g. 
genus Linum in the order Geraniales or in the families Nyctaginaceae and 
Batidaceae, belonging to the centrospermous series] may, by the reduction 
of a stamen ring, develop from flowers originally obdiplostemonous). 

According to the. origin of the perianth leaflets or petals two types 
of angiospermous flowers may be distinguished, even if both these· floral 
types have the same, i. e. euanthium, basis: 1. lh o m o g e n o us f I o w e r s 
where ·the shortening fertile shoots originally bore only sporophylls and 
where perianth leaves or petals developed secondarily by sterilization and 
re-phylloidization of tlhe lowest sporophylls (i. e. marginal stamens) and 
2. h e t e r 0 g e n 0 U S f 1 0 W · e r S where the shortening shoots bore 
besides the sporophylls also sterile leaves, in which case the sporophylls 
did not lose their fertility, nor did they get modified into perianth leaves, 
because the sterile leaves afforded the necessary protection since the very 
beginning. To distinguish which of the two flower types really occurs in 
today's plants is not· at all an .easy and simple task. A whole· series of 
comparative researches have to be made in the wide affinity splheres, and 
even the true nature of the flower may not be appropriatly determined~ 
owing to the fact that the origin of the flowers is of such an anci~nt 
geologic past that it is beyond our imagination to conceive !how much of 
their original character was wiped off in the course of their development 
and by adaptations to strictly terrestrial conditions to attain such features 
which offer no possibility whatever of recognizing the original state. The. 
above-mentioned reasons lead to the conclusion that many features and 
characters considered by L a m and nther supporters of the "new morpho
logy" to be characteristic of their stachyosporous types ' are, in fact, 
characteristic of our types with heterogenous .flowers and, vice-versa, 
properties and phenomena, regarded by the supporters of the "new 
morphology" as distinctive of their plhylosporous types, are· distinctive 
of our plants with homogenous flowers. From all this, however, it follows 
that with the Angiosperms the stachyospory may be considered as an 
illusory phenomenon. All angiospermous flowers are of phyllosporous and 
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euanthious character; differences !nay be 'assumed only in the nature 
of the perianth leaves (resp. petals). 

Like all originally abundantly divided parts of plantbodies, various· 
floral organs and even entire ' angiospermous flowers are, during their 
development, ' subjected to different reductions and pitiless condensation 
law formulated by P. Be r t ran d. This law ·manifests itself to a specialfy 
great extent where the original flowers were most probably of very , small 
dimensions. Iri this case tlhe number of floral members constantly decreases 
and the flowers themselves get massed into various ·inflorescences in 
wh;ch sterile leaves are reduced. This process may go so far that finally 
only one stamen -or one small ovary is all that is left. Then the florets, 
thus to various degrees strongly simplified and densely grouped on axes 
of higher orders, finally give rise to formation which are to a great extent 
and in many respects similar to simple· flowers: they have relatively 
slender stalks, fall off from the main axes as a whole, their bracts may 
display bright colours. Many of them recall flowers of some archaic plant 
species provided with relatively elongated receptacles (catkins of some 
amentiferous plants remind of simple flowers of the ranunculaceous 
genus Myosurus, euphorbiaceous cyathia have the appearance of almost 
normal simple florets with a small number of floral members and usually 
low receptacles, many heads or capitula of the Compositae or the family 
Proteaceae as well ·as araceous floral spadices provi~ed with bright spatha 
often rernind of some large flowers with numerous floral organs. In such 
cases the individual flowers are often unisexual, one of the two sexes being 
often suppressed as a result of reductional clhanges. It is not surprising 
that some botanists, taking for granted that large bisexual flowers 
developed by reduction from large inflorescences originally. comprising 
simple florets of one isolated sex, should have explained such processes 
quite inversely (theory of flowers of pseudanthium character). If, however, 
all such cases are studied without any prejudice, we finally always come 
to tlhe conclusion that the original nature of the simple flowers seems 
to have been bisexual in all cases (frequent remains of reduced organs of 
the other sex). Many inflorescences already affected by such strong 
reductions '(see, e. g. catkins of some representatives of the family Juglan
daceae or Betulaceae) were agafn exposed to new reductions, coalescences 
and plagiotropic arrangement of flowers or of entire miniature axillary 
inflorescences. These changes resemble very closely the reductions and 
plagiotropic arrangement of axillary fertile strobili in the female coniferous 
cones. And this phenomenon greatly contributed to considerations about 
tlhe relations of some angiospermous plant groups to the coniferous type. 
It is, however, to be regarded as a mere convergence occurring with 
angiosperms only in a small number of cases (practically only in some 
amentiferous types), whereas it became the rule with the Coniferae. One 
of the most extreme cases of such floral reductions which lead to 
inflorescences similar to m-ere simple flowers is, apart from the euplhor
biaceous cyathia, also the "flower"· of the genus Cercidiphyllun~. Here, on 
a shortened axis, 1at the axil of each of more or less opposite bracts 
looking like greenish dry-membraneous perianth leaves, there is one ovary 
or one little group of stamens. Everything is so condensed !here that even 
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the shortened portion of the axis beariJ!g these organs makes the impres
sion of being only a slightly elongated receptacle (see also B. G. L. 
Swam y-J. W. B a i 1 e y 1949). It is not surprising ·that this inconspicu
ous and tiny type of inflorescence should have be~n interpreted in different 
ways; some considered it to be a type of suc!h flowers as are found in 
the group Polycarpiceae, others regarded it. as a typical case of the origin 
of a stachyosporous flower where stamens and ovaries, as axile organs, 
are still to be found in the axil of bracts. In reality we have to do here 
only with a very much reduced catkin inflorescence with flowers reduced 
to only one small ovary or one small group of stamens; these "flowers" 
cannot be compared with those of the genus Trochodendron or with any 
other type of flowers found in the archaic orders Magnoliales or Ranun
cula'les. 

V. General Process in tihe Development of the Angiosperms and Their 
System in the Light of Considerations Discussed in: Sections H and IV. 

From considerations ~tated in · section II it follows that. Angiosperrns 
arose from some ancestors standing smnewhere on the boundary of Pro
filicineae (e. g. Coenopterideae) and Pteridospermae, as some strictly 
terrestrial evolutionary branch, parallel with the more hygrophilous 
evolutionary series Pteridospermae-Cycadeae-Gnetineae (see Fig. 1). They 
passed over to angiospermy at about the close of the late Palaeozoic 
or a the· beginning of the early Mesozoic at a 'time wheh different gr oups 
reveal a general tendency towards concealing ovules into closed receptacles. 
It is the late Triassic and Jurassic that are to be considered as the period 
when the splitting of this plant element into a whole series of independent 
groups (orders, families) took place, because in a more advanced p!hase. _ 
of the Lower Cretaceous many of these begin to appear in such a form 
which differs in nothing essential from the types of today. This 'short 
period excludes any possibility of setting up a long and complicated 
pedigree, as is so often assumed in illustrating their phylogeny or tlheir 
mutual relationships. The entire splitting of the ancestors of the present
day angiosperms could not have happened in the form of a gradual and 
slow separation of more .and more advanced forms, as can be traced in 
the development of the Ferns wlhere the process of separating was going 
on successively from the Devonian till the Cretaceous, but it must have 
occurred very quickly, .as if on a sudden, probably at the time when the 
angiospermous ancestors were penetrating into ,strictly terrestrial areas, 
which were the result of the Hercynian mountain-forming processes of 
the lower and the middle plhase of the Carboniferous. The Ang.iosperms 
most probably represent as integral and suddenly segregated an evolu
tionary branch as are, e. g., the Bennettitales in the Mesozoic. The Bennet
titales reached the zenith of their luxuriance earlier, .i. e., as early as the 
Triassic, Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous, because they came to existence 
most probably nearer, or even directly in, lo~-land or moist basin areas. 
The Angiosperms on the other hand, as an element ori'ginating in strictly 
terrestrial areas, descend to sedimentary areas comparatively late to attain 
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.Devonzan 1cn . b ;.h 1Jriassic and 1 C t- i.Tertiary ;Jermocar onz.;erou~ jura-Jsic : _!!:_aceou.s 
--------~------~ 

Fig. 1. 

!Sohema vyvoje vyssich rostlin (Telomo,phyta) ukazujici ,vztahy angiospermu 
k makrofilni vyvojove vetvi. . ' ' 

Scheme of the evolution of · the higher plants (Telomophyta) showing the rela
Uo!'J.s of the Angiosperms to other macrophyllous evolutionary lines. 

\ 

here their maximal distribution with great delay, only after' the extinction 
of tlhe bennettitalean element; their descent to the sedimentary basins , 
depended to a great extent on he denudation of hilly and mountainous 
areas. In its final phase this whole process m~y have been accelerated hy 
the beginning fluctuation in climatic condi.t ions brought about by t!he 
initial stage of the Alpi.ne folding, which, Qf course, did not reach its 
maximum until the Tertiary. 

The above-mentioned reasons make us assume' that the prototype of 
the Angiosperms very early and within a comparatively short period split 
into a greater number of evolutionary trends forming simultaneously types 

· with homogenous flowers and types with heterogenous flowers. The more 
did the claciodification (foliarization) of their telomoid organs develop, 
the greater progress was certainly achieved by the types bearing homo
genous flow~rs. During the older phase of the Mesozoic the trends which 
thus came into existence se~m to have gradually and in some genealogic 
sequence given rise to a -number of evolutionary branches which we 

, consider as definite orders and families. This process must have come to 
an end in the older phase of the Lower Cretaceous (by about the period 
of the Cenomanian stage). Accordingly, the following three evolutionary 
periods are to be assumed for the origin and development of the angiosperm 
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element: 1) some rather preparatory period during which their common 
prototype passed over to strictly terrestrial areas, adapted itself to the 
new conditions and perhaps simultaneously formed primitive closed little 
ovaries from entire carpels, affected by a considerabJe reduction, 2) aggre
gation of reduced sporophylls to primitive flowers of apocarpoid character 
and apparently simultaneous definitive formation of .some ·fundamental 
plant types which became the basis of the fundamental evolutionary trends, 
3) during the older Mesozoic (the Triassic, the older phase of the Jurassic) 
if not before, there must have taken place the gradual development as 
well as splitting of the fundamental trends and the branching-off of different ' 
~pecially adapted types (e·:• g. types adapted for colder climatic conditions, 
for moist conditions or for directly aquatic environment, various xero
morphoses and saprophytic, parasitic as well as insectivorous types) and 
of most . sympetalous types. Among the separate fundamental trends, the 
sympetalous types, after all, represent only a further stage of development 
in which the young reproductive organs become enclosed as best as possible 
to be protected against the dry conditions of strictly terrestrial environ
ment. 

In the last of the three periods also a gradual progress in the arrange
menJ of the flowers must certainly have taken place. The flowers so 
markedly characterize the different .angiospermous plant types that they 
belong to the most important phenomena on which the taxonomy of 

, Angiosperms has always been based upon. Here, too, as shown by the 
floral morphology, three main phases are to be assumed: 1. condensation 
of floral organs in an indefinite number and their spiral distribution on 
the shortening receptacle; 2. :t;eduction in the number of floral organs 
with a· tendency towards their descent in a whorl-like manner. and a mutual 
coalescense of small ovaries; 3. transition from an indefinite number of 

1floral membres to a strongly reduced and often quite definite number of 
inembres descending into ' conspicuous. rings; tJhis process is mostly 
accompanied by the hollowing -out of the receptacle and a gradual sub
mersion of fertile members (inferior ovaries). 

This whole complex C()Urse of evolution affecting the ·arrangement of 
the flowers was simultaneously, yet not quite to the same extent accom
panied by a successive dis~ppearance (due to: redu'ction) of the seed 
endosperm, a gradual complication of pollen-grain sculpturings and an 
improvemE:mt of anatomic features of the vascular bundles. 1 

All the separate evolutionary trends and their lateral .lines did not, of 
course, pass through all the three above-mentioned phases. Sooner or 
later, some of them bec,ame arrested on .the very first or the second stage 
Without reaching more advanced stages. It may have been of consequence 
whether they · had other chances of adapting themselves to the changing 
life conditions. And so far as the plant types had no longer the necessary 
plasticity in either respect, they were even becoming extinct. This is 1 

confirmed by palaeontological evidence, e. g., when the flora of the middle 
phases of the · Cretaceous is compared with the floras of the older Tertiary. 
At the same time also types adapted to quite special life conditions were 
coming sporadically into existence; we can consider them as a series of 
lateral derivatives, which, however, due to their one...;s_ided evolution and 
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too one-sided adaptation to certain special conditions, lost the ·power of 
undergoing further development. . 

As the development and improvement of different qualities and 
characteristics are not fully parallel phenomena, it is evident that the 
representatives of the three mentioned evolutionary stages cannot be 
defined precisely. The types that became arrested on the first evolutionary 
stage· may, in some· of their. features, approach the character of the types 
fully reaching the second or even (in some cases) the third· stage, and, 
viceversa, tlhe types that in many essential characteristics attained a more 
advanced stag.e (the second or the third) may retain certain features 
characteristic of the most primitive, first stage (e. g. the little advanced 
types of the order · Rosales, most representatives of which reached the . third 
evolutionary stage,· resemble in many respects very progressive repre
sentatives of the order Ranunculales ). 

Since the beginning of the late phase of the Lower Cretaceous (when 
!\ngiosperms really appear in larger numbers) we cannot speak about any 
further formation of substantially new types. Various plant remains from 
the Tertiary and the late phase of the Cretaceous show that in this period 
here was a general tendency towards the distribution of certain more or 
less already fixed plant type·s in accordance with the gradually changing 
climatic conditions as they were brought about by the gradual cooling 
down of the earth from the poles towards the equator and in accordance 
with the formation of definite climatic zones. It was more or less the . 
formation d·f secondary centres of distribution of different derived woody 
plants, adapted to colder or altogether less favourable life conditions 
and chiefly a continually increasing development of herbaceous derivatives 
wfhicl) took place in this period. Nevertheless, we may place the origin and 
development of one new type, although not quite new from morphological 
and taxonomical point of views, namely the formation of arctic and high
mountainous derivatives, i. e. angiospermous herbaceous elements adapted 
to very long winters · and considerable transitory sheets of snow. Without 
dispute the origin of these plants was due to the formation of extremely 
cold arctic areas and to the Alpine earth movements by which the earth's 
crust was uplifted into high mountain ranges. As both these phenomena 
did not ·exjst at the beginning of the Cretaceous, we might perhaps assmne 
a fourth fundamental stage in the development of the Angiosperms. Tlhis 
new derived element of course, appears in this stage after having been 
split into all the known n1ain taxonomic groups. Apparently only a number . 
of new species, or, at the utmost, genera, came into being, but hardly any 
higher unit. 

In the light of these considerations the problem as to what extent the 
reconstruction of the prototype of the present-:-day Angiosperms is possjble 
becomes very burning. As a rule, reference is ,made to the line of polycarpous 
types classified so far by ' the majdrity· of systematists as the orders 
Magnoliales' and Ranunculales, or simply Ranales. As they have a great 
number of archaic characteristics, they are 'Considered to be the most 
primitive Angiosperms, and it is therefore in them or in their neighbour
hood where the source of development of all the other more progressive 
Angiosperms is looked for. Most suggestive of this idea have recently 
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been some plants of considerably relict nature, displaying an ·extremely 
primitive character in their stamens or ovaries, and sometimes also 
homoxylous wood. According to the above considerations, especially 
considerations concerning the nature of the angiospermous leaf, and, to 
some extent, also the history of this whole most progressive group, as 
can be reconstructed on the basis of well established palaeontological data, 
the present-day state of this group can in no way give us any idea of 
such a prototype. Only to some extent does this group afford a very 
ingistinct picture of what the representatives of various fundamental 
evolutionary trends, which segregated from the · common prototype and -
did not develop beyond the first evolutionary stage, may have looked like. 
This picture is also rather hazy, beca~se the group Ranales (in the broadest 
sense) is a trend which became arrested on the very stage of development 
where, due to necessary adaptations to successive changes occurring in 
its environment, it must have undergone considerable: alterations. Only 
the complex of certain basic clharacteristics indicates to a certain degree 
what fundamental features it may have had in common with the members 
of other evolutionary trends, reaching, later on, higher stages of develop
ment, when these were passing through the first evolutionary stage 
(apocarpous ,floral nature, ovaries bearing large apertures, but no styles. 
stamens with three leaf-traces and considerable tendency towards clado
dif1cation, wood occasionally homoxylous). In other respects, however, the 
individual trends, when passing over to strictly terrestrial life conditions, 
must have shown specific peculiarities of their own :it cannot be imagined 
tlhat the common prototype itself, as some more commonly ' distributed 
plant element, should not have been split into certain lower taxonomic 
units exhibiting their own specific peculiarities, even if, on the other hand, 

· some other reasons (different fundamental features common to all 
angiosperms, as stated above) lead us to the assumption that tlhe trend 

. represented by the prototype was a· very narrow une. All this means that 
magnolio-ranunculoid type cannot be considered as an actual evolutionary. 
source of the other more progressive angiospermous evolut 'onary trends. 
From the whole series of parallel fundamental evolutionary branches it 
is to be regarded · as the one which, of all others, may have lagged behind 
in evolution. Also acceptable would be the opinion that it represents a 
type which attained angiospermy relatively late and w&s for that reason 
no longer able to reach more progressive evolutionary stages. A relatively 
strong cladodification of the sporophylls (stamens!) in many types may 
even be in support of this view (i. e. the descent of such plant types from 
ancestors where both sporophylls and assimilating leaves were considerably 
losing their telomoid character and formed to a great extent the leaf 
lamina itself). ·The trends which hy the , close of the Lower Cretaceous 
reached higher de·velopmental (more progressive) stages (i. e. the second 
or even the third) are to be considered as being disproportionately more 
ancient in origin than is the magnolio-ranunculoid type .which has so far 
been regarded as the oldest one. Their past, therefore is literally lost in 
the unknown. The whole problem of the splitting of the separate evolution
ary groups from a common prototype should be conceived quite inversely 
to what has been indicated by the current genealogic assumptions accord-
~ 
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ing to which the magrtolioranunculoid line is the - source' of the whole 
angiosperm.ous group. The assumption suggested in Vhis paper may pro})ably 
be best illustrated by the synopsis diagram (Fig. 2). 

If we accept the above views as to the origin and later development 
of the angiospermous plant element and take into consideration its various 

, morphological and ana.tmnical peculiarities, as discussed in section IV we 
get rather a different picture of the fundamental systematic classification 
and taxonomy of the Angiosperms. First of all, no uniform genealogic 
survey with the magnolio:...ranunculoid group as a starting point can be 
thought of. It is necessary to set up a greater\ number of developmental 
trends showing independent and relatively short pedigrees, trends, many 
of which split at the· very beginning into parallel branches either wjtlh 
homogenous or heterogenous flowers. And then various groups appearing 
in almost all present systems as groups whiCh could be placed into any 
single global and rat!her complicated pedigree only with a good deal of 
imagination {e. g. amentiferous types, urticaceous plants, centrospermous 
plants) reappear in this light more clearly as some of those fundamental 
evolutionary branches which se·gregated in the far past from the common 
still hygrophilous prototype and reaclhed, in the course of the older Me
sozoic, different stages of progressivity in their development, quite paral
lelly with the backward and l:agging behind magnolio-ranunculoid evo
lutionary branch. Neither can from this point of view, the set of plants 
wlhich the modern supporters of the new morphology classify as phylos
porous evolutionary branch, be considered as satisfactorily uniform, because 
its separate lines necessarily lose the connecting link assumed to be found 
in . the magnolio-ranunculoid line. As a matter of fact, this set, too, falls 
into a series of different evolutionary trends from among which just the 
magnolio-ranunculoid line represents among the whole series of such 
parallel lines, t!he one which reached only the first stage of evolution. The 
representatives of other pa,rallel evolutionary trends are e. g. Rhdeadales, 
Canellales, or· Dilleniales which reached approximatively the second stage,, 
or cruciferous, roseate, columniferous, guttiferoid, myrtoid plants as well 
as celastroid, sapindoid and umbelliferous plant groups, which all attained 
the third stage of evolution. All this necessaril¥ results from the ' above
stated assumptions concerning the development of the whole angiosperm 
group, assumptions which we must arrive at, if we consider not only the 
actual possibilities of the plant development, as can be gathered from the 
known palaentologic data, but also the extremely short geologic period 
wihich, in the whole history of the evolution of organisms, was allotted to 
the origin and rise of Angiosperms. Nearest to this conception may perhaps 
be the ·opinion expressed by the French botanist Em be r g er (1944), 
who, too, suggested a syste1n of a number of parallel partial pedigrees 
without considering any group as a common ancestral prototype. The 
outlines of his system, ~owever, are based on absolutely different morpho
logical assumptions which cannot be approved of and which would lead 
to the assumption of a pronounced and absolutely improbable polyphyletic 
character of the Angiosperms. Emberger accepts, e. g., the possibility of 
two absolutely different floral types (stacihyosporous and phyllosporous), 
the possibility of axile nature of the stamens or ovary placenta, the 
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Fig. 2. 

Obecne schema naznacujici v nejhrubsich rysech pomeme nahly ro21pad angio
spermicke vyvojove vetve. 

General scheme illustrating in the; most rough lines the rather sudden disinte:
gration of the angiospermous evolutionary branch. 

· existence of sterile bracts in the ovary structure of some plants (e. g. 
centrospermous), and the· analogy of some .flowers with compound coni
ferous cones-all these beirig the phenomena which · are in contradiction 
already with their macrophyllous character itself. 
· According to a detailed evaluation . of the different so far known 
morphologic, anatomic, andL palynologic data the whole angiosperrnous 
group can be divided into about six fundamental evolutionary trends (some 
fundamental evolutionary' stocks) with heterogenous . flowers (including 
several relatively rare sympetalous types), about eleven trends -with 
homoge11ous flowers (together with a series of sympetalous derivatives), 
two groups of ancient sympetalous plants whose relations to some of these 
eleven trends with homogenous flowers can be traced today only with 
greatest difficulty, and a group of Monocotyledons, very clearly linked 
with a relatively archaic fundamental magnolio-ranunculoid line with 
homogenous flowers (classified in this 'paper as the trend Polycarpiceae ). 
The monocotyledonous group itself comprises six rather independent 
parallel evolutionary trends. Reasons for establishing such a system are 
briefly given in the following section dealing with various remarks on the 
separate orders or· families, tlheir taxonomic ·classification, as well as their 
probable phyloge!letic relations. ~, 
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·VI. Remark~ on Evaluation of Affinities among the Mos·t Itnportant 
Angiospermous Orders and Families. 

A. A f f i n i t i e s. o f s e v e r a 1 d i c o t y ~ e d. on 6 u s o r d e r s o r 
fa m i 1 i e· s with very reduced f 1 owe r s. 

1. Amen,tiferous types. 

The following orders and families are to. be taken into consideration 
here: Juglartdales, Julianales,· Garryales, Batidales, Piperales, Hydrostachy
ales, Fagales ,Balanopsidales, Myricales ,Salicales., Leitneriales, Casuarinales, 
Stachyuraceae, and Myrothamnaceae. Their fructification formations, ' 
catkins, or various tiny little capitula comprising only small grouplets of 
stamens or ovaries, arranged in a certain order and provided with pro
tective bracts, have, l,Jy different botanists, been interpreted as either 
inflorescences consisting of more or less reduced florets (according to the 
classical morphology) or as cases of an initial stage nf developrnent of 
bisexual flowers whiCh come to existence as a r~sult of aggregation of 
tiny, strongly reduced monosexual flowers (tlhe basis nf pseudanthium 
theory), or, finally, as cases of still imperfect primitive. flowers with 
elongated receptacles. Apart from other phenomena, the last opinion is 
suggested also by the fact that the flowers very often fall off as a whole, 
because their receptacle, wlhen compared with the other axes and branches 
are strikingly slender and of a different nature. It is in the genus Salix 
or Casuarina that this phenomenon is perhaps most striking. In other 
respects, however, the floral nature of the separate elements constituting -
tlhe catkins is, as a rule, rather well visible, and, moreover, the presence 
of the rudiments of the other sex clearly 'proves that sets of st;rongly 
reduced, for the most part originally bisexual florets are concerned here. 
The classical conception of inflorescences of strongly reduced flowers 
cani1ot be easily denied. Many. cases show even a plag.iotropic arrangement 
of the separate me1p.bers (florets or even wlhole shortened axillary inflo
rescences) of the catkins (e. g. the Juglandaceae, Betulaceae), which 
strongly reminds of the reductional conditions found in the female 
coniferous strobili. This phenomenon seems to have largely contributed 
to the assumption that some Angiosperms are of a staclhyosporous nature. 

The orders Juglandales and Julianales, when compared with other 
ament1ferous plants are conspicuous by their imparipinnate leaves. Their 
tiny flowers are arranged into simple catkins and contain a good deal of 
resin substances giving off a very pleasant aromatic scent. In · the order 
Julianales the flora l structure is radial and the stamens regularly alternate 
with the perianth leaves. The arrangement of floral members in the genus 
Juglandales offers rather an intricate picture, be·cause especially male \ 
flowers of different genera show a different degree of coalescence with 
the supporting bracts and tlhe p1agiotropic adaptation; there is nothing 
at all that would indicate an epipetalous or an obdiplostemonous position 
of the stamens; in more distinct cases an .alternating position can .easily 
be found. Neither of the orders forms any seed endosperm. Apart from 
some considerably progressive (e. g. many representatives have simple 
perforations of vessel transverse walls) characters, both the g-enera,_ disclose 
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also many rather primitive features (e. g. sieve-tubes of the first Hemen
way stage; many representatives have heterogenous medullary .rays). 
Pollen-grains in the order Julianales are more primitive (3-5·-7-colporate, 
or 5-8-aperturate) than-in the o·rder Juglandales (3-7-pororate to 6-16,... 
foraminorate to rugorate). According to Erdt:mann the Julianales show a 
closer analogy especially to the pollen of the genus Pistacia (the family 
Anacardiaceae from the order SapindJales), whereas the Juglandales due to 
a strong derivation, exhibit -a consideq1ble resemblance to very much 
advanced pollen-grains of the families Betulaceae, Myricace'ae,_ or Ca-

. suari11;aceae. Their fossil record is not very old: they may be traced with 

. more . certainty to later phases of the Upper Cretaceous. In view of their 
chemism, arrangement of leaves, probabJy homogenous floral character 
and partly witlh regard to the pollen nature (especially in the order Ju
lianales) they are to be considered as ancient amentiferous derivatives of 
an e·volutionary line leading to the origin of the order Sapindales. 

The order Garryales includes the only genus Garrya with flowers 
ar'ranged into compound · catkins. Male flowers display stamens alternating 
with parianth leaves, ovules have ·only one integument and seeds contain 
abundant endosperm. According to E r d t m ann, the 3-colporate pollen
grains show closer analogies to the pollen not only of some representatives 
of the family Araliaceae (the order Umbelliferales), but also of the order 
Leitner-iales. The possibility of a relation ·to the order Urnbelliflordles has 
already been pointed out by K. P rant 1 and F. A. No v.~a k. In view of 
the arrangement of the ovaries, this relation is most probably very d_istant 
(in :the order Umbeliflorales the ovaries are already ipfe,rior). Although no 
suitable fossil record is so far available, it is most certain that this order 
must have split at some very early times from the evolutionary lirie leading 
from the common celastro-sapindoid stock to the umbelliferous types. 

The order Batidales (the · only ·species Batis maritima) has opposite 
leaves of a considerably succulent character (halophilous type) and unisexual 
flowers (male ones with a rudiment of the gynoecium) arranged in four-

, rowed s:pikelets~ It is only male flower~, that developed sepals and petals, 
alternating with four stamens. The ovary, originally two-chambered, 
becomes four-chambered when mature. The 3-4-colporoidate (to rupo
roidate) pollen-grains are, according toE r d t man n, mosLsimHar to the 
pollen of the centrospermous Gyrostemonaceae, and partly of the Poly-· 
gonaceae. The determination of the pollen-grain nature has cast light on __ 
the so-far mysterious relations of this order and confirmed the · assum_ed 
relations to centrospermous types (J. Hut 1c hi n s on, J. V e 1 en; ov sky) 
rather than the r:elations to the family Papaveraceae (A. A. G ~ 10 s s g e j m) 
or Salicaceae (H. G a m s on serodiagnostical grounds); of course, an origi
nally obdiplostemonous type and the loss of their exterior stamen ring have_ 
to be assumed here, just as this is to be ·done with many ot~er centro
spermous types (e. g. the family Nictagynaceae). 
_ The Piperales and Hydrostachyales.~In the first order are usually 
placed the jamilies Pipera'ceae, Peperomiaced:e, Saururaceae, and Chlor.
anthaqeae, . although the Chloranthaceae are often by some botanists 
connect~d with the order Laurales. Many investigators include here also· 
the family Lacistemaceae. Today, there is no doubt that the firstlour fam-
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ilies are Closely related to the order Magnoliales· in · the broadest sense; 
This opinion is supported by the mostly monosulcate nature of their pollen 
grains. Also their anatomy has preserved very primitive features: scalari
form perforations of the- vessel cross walls, lack of lib~iform fibres (only 
tracheides), homoxylous wood in the genus . Sarcandra. The family Pe
peromiaceae even displays a number of characteristics reminding of Mo-

·nocptyledons (almost ataktostelic vascular bundles; some types, when 
germinating, form only one cotyledon). Quite different, however ar~ the 
conditions in the Lacistemaceae where, just as · in the mentioned families 
of the order Piperales a strong ·floral reduction (to only one stamen; one
chambered ovary formed by three carpels) took place ; the nature of its 
ovary. and, according to ~Er d tqm ann, also t,he shape of its 'pollen-grains, 
however doubtlessly reveal a relation to parietal types (its pollen is related 
particularly to that of the family Flacourtiaceae of the order Bixales ). The 
Hydrostachyales (with the only aquatic genus_ Hydrostachys ), just like the 
Podostemonales with which,. to the opinion of many investigators (War m-
i n g, H u t c h, i n s o n), they are more closely related, are 'very strongly 
adapted to aquatic environment. E n g 1 e r suggested relations to the Pi- · 
perales or Salicales, Grossgejm to the Rosales. Strong reductions, which 
are due to aquatic environment, makes the problem very difficult, nor do 
pollen-grains reveal anything of importance (they are very much reduced , 
nonaperturate and set up in tetrads).' In contradiction to the Hydro
stachyaceae, however, the Podostemonaceae have pre_?erved both flowers 
and pollen of much less reduced nature (recalling rbsaceous plants). In view 
of the kind of reductional tendencies, the Hydrostachyales seem to be more . 
probably related to the or(:ler Piperales. 

The orders Fagales and Balanopsidales are two rather closely related
groups, each of which has taken rather an opposite course of development. 
They gave rise to many types whiclh formed secondary centres of distri
bution in temperate zones (Arcto-Tertiary types). So far as flowers are 
more completely preserved, they have markedly epipetalous stamens' 
which, together with other various. characteristics, suggest a heterogenous 
floral nature. In many respects the anatomical structure of their wood is 
similar to that of the family Hamamelidaceae, but, according to Erdtmann, 
the nature of pollen differs entirely. If the pollen is to be considered as a 
distinguishing factor, three more closely related lines can be distinguished 
here: the family Balanopsidaceae, the pollen of which is relatively - little 
advanced (with 3-4- and even 5·-colpoid apertures) and of a type rather 
common also among other ·dicotyledonous groups, and two more specialized 
lines namely the Fagaceae with a more prim-itive, 3-:6- and even 7 -aper
turate pollen (colpate, colporoidate and even colporate), ·arid a pair of the 
famHies Corylaceae and Betulaceae with a relatively strongly derived pollen 
provided with 3-7 equatorial poroid apertures. The order Balanopsidales 
(two genera in New Caledonia) has perianthless flowers and still well de
veloped seed endosperm. In the order Fagales the perianth is ofte~ pre
served and the end os perm missing. The radial floral structure has been 
retained entirely by its family . Fagaceae, but only partially by its families 
Corylaceae and Betulac_eae owing to a frequent plagiotropic orientation or 
even fusion of the flowers with the supporting scales (analogous process is 
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~ found in the family Juglanddceae or in female coniferous cones). The ana
tomical structure of these orders reveal some considerably archaic cha
racteristics (very primitive sieve-tubes of the first Hemenway stage, lack 
of libdform fibres· and, in many representatives, very long vessels bearing 
scalariform perforations besides other relatively progressive ones: many 
representatives have wide, short-articulated vessels, simple perforations of 
vessel cross walls). All this suggests that the types concerned are all of 
a heterogenous character and must have split as amentiferous derivatives 
at some very ancient tilne: their more certain fossil record dates frorri as 
early a period as the m!d-Cretaceous and they fully developed in the later 
phase of the Cretaceous. They divided into two fundamental branches (the 
presentday orders) one of which, the Fa1gates, split further into a more 
archaic series Fagaceae and a more progressive pair Betulaceae-Corylaceae. 
From various phenomen~ (see below: the or·ders Trochodendra.Zes and 
Urticales) we may suppose that they have certain relations not only to 
some very archaic woody plants, such as the families Trochodendraceae, · 
Cercidiphyllaceae, and Eucommiaceae, but also, perhaps, to more progressive 
lines Urticales ' and Platanales. · 

The orders Myricales, Salicales and Leitneriales. - Usually, and espe
cially in . older taxonomic systems, these orders are considered as being 
more closely interrelated (see J. V e 1 en o v sky, etc.) because of various 
sin1ilarities in floral reductions and in the relations of the flowers to the 
supporting bracts. So far-reaching are these r elations that they very often 
entirely obscure the original state of tlhe flowers. Like the preceding group, 
all these three orders are often said to be related to the order Hamame
lidales (J. Hutch ins on ; F. A. Nova k, who excludes the Sa 1 i c a I e s). 
Palynological conditions. recently discovered by Er d t man n, however, 
have shown that- the relat~ons between these orders (the same applies to 
·the orders Balanopsidales and Fagales) and the order Hamamelidales, if 
there are any, are extremely remote to enable us t() see them today. In the 
Myricqles the pollen 'has been found to be 3-porate, mostly approaehing that 
of the families Betulaceae, Corylaceae and Casuarinaceae, whereas a 3-col
poroidate pollen (Salix, Chosenia) or very much derived, nonaperturate' 
(Populus), very close to that of some parietal types (F]acourtiaceae, Tama
ricaceae) was ascertained fn the order Salicales, and a 3-·6- colporate onef 
similar to that of the representatives of the families Juglandaceae, Garrya
ceae, or Coriariaceae, in the order Leitneriales. This shows that all these 
three ' orders arose as amentiferous derivatives 1ftom three absolutely 
different evolutionary trends. It is of interest that such possibilities have 
already been suggested from purely morphological . points of view 
(H. Ha 11 i er, A. L. T a c h t a j y.a n [Tachtadzjan]; the arrangement of 
seeds in the genera Salix and Populus reminds that found in the order 
Tqmaricales, and the wood 1 of the orqer Salix recalls that of the genus 
ldesia). Their splitting must, of course, have taken place at a very remote 
p~riod. Fossil record of the genera Myrica, Salix, and Populus date from as 
early times as the middle phases of the Cretaceous. As regards the anatomic· 
structure, they have preserved a number of very archaic characteristics 
(there are mostly primitive sieve-tubes of the first Hemenway stage; many 
representatives have terminal parenchyma). Upon the. whole, it is clear 
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today · that the order Myricales is related .to the orders Balcmopsiaales and 
Fagales, the order Salicales to the order Parietales, and the order Leitne
riales, to the orders Celastrales and Sapindales. 

The order Casuarinales.-Its present-day distribution shows that it 
represents a relict of very ancient floras (apparently dating already from
the mid-Cretaceous); palaeontology may, however, never be able to confirm 
thiS assumption because of the considerably xeromorphous · character of 

· this plant type (its remains had no chance of entering into fossiliferous 
series). Its flowers, .. strongly reduced .{to only one stamen or one ovary) 
betray nothing·about the original floral state. Its considerable progressivity 
manifests itself also by · the loss of the seed end os perm. According to 
E r d t m an n's palynological researches it bears most analogies with the 
family Betulaceae, fewer with the family Myricaceae. To a certain degree, 
its ancient origin is proved by some archaic anatomical characteristics (very 
primitive sieve-tubes of the first Hemenway stage, lack of libriform fibres, 
and heterogenous medullary rays). L!ke the order Myricales, also this order 
seems to .be. probably linked in some way with the orders Balanopsidales 
and Fagales and represen!s a very highly specialized xeromorphous 
derivative. In a .sense, the same has been suggested by J. VB 1 en o vs k y 
on purely morphological grounds. 

The flowers of the families Myrothamnaceae and Stachyuraceae form 
upright and dense little racemes or spikelets of catkin appearance. In the 
family Myrothamnaceae the perianth is missing, the flowers are dioecious, 
leaves stipulate. As to the Stachyuraceae, the flowers are bisexual, stamens 
normally· alternate with petals and leaves are exstipulate. In both .the , 
families . the ovules are placed at the interior angles of the ovaries. The seed · 
endosperm is well developed .. According toE r d t man n, the pollen of the 
family Myrothamnaceae has three cblpoids and forms tetrads similar to 
those found in some genera of the ·family Monimiaceae (Laurales). In the 
family Stachyuraceae the pollen ·is free, 3-colporate (to 4;_ruporate), recalling 
in some respects the pollen of the representatives of the family/ Fla
courtiaceae (the order Bixales; the placentation is, of course different). The · 
general nature of the flowers is most probably homogenous (this is certainly 
the case in the Stachyuraceae). Both the families are most often believed 
to be· related to the order Hamamelidales (J. Hutch in s, ~o n). For some 
morphological reasons and in accordance with palynological conditions, the 
family Stachyuraceae is recently considered as being related to the order 
Bixales (especially to the family Flacourtiaceae). With regard to the family 
Myrothamnaceae, we must not forget that the family Hamamelidaceae also 
discloses some characteristics recalling the family Monimiaceae (F. A. 
Nova k). As, the sarhe cannot be said with reference to the pollen-grains, 
the problem of affnity of both these families cannot, for the time being, 
be solved :definitely; it is, however, rather probable that the family My
rothamnaceae may distantly be related to the order Hamamelidales, and 
the ,family Stachyuraceae, to the order Bixales. 

The brief outline of the above-mentioned req'Sons leads to the conclusion · · 
that amentiferous plants do not represent any uniform trend, but a number 
of· more or less converg·ent and at the same time quite independent 
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:amentiferous derivatives originating from most .different. ,angiospermous 
·evolutionary trends or lines: _ . _ 

the order Salicales, the families Lacistemaceae, and appar~ntly also 
Stachyuraceae are linked up with parietal evolutionary series; -

the orders Piperales and Hydrostachyales are related to the e v o-
l uti on a r y trend Polycarpiceae, _ _ ... 

the orders Jaglandales, Julianales, and Leitneriales show relations to 
c e 1 a s t r o-s a p i n d o i d e v o 1 u t i o n a r y 1 i n e s, · 

1 _ the order Garryales is connected w it h t h e· u m b e 11 i f e r o u s 
trend, 

the f'amily Myrothamnaceae may probably ·be related w i t h t h e 
order Hamamelidales, · 

the order Batidales, according to all appearances, is most probably 
allied t o c e n t r o s p e r m o u s p 1 a n t s, 

the orders Balanopsidales, Fa gales, Myricales and Casuarinales repre
sent a very individual amentiferous trend (Amentifereae in a strict sense) . 
of evidently ancient origin~ linking remotely with the re 1 at ions hip 
o ~ - t h ·e g e n e r a · Trochodendron, Cercidiphyllum and Eucommia. 

The first five cases may most likely be supposed · to produce flowers 
of a homogenous nature, the last two, flowers of heterogenous character. 

2. ·The family Cercidiphyllaceae (Fig. 3 artd 4). 

This family comprises the only still living genus · Cercidiphyllum. (C. 
japonicum) indigenous to Eastern Asia. It is most frequently considered to 
be a member of the order Magnoliales and related to the family Trocho
dendraceae. Small head-like and long~stalked floral formations are dioecious 
. and made up of dry-membraneous scale leaflets standing before either a 
greater riumber of stamens (about 15- 20) or several (even more than six) 
free one-carpel ovaries maturing into more-seeded follicles.· Seeds contain 
abu~dant endosper~. !he an~tomica! structure of wood is rather ~rchafc: 
the wood has no hbnform fibres, Its ver_y long vessels are diffusely 
scattered, have very oblique cross walls with scalariform perforations; their 
ends are pointedly protracted and provided with spiral · -sculpturings. The 
.wood parenchyma is apotracheal, relatively scanty and terminal, the me-
dullary rays heterogenous. · _ 
. As has recently· been pointed out by G. B. L. Swam y and I. w. _ 
_ :8 a i 1 e y, it has long been known that the separate floral members of the 
_small heads are not arranged successively in a normal way, in spirals or 
r ings, but each separate ovary as well as each separate grouplet of stamens 
is placed · in the axil of the separate scales. Floral scales are placed in pai~s 
approximatively opposite-one another on an elongated receptacle. If a sepa
rate scale is torn out, the respective ovary or group let of stamens gets loose. 
-This, of course, signifies that these floral formations cannot be . looked 
upon as normal polycarpous flowers, as is usually done; they . have to be 
considered as very short long-stalked simple catkins with perianthless 
florets, reduced to a single one-carpel .ovary or one $mall grouplet . of 
stamens. This -nature of theirs is clearly visible when they are compared . 
with young axillary sterile ~hoots (see Fig. 3 and 4). At the base of 
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both the axillary sterile shoots an:d floral stalks tlhree massive scales a, b 
and c are placed. The scales a· and b stand opp~site each other, whereas 
opposite the scale c we find a normally developed sterile leaf of the 
sterile shoot, the stipules of wlhich are not normally developed (long 
pointed) but intrapetiolarily fused into a dry membraneous formation [a]~ 
cut in front into irregular narrow and short iobes. Next leav-es of th~ 

c 

' r , 

Fig. 3. 

Cercidiphyllum japo'nicum: Samici ,kvet" (1,2) a jeho diagram (3); a,. b, c -
supiny obalujici ,kvet" V pupenu; 1 - fapik fadne vyvinuteho listu pOd ,kvetem", ·,, 
a- jeho palisty. - :Slabe zvetseno. . 

Cercidiphyllum japonicum: Female ,flover" (1, 2) and its diagram (3); a ; b, c -
scales enclosing the young ,flower" bud; 1 ·- petiol of the well developed leaf ·sub- ; 

· tending the ,flower", a - its st~pule . - !Slightly en1(l.rg·ed. 
/ . 

sterile shoots stand in alternate pairs and their stipules are normal. Th~ 
long floral stalk is, of course, leafless, but the perianth leaves, placed' 
at its extremity in alternate pairs, · are quite similar to the mentioned 
dry-membranous scale (a). They obviously represent supporting leaveS!. 
reduced to mere fused stipules, at . tlhe axil of which are found tho~e: 
extremely reduced florets , · " 

· E r d t m a n n states that the pollen of the genus Cercidiphyllum 
bears no closer rese·mblances to the pollen of the order Magnoliales (in a 
strict sense) or the order Hamamelidales ore · even any amentiferous 
families. He found most analogies irf the genus Eucommia and, to some 
extent, in the genus Trochodendron. 

PalaeontologiCally the genus Cercidiphyllum is regarded as a very 
ancient type, known to us. already from Cretaceous formations (North Ame-
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rica), nor is it impossible that the imprint of the angiospermous leaf 
recorded by A. C. Sew a r d from the English Jurassic may, in ~ertain 
respects,- be referred to it (rathet · than to the genus Populus, as was 

- Sew a r d 's own opinion). The description of fossil fruits of this genus 

b 

Fig. 4. 
Cercidiphyllum japonicum: 
Obr:. 1. iMlady samci ,kvet": a,, b, c :- supiny obalujici ,kvet" v pupenu; 1 -

'cast mladeho listu nasedajiciho ,pod ,kvetem", a - jeho palist; st' - z pupene vy
cnivajici skupina tycinek. 

Obr. 2. Basalni cast mlad~ho sterilniho prytu: a, b, c - supiny ocalujici rasici 
pupen v mladi; 1 - rapik prvniho dobre vyvinuteho lis tu s intrapetiolarne srostlymi 
palisty (~; rapiky dalsich lis tu maji palisty normalni, nesrostle. 

Obr. 3. Base rapiku listoveho s normalne vyvinutymi palisty. 
Obr. 4, 5, .6. Tvar supin a, b, c obalujicich v mladi pupeny ,kvetu". 
Obr. 7. Dvojity .palist.listu ;nasedajiciho pod ,kvetem". 
Obr. 8. Tvar nepatrnych ,okvetnich" Hstku v ,kvetech". 
Vse slaM zvetseno. . 

' 
Cercidiphyllum japonicum: 
Fig. L A young rpale ,fl.qwer": a, b, c ___.:. the scales enclosing ·the ,flower" bud· 

during its young state; 1 -part of the developing leaf subtending the ,flower", 
a - its s~ipule; st - stamens. , . · ' ' ' · 

Fig. 2. Basal part of a young leafy shoot: a, b, c - scales enclosing the- young 
shoet in the bud; 1 -!Petiole of the first leaf with its intrapetiolary oonnate stipules a; 
all other ,petioles are provided by 2 normal stipules. 

Fig. 3. Base of a leaf petiole with both stipules. 
Fig. 4, 5 and ·6. The shape of the scales enclosing young ,flowers". 
Fig. 7. The intrapetiolary connate s;tipules of the leaf subtending the ,flowers". 
Fig. ·8. The shape of the very inconspicuous ,perianth" scales of the ,flowers". 
All fig , slightly enlarged. 
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. . ' 
reveale-d that the axes of headlike inflorescences ("floral receptacles") are 
much longer in many fossile types than they are in the. living species, more
over even branched axes are referred in the Upper Cretaceous species 
Cercidiphyllum ellipticum Newb. (R. W. Brown, 1939). 

These are the reasons why the genus Cercidiphyllum cannot at all be 
considered as a member of any polycarpous family, but as an entirely 
individual type, representative of an entirely independent order Cercidi
phyllales with evolutionary tendencies which strongly converge to amenti
ferous types. It is · sQmehow related with the families of the Eucommiaceae 
and more remotely also with the family Trochodendraceae. It is perhaps · 
in this way that it may ·have some (of course extremely temote) relations 
to tlhe group Amentifereae in a s~rict sense. 

3. The family Trochodendraceae. 

Besides the above-mentioned genus Cercidiphyllum, . also the genera 
Trochodendron; Tetracentron, and Euptelea are usually included into this 
fan1ily. The first two are markedly homoxylous, the last, normally hetero
xylous. The whole family used to be reckoned ·among the order Magnoliales. 
Recently (also F. A. Novak), however, due to a very different morpho
logical nature _of both flowers and ·vegetative parts, the separate genera 
are often considered to represent independent relict · families (Trocho
dendraceae, . Tetracenttaceae and Eupteleaecae). Some botanists . also 
suggest possible re.lations to the order Hamamelidales, because the flowers 
of at least some of them have very little in common with the representatives 
of the order ·Magnoliales. 

In the flowers of the genus Tetracentron the position of the stamens 
(four in number) is epipetalous and the ovaries, alternating with the stamens, 
are fused into a primitive syncarpous gynoecium. As to the genera Trochol
dendron. and Euptelea, perjanth leaves are missing ·and bisexual flowers 
have a greater number of stamens, tlheir ovaries form a ring in the centre 
and slightly coalesce laterally in the former genus, whereas they are free 
and stalked in the latter. According to Er d t man n, the pollen in the 
genera Trochodendron (3-colpate to colporoidate) and Tetracentron (3-4-
colporoidate) is rather simlrlar and greatly differs from that found in the 
genus Euptelea (of 6-rugate type). The stigmas-:- in the genera Trocho
dendron and Tetracentron are well developed, which is not the case of the 
genus Euptelea. From all this it follows that the genus Euptelea may hardly · 
have any closer connection with the genera Trochodendron and Tetra
centron. This is also confirmed .by a different structure of the axis nodes. 
The form of the stamens and arrangement of the ovaries in tlhe genus 

. Euptelea is, to some extent, reminiscent of- the condition in the family 
VVinteraceae. ' ' 

On these various grounds the genera Trochodendron and Tetracentron 
are to be considered to represent an entirely inqepedent order Trocho

. dendrales which has no closer relatrions to the order Magnoliales and the 
whole trend Polycarpiceae~ Its aff~nities (of course rather remote) are to 
be looked for among the Amentifereae (in a strict sense), the genera Cerci-
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diphyllum, Eucommia, and perhaps the order Urticales. On the contrary, 
again, the genus Euptelea shows very clear relations to the group Poly
carpiceae and also seems to be related to the family Winteraceae. 

I 

4. The ~enera Eucommia and Rhoiptelea. 
) 

Today these two genera represent two relict elements, characteristic 
of the East Asiatic flora. From the ·palaeogeograpkic point of view, they 
belong to the elements of the Arcto-tertiary flora largely distributed 
(especially Eucommia) ill the Tertiary temperate · zone of the Northern 
Hemisphere, where, like various amentiferous types, they formed their 
secondary centres of distribution. The _genus Eucommia has strongly 
reduced perianthless flowers of one sex only" (a greater number of stamens 
or one ovary). For this reason it is often connected with the. family Ha-

. mamelidaceae where the tendency to such reductions is rather apparent. 
According ·to Er d t man n its -3-colporoidate pollen, even in more de
licate sct,ilpturings, reveals far closer analogies to that of the genus 
Cercidiphyllum, and more remote to that of the genus Trochodendron. The 
genus Rhoiptelea to smne extent reminds of nut-trees; it has similar 
imparipinnate leaves. ·· The stammens of its florets, however, have an 
evidently epipetalous position .. According to E r d t m a n n its 3-colporate 
pollen is most reminiscent of the pollengrains in the family Betulaceae, 
rather less also to the pollen of the family Ulmaceae. Both have winged 
fruits .recalling elm achenes. The endosperm is abundant in the genus 
Eucommid, but it is missing in the genus Rhoiptelea. . 

All thjs signifi~s that the genus Eucommia represents an entirely 
independent relict type (classified in this paper as the order Eucommiales), 
Close to the order Cercidiphyllales and thus also Trochodendrales. The genus 
Rhoiptelea, too, has to be regarded as an independent relict (the order 
Rhoipteleales ), rather more closely related to the more advanced types, 

· such as Amentifereae (in a strict sense) or even to a· still more advanced 
evolutionary line, the order Urticates . . 

B. R e m a r k · s o n t h e S i x F un d a menta 1 E v o 1 uti on a r y 
D i c o t y r e d o n o u s T r e n d s, w i t h F 1 o .w e r s A s s u m e d t o 

Be of a Heterogenous Char.acter {Fig. 5:..._6) . . · · 

According to the state of progressivity in the floral structure and 
anatomic character of vascular tissues (particularly according to the 
relative progressivity- of sieve-tubes), the six evolutionary trend~, assumed 
to have flowers of a heterogenous character, may be divided into three 
groups representing the evolutionary stages they have attained until now 
(as a matter of fact, already by the close of the Mesozoic). 

·-
. 1. Evolutionary trends arrested on !the' first 

stage: ·Trochodendrineae (Fig. 5). · 

- For reasons stated in the preceding section t h e f i r s t g r o u p, 
whose plant typ~s reached, and became ··a r f e s t e· d on,, t h e firs t, 
rri. os t . arc h:a ic s t .a g e, embraces the only order Trochodendrales 
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(i. e. the , genera Trochodendron and Tetracentron) as .the evolutionary 
trend Trochodendrineae. With great many features, the· whole trend (or its 
present-day relicts) converges to the trend Polycarpiceae where its flowers 
are supposed to be of a homogenous nature. -~ This has certainly been the 
reason for assigning its representatives directly to the order Magtwliales. 

2. E v o 1 u t ion a r y t r e ln d s a r r e s t -e d o n t h e , s e c o n d -
stag e. 

The second group, i. e., t y p e s which b ·e c a m'e a r r! e s t e d on 
t ifl e s e c o n d e v o 1 ·u t i o n a r y s t a g e, incJudes three evolutionary 
trends: the Eucommio-cercidiphylineae (with the orders Eucommiales and 
Cercidiphyllales)', Amentiferineae (with the orders Balanopsidal'es, Fagales, 
Myricales, and Casuarinales), and Urtico-platanineae (with the orders • 
Rhoipteleales, Platanales and Urticales). · 

Evolutionary trend Eucommio-cercidiphyllineae (Fig. 5). 

The relations of the members Eucpmmio'- cercidiphyllineae have been 
briefly outlined and given reasons for in the previous section. It has to be 
noted that, 10f all the jus.t-m~ntioned trends, they ·show perhaps most 
convergences and analogies to some dicotyledonous types with homogenous 

- flowers, which also became arrested on the second evolutionary stage, 
especially to the order Hamamelidales. This suggests that their actual 
aff~nities have to be looked for -in this direction. The real phylogenetic 
relations, however, doubtlessly point to the neighbourhood. of the evolution-
ary trend Trochodendrineae. · · 

· Evolutionary trend Am:entiferineae (Fig. 5_). 

The niembers of the evolutionary trend Amentiferineae, whose mutual 
relations have also been dealt with in the previous section, represent, as 
a matter of fact, only a set of amentiferous derivatives, to a certain degree 
related . to the evolutionary trend of the genera Cercidiphyllum and Eucom
mia, which themselves are already strongly affected by floral reductions; 
-in a sense, the Cercidiphyllum itself is, moreover, of an amentiferous nature. 
In the whole trend we have been able to ~distinguish the following three 
fundamental evolutionary lines: 1. the Fagoideae (orders Fagales and Ba- . 
lanopsidales) with predominantly mesotrophic . types, for the most part 
adapted to conditions of. the temperate zones where they formed secondary 
centres of their geographic ~istribution, 2. Myricoideae _{order Myricales) 
also with predominating mesotrophic types, but of thermophilous character, 
3. . Verticilloideae (order Casuarinales) representing a typically xero
morphous branch. The evolutionary line of the Casuarinales is evidently 
nearer to that of the Myricoideae than to the Fagoideae. 

Evolutionary trend Urtico-platanineae (Fig. 5). 
I 

The third trend Urtico-platanineae includes, besides the order Rhoi
pteleales, the affinities of which have already been mentioned; 1also the 
orders Platanales and Urticales. In this paper, the family pz,atanaceae is 
given the status of an independent order Platanales whereas most taxo
nomers place it directly · into the order Hamamelidales; this assumption 
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would, to some extent, be in accordance not only with various m-utual / 
analogies in pollen-grains (Er d t m ann), but also with · a strong floral , 
reduction, for which the family Harnamelidales shows an obvious . tendency. 
On the other hand, some: outstanding features revealing its relations to 
the order Urticales have been 'pointed out by J. Velenovsky: e. g. the general 
nature of germinating young plants, which, after developing two cotyledons, 

-----------~~C~e~~~id~ZFph7y~lla~l=~- ·I . ; -------------· . ~[ucommiocerci-
Eucommiales J diph.JJllineae 

_________ _,.__RizoivteLeaLes 
-----------------~--------- -~----C----- I ---

: Platanales 
UrticaLes 

Fig. 5. 

lirlicoplatani
neae 

. Schema rozpadu zal<ladnich vyvojovych fad Trochoiiendrineae, Eucommio - cer-
cidiphyllineae, Amentiferineae a iUrtico-platanineae. · 

. Scheme of the splitting of the basic evolutiomiry trends Trochodendrrineae, Eu
commio-cercidiphyllineae, Amentiferineae and iUrtico-platanineae. 

give, in the ·course of the whole year, rise only to one leaflet (simple, 
coarsely toothed in front); at the base of it there is the growing point 
surrounded by a ' spathe-like stipule, just as is see~n in the young plants 
of the 'family Moraceae, This, of course, means that a great number of 
convergences are responsible for various analogies leading the investigators 
to assign the Platans to the ot"der Hemamelidales (notice especially the 
similarities to the genus Liquidambar ). 

The Plata~s are ap amazingly, ancient type. Palaeontologically, they are 
known to us with certainty from as early a period as the Lower Cretaceous 
and became quite common already in the Cenomanian. They have also 
preserved many considerably archaic anatomical features which are more 
archaic than those found in the relict .order ~ho{pteleales: the Platans do 
not form any libriform fibres, their vessels are provided with scalariform 
perfoq:~tion and their medullary rays are of a heterogenous character. The 
genus Rhoipt-elea is already so advanced as to form fibrous tracheides. Both 
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the genera show more advanced sieve-tubes of the first Hemenway stage; 
in this respect they are therefore .somewhat more progressive than is the 
trend Amentiferineae. . · · · ' ,. -- -

The order Urt.icales itself, the fossil record":of some representatives of 
which dates also from older phases of the Cretaceous . (especially the family 
Moraceae), represents in the -whole trend the most progressive line which, 
in some cases was able to give rise to herbaceous elements. Their progres- . 
sivity. is also proved by the nature of pollen-grains which, according to 
E r d tl m ann, reveal, with the only exception of some representat'ives of 
the family Ulmaceae, · niore . complex sculpturings, for the most part 
2;..6-porate to polyforate (even 15-forate) types. In their original form, the 
flowers have distinctly epipetalous stamens. They were,- however, affected 
by strong reductions and condensations into dense and massive inflores-

. cences. From the anatomical point of view, too, there is a marked progress. 
The vessels are very often of considerable diameters (Morus, Ulmus), in 
many cases their cross walls have simple perforations (e. g. Morus). In 
herbaceous types the sieve-tubes attained even the second Hemenway 
stage. On the other hand, the nature of the se~d endosperm is inversely 
proportionate to these progressive tendencies: · it . is missing in the genus 
Rhoiptelea~ very slightly developed in the genus Platanus, well developed 
in the families Urticaceae, Cannabaceae and Scyphostegiaceae, where very 
often herbaceous derivatives are concerned, it is altogether missing in the 
families Barbeyaceae and Ulmaceae, but developed or missing in some 
genera of the family M oraceae. 

. Upon the whole, the evolutionary trend Urtico-platanineae falls into 
the following two fundamental courses of evolution: 1. the orders Plata
nales and Rhoipteleales; the former represents a more archaic evolutionary 
line than the latter, which again reveals certain features in common with 
the group Amentiferae and the order Urticales (particularly the family 
Ulmaceae), 2. a little more progressive oi"der Urticales, part of which has 
·still retained its full vigour. 

3. E v o 1 u t i o n a r y t r e n d s w h i c h at t a in e d t~h e trh i r d 
stag e. · 

The third group, i. e. t y p :e s w h i c h r e a c h e d t he t h i r d 
e v o 1 uti on a r y stage, includes · the whole centrospermous trend 
(Centrosperminae) · ana that of geraniaceous and . buckthorn-like plants 
(Geranio- rhamnineaej. The reasons for this classification is, first of all, a 
marked obdiplostemonous floral structure (or epipetalous position of -
stamens) and then some other phenomena which have led many supporters 
of the new morphology to the idea of their being of a stachyosporous nature 
(this especially applies to Centrosperms). ·'The progressivity of both these 
evolutionary trends, when compared with the preceding ones,, lies in the 
much more pronounced phylloidization of floral members (large bright 
perianth leaves), in a great number of herbaceous derivatives (which 
in some groups prevail over woody plants), in the complicated arrangement 
of ovaries, in their relatively very progressive~ anatomical structure ·of 
vascular bundles, etc. Finally, in some. .groups (especially with c.entro
spermous types) there are some marked tendencies towards sympetaly. 
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Evolutionary ,trend Centrospermineae (Fig. 6). 

Often, especially at first sight, the ·members of the evolutionary trend 
Centrospermineae show V?rious similarities and analogies to the orders 
Rosales, Saxifragales, Rhoeadales and Parietales, sometimes also to some 
members of the order Urticales. As Tegards the organization of the sieve-
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Fig. 6. 

Extreme 
derivatives: 

!Schema roz,padu .zakladnich 1vyvojovych fad c_entrospermineae a: Geranio- rham- · 
nineae. · 

1Scheme of the splitting of the basic evolutionary trends Centrospermineae and 
Gerimio- r hamni:neae. 

tubes, they attained for the most part the second Hemenway stage, some 
(!particularly. herbaceous types) ev~n the third , i. e., their progress was 
relatively greater than that achieved by the trend Urtico-platanineae. Two 
paralell fundamental evolutionary courses·. stand out clearly i'n this case . . 
The first course (Polygonoideae) is represented by the only order Polygo
nales with tiny florets and markedly developed sheaths at the base of the 

· petioles, the second (Chenopodio-caryophylloideae) comprises all the rest of 
centrospermous types. Their mutual relations, although considerably remote 
from the morphological point of view, are,. according to Er d t man n, 
more clearly indicated , by some common features in the poJlen- grain 
sculpturings. The second evolutionary course Chaenopodio-caryophylloideae, 
splits distinctly into ·two lines. One of them, i. e. the proper chenopodio
caryophylloid line (in a strict sense) has preserved 'in its flowers a very 
consistent obdiplostemony (or at least stamens which due to reductions 
became epipetalous). It includes one series, with tiny · flowers, ·convergent 
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to the order Polygonales, i. e., the Chenopodiales (with a · rather marked 
tenden<;y towards haloph:11y, xeromprphous specialization and sympetaly; it 
comprises an upon the whole sympetalous ·derivative Amarantaceae) . and 
a series with large flowers, the order Caryophyllales, which more or less 
shows a tendency towards hygrophily. The order Plumbaginaie~ is to be , 
considered as a sympetalous derivative of this last evolutionary line, 
especially because of a great similarity in pollen-grains (Er d; 1t man n). 
The second line,: which can be characterized as the phytolaccoid line, is 
rather more disposed to ·lose the epipetalous stamen ring. This tendency 
has given rise to fiowers where stamens alternate with petals (or perianth 
leaves). It is the order Phytolaccales that forms the basis of this line. Its 
members reveal a considerable fluctuation in the arrangement of their · 
flowers (flowers are both acyclic and cyclic, stamens obdiplostemonous 
or, if one of the two whorls was reduced, epipetalous, or alternating with 
perianth leaves; moreover, some genera have even apocarpous ovaries 
[Ercilla, Anisomeria, the sub-genus Pircunia from the genus Phytolacca]). 
As· derivatives of the phytolaccoid Fne we can regard the family Nycta
ginaceae (Mirabilaceae), which is a sympetalous type with a whorl of alter
nating stamens, very probably the amentiferous order Batidales, also with 
an alternating ,whorl of stamens, and finally the succulent xerophytes, the 
family Aizoaceae (Messembryanthemaceae). As a very old succulent xero
phytic derivative (rare fossil record QOes as far back as the Eocene), the 
cactaceous order Opuntiales is also to be placed here. Its true relations 
have been very indistinct until recently. It was considered as being a)lied 
to the parietal or even rhoeadoid types. It was just to this order that the 
above-mentioned family Aizoaceae took a parallel and convergent course ·of 
development (general external appearance, multiplication of stamens). On 
the other hand, certain important differences can he found between them: 
the endosperm has been preserved in tJhe Aizoaceae, but lost in the order 
Opuntiales. The Opuntiales reveal strong tendencies towards floral zygo
morphy. Mutual relations among all the mentioned groups are confirmed 
by a very similar. nature of pollen~gra!ns (Er d t man n) which disagree 
with any other opinion as to their affinities; this is of special importance 
in evaluating the relations of the Opuntiales and the Batidales. 

Evolutionary trend ,Geranio-rhamnineae (Fig. 6). 

At first sight, the members o~ the evolutionary. trend, called in this 
paper _Geranio.-rhamnineae, have much in common wHh a great number 
of columniferous representatives belonging to the orders Euphorbiales, 
Celastrales, and Sapindales: The similarities among them being based not 
only on morphological, but also on biochemical characteristics, closer 
relations have been suggested. As in the preceding trend, a marked 
obdiplostemony or .epipetalous position of- the stamens (more rarely an 
alternating position, due to the reduction of a.n obdiplostemonous one, 
e. g. in the genus Linum) excludes the assumption of too close or direct 
affinities. Just as the foreiging trend also this trend of Ger anio- rhamni
neae reveals a considerable degree of progressivity in the general mor
phological arrangement of the -flowers as well as in a -great number of 
anatomical features: many representatives have vessels of considerable 
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diameters, many woody plants often have sieve-tubes of the second · 
Hemenway stage. In the whole trend we can easily distinguish three 
considerably independent lines, the mutual relation of which can today 
hardly be more accurately: ascertained. Also the nature of pollen differ:; 
in each of them. According to the outstanding orders, following names 
cart be given to t.Qese lines: Geranio-rutoideae, Buxoideae and Rhamno
ideae. As to tthe pollen sculpturings, Er d t m\ ann's discover-ies can 
hardly enable us to find any closer analogies between the different families 
belonging here and the other plant groups. All that perhaps may be 
stated is that the pollen of the rhus type (i. e. grajns considerably similar' 
to the pollen found in some representatives of the ·family Anacardiaceae) 
predominates in the geranio-rutoid evolutionary line (orders Geranialcs! 
Malpighiales, Rutales, Meliales), whereas the _ crotonoid pollen type, known 
in some members of the family Euphorbiaceae, prevails in the family 
Buxaceae. These entirely peculiar types of pollen, however,,- do not afford 
any solid basis for determining their true . affinities . 

. In the lmes Geranio-rutoide'ae (orders Geraniales, Malpighiales, Ru
tales and Meliales) we can, to a various degree, discover a tendency to 
the reduction of the endosperm, to the formation of glandular floral discs 
(with the exception of the proper Genaniales) and, in many plants, to 
floral zygomorphy, to the fusion of stamens as well as to sympetaly 
(Simarubaceae~ Meli.aceae). As regards the origin of the herbaceous 
element, the following two developmental courses may be pointed out: 

r the one towards the order$. Malp~ghiales and Geraniales (simultaneously 
showing a marked convergence to columniferou~ types) which ~mbraced 
the majority of herbaceous elements, and the other .towards the orders · 
Rutales arid Meliales, where woody types were further on predominantly 
developing. · 

The second line Buxoideae comprising the only family Buxaceae ·-(as 
the order Buxales) was frequently linked up whith the order Euphor 
biales because of certain analogies in the fruits. Thjs assumption having 
been rejected by J. V e 1 en o vs k y, who considered these analogies as 
mere convergences, attempts were later made to find some relations to 
the orders . Celastrales or Sapindales (J. V e I en o vs k y, A. En g I er, 
F. A. Nova k) and even to the family Hamamelidaceae (J. Hutch in
s on). This .assumption, however, disagrees not only wnh the buxoidean 
m_aJ;ked epipetaly, which cannot be found in those plants, but also with 
a· different nature of pollen (according to E rd t m ann). Unlike • the 
Geranio-rutoideae, this line has not developed any glandular floral discs 
rior . reduc~d the endosperm. 

The third evolut~onary line Rho:mnoideae, represented by the only , 
order Rhamnales (famiFes .Rhamnaceae and Vitaceae) is characterized by ' 
massive glantlular discs; the seed endosperm is well preserved. It differs 
from the preceding plant groups by a quite different arrangement of . 
ovaries. 

Palaeontologically,- all the three lines are very ancient, because leaf 
impr;ints -strongly reminding of their representatives can be traced as far 
back as the Cenomanian, soine even until the late phases of . the Lower 
Cretaceous. 
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To the whole evolutionary trend Geranio-rhamnineae, in the neighbour
hood of its geran~o-rutoid line, which shows so marked tendencies to 
sympetaly, -is assigped in this -paper, as its pronouncedly sympetalous 
derivative, the order Ericales together with the family Empetraceae. On 
different grounds (especially because of _ the · nature .of stamens and 
ovaries) this order is suspected by some· botanists to /be related to gut
tiferoid t~pes. It is very unfo'rtunate that the _ determination of these 
relations cannot be based on the nature of pollen-grains which, according 
to Er d t man n, have been extremely affected by reductions and are 
bound in tetrads (quite analogously to "the family Empetraceae). Some 
characteristics of this order, e. g. similar general structure of flowers, 
presence of analogous glandular discs and volatile oils (especially' in 
glandular hairs) as well as positive serodiagnostical reactions with the 
families Geraniaceae, Rhamnaceae, Vitaceae and even Celastraceae, Sa
pindace_ae and Polygalaceae, however, point to its being related rather to 
geranio- rha.mnoid than to guttiferoid types. The relation of the family 

0 

Empetraceae to -the other representatives of the order Ericales is, with 
all probability, similar to· the relation of the family Linaceae to the -repre
sentatives of · the order Geraniales or to that of the families Nyctaginaceae 
and Batidaceae to eentrospermous plants (of the two whorls of obdiplo-

-stem ono us stamens the epipetalous one has ceased to exist'). The branching . 
off of the whole order Ericales must have taken place in very anCient 
times; Palaeontologically, many of -its types may . be traced with consider
ably certainty as far back as the middle phases of the Cretaceous; this 
agrees with many rather primitive anatomic- features preserved by this 
order: many of its members form no librif6rm fibres . (only tracheides), 
their vessels- bear scalariform or reticulate perforation~. Apart from this, 
however, there are some features showing a marked progressivity: a great 
number of the genera have sieve-tubes of the second· Hemenway stage. 

I ' , 
C. R e m a r k s o n E 1 e v e n F u n d a me n t a 1 E v o 1 u t i o nar y 
Trends (incl. t _wo Old Sympetalous Plant Groups) 

' of Dicotyledons with Flowers Assumed to be of 
Homo g en o us Nature. (Fig. 7.~13.) 

-
Most plant groups discussed in the preceding section [B] gave a good 

deal of trouble to systematists setting up a single --rather large genea
logical tree to illustrate tlhe development ot Angiosperms. On the contrary 
to this, the groups included jn the eleven fundamental evolutionary tr~nds 
with assumed homogenous flowers offered on the whole no ,difficulties 
whe:h even complicated pedigrees were devised. As has already been 
stated, this striking difference is only apparent and is perhaps mostly 

. based on the general, more relict nature of the plants whicll. are supposed 
to have· heterogenous flowers. Their relict nature may also be in connection 
with the fact that the first series -of evolutionary trends (i. e: with hetero
genous flowers) predominantly contain~ evolutionary trends~ of a more 
archaic nature, arrested on the first or the second developmental stage, 

- whereas the second , series of evolutionary_ trends (i. e; trends with homo-
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genous flowers) is represented mostly by trends that reached the third 
most progressive evolutionary stage. . _ 

Plant types, arrested on the first evolutionary stage form the only one 
evolutionary trend Polycarpiceae. The types, arrested on the second ·develop
mental stage are divided into four, upon the whole independent evolutionary 
trends of a considerably relict character, i. e. the Dilleniineae, Canellineae,· 
Hamamelidineae and Rhoeadineae. Finally, extremely numerous types 
reaching the third developmental stage together with their different sym
petalous derivatives are classified into the following six rather well-defined 
evolutionary trends: the Cruciferineae, Parietaleae, Saxifrago-rosineae, Co
lumnifero- tricocceae, Guttifero-myrtineae and U m._bellifero-: celastrineae. 
Apart from these also Sapoto-primulineae and Thymelaeo-proteineae may be 
reckoned here; they are two apparently rather polyphyletic lines of ancient 
sympetalous plants which cannot be easily linked up 'Yith ·any of tlhe 
mentioned trends. The synopsis of the system, annexed to this paper, 
shows what these conceptions really mean. Affinities among these great 
evolutionary trends can objectively be ascertained with as little probability 
as can be tlhose· among the trends with heterogenous flowers. It is perhaps 
between the trend Rhoeadineae and the more progressive Cruciferineae as 
well as between the order Pittosporales and the trend Sax.ifrago- rosineae 
that such relations are more apparent; for this reason these two pairs of 
trends are very often by various botanists classified even as common 
orders! 

.J 

1. E _v o 1 u t i o n ~ r y t r e' n d s a r r e s t e d on t h e f i ri s t 
stage : The evolutionary trend Polycarpiceae (see Fig. 7). 

; 

The most archaic evolutionary trend Polycarpiceae is very often refer-
red. to as a single large. order Rarwles (or Polycarpales or else Ranuncu-

. lales). The more was it studied in detail, the more did appear the amazing 
variety in its forms. Besides a great number of pronounced relicts, it 
embraces groups manifesting their full vigour even today and forming a 
number of herbaceous elements as well as derivatives both aquatic and 
amentiferous. Due to this fact, many botanists divide it into a great number 
of independent orders, e. g. Hutch ins on into the following five orders : 
Magnoliales, Annonales, Laurales, Ranales and Berberidales . It was not until 

.; some very detailed monographies (J. W. B a i 1 e y, Ch. G. N as t, B. G. 
Swam y, Pi. C. Smith, P. 0 z end a) -and E rd tm a.n n's palynological 
studies \vere published that this variety of forms and the part played by · 
convergences in the d,evelopment of the whole trend have been revealed in 
theirtrue light (e. g. the double nature of plants belonging to the present
day family Nymphaeaceae). The antiquity of the wl;tole trend is apparent 
from a great number of primitive morphological (leaf-like_ and three-vejned 
type of the stamens, apocarpous gynoeciC!-, open ovaries, imperfect stigmas, 
lack of styles), as well as anatomical (homoxylous wood, very primitive 
sieve-tubes of the first Hemenway stage, primitive vessels with scalariform 
perforations, etc.), . features which are commonly known and to different 
degrees developed in different genera. Some, especially anatomical, features, 
however, indicate certain progresivity within the first developmental stage 
on which these types became arrested, e: g. simple vessel perforation found 
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in the family Mo;gnoliaceae, sieve-tubes of the _second Henteriway "stage in 
many !herbaceous orders, stabilization of the floral diagram with a small 
number of membres in the families Lauraceae or Berberitl'aceae, formation 
of sympetalous derivatives (Myristicace.ae~ Aristolochiaceae). The nature of 
pollen-grains clearly indicates two main courses of evolution, one basically 
monostiicate, the other tricolpate. These· courses, as may be judn~d from 

Fig. 7. 
Schema rozpadu zakladni vyvojove rady 1Polycarpiceae s naznacenim, vztahu 

k rostlinam j~dnodeloznym. , 
Scheme of the splitting of the basic evolutionary trend Palycarpiceae with indi

cated relation to the Monocotyledons. 

some outstanding anatomic 'features (e. ·g. anatomy of stem nodes) split 
further ·into some . developmental lines from which different considerably 
specialized derivatives (aquatic, amentiferous, sympetalous) branched off. 
According to such criteria and the nature of flowers, as shown in annexed 
tables (see also the synopsis at the end of this paper) and in accordance 
with the individual above-mentioned evolutional trends, not so few as five, 
but " twenty groups, independent to such a degree as to repres·ent valid 
orders, can he distinguished in the whole trend Polycarpiceae. These again 
can be grouped into four fundamental evolutionary lines: 

The Magnolio-"annonoidede embracing the orders Degeneriales, Win
terales, Magnoliales, Annonales, sympetalous derivatives Myristicales and 
Aristolochiales (with the parasitic families Rafflesiaceae and Hydnoraceae ), 
amentiferous derivatives Piperales and Hydrostachyales, aquatic derivatives 
Nymphaeales (the Nelumbaceae excepted!) and Ceratophyllales. 
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The Callicantho-lauroideae including the orders Callicathales, Laurales, 
and the amentiferous derivative Chloranthales. 

The Schizandro-ranunculoideae with the orders Eupteleales, Schiza'1-
drales, Paeoniales, Ranunculales and the aquatic derivative Nelumbales . 

.The Berberido-menispermoideae with the orders Berberidales and . 
Menisperraales . 

Fossil record of many membres of this whole evolutionary trend (of 
course, regardless of the majority of herbaceous derivatives) and many of 
its extre·me derivatives (e. g. aquatic derivatives) date already from the 
late phases of the Lower Cretaceous. At ·more places their pollen was 
ascertained even in the Lower or the Middle Jurassic (e. -g. the pollen quite 
similar to that of the representatives of the families Magnoliaceae, Nym
phaeaceae and Nelumbaceae). 

2. E v o I uti on a r y trends arrested on _the second 
stage : Dilleniineae, Canellineae, Hamamelidineae and Rhoeadineae. 

The relatively isolated orders Dilleniales, Pittosporales, Coriariales, 
Canellales, Hamamelidales, and Rhoeadales show a substantially more 
advanced organization and are -therefore to be regarded as belonging to the 
second developrnental stage. As is admitted in almost all taxonomic corn-. 
pendia, they reveal,' in a prim~tive state, many features which can be found 
fully developed in various much more advanced orders. One of them, the 
order Canellales, has a monosulcate pollen, all the others a pollen more or 

. less derived from the tricolpate type. · 
Various genera of. the orders Dilleniales, Pittosporales, and Cotiariales, 

which are here united in the evolut~onary trend Dilleniineae, disclose many 
features in common with the orders grouped in this paper into considerably 
progressive evolutionary trends Saxifrago-rosineae, Guttifero-myrtineae, 
and UmbelZifero-celastrineae and perhaps also Parietaleae. Many botanists. 
after all, assign them therefore to some orders of these trends as their 
most primitive members (and give them the status of orders or only fa-, 
milies: they connect the Coriariaceae with the order Celastrales, the Pitto
sporaceae with the order Rosales, the Dilleniaceae with the order Gutti 
ferales or classify them as independent orders). It is sure that the orders 
Pittosporales and Coriariales are-of a somewhat more progressive character 
than is the order Dilleniales; this is also indicated by the nature of their 
pollen-grains, as ascertained by Er d t man n. In the order Dillenial<:Js the 
pollen is still of about the san1e primitive nature as are the tricolpate: 
pollen-grains in the evolutionary trend Polycarpiceae. On the other hand, 
the. pollen of the orders Coriariales and Pittosporales reveals substantially 
more d~rived shapes, but, according to Erdtmann, no closer analogies to 
that of the orders Celastrales' or Rosales can be found . For this reason they 
are to be regarded as . entirely indepedent orders and placed into one 
evolutionary trend Dilleniineae. 

the order Canellales is often classified as a very primitive family 
Canellaceae . of the parietal or·der Bixales because of the morphological 
arrangement of its ovaries. ·some more recent ootanists, however, due to 
its monosulcate pollen type; link it up rather closely with the magnolio, 
annonoid line of the trend Polycarpiceae. It may be assumed that in bot~ 
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cases some of its either archaic or progressive features have been overes
timated. Certain convergent tendencies to the parietal types cannot be denied, 
but the nature of the pollen indisputably indicates the individual character 
of this order. Its archaity manifests itself also in some anatomical features 
(e. g. instead of libriform fibres which . are missing, the wood has only 
tracheides). It is indisputably a type of a very relict nature with no apparent 
closer relation to other evolutionary trends. For this reason, it may be 
considered as a representative of th~ independent evolutionary trend 

. Cannelineae, also reaching the second stage of evolution. 
The order Hamamelidales shows many morphological analogies both 

with the members of the order Rosales and with those of the amentiferous 
trend (in a strict sense). To some extent, it recalls the last-named plants 
by the structure of its wood, but it differs from them very distinctly in the 
normally alternating stamens. In spite of this, these three groups ~re often 
considered :'as being phylogenetically interrelated. It has, however, been 
clearly shown by E r d t m a n n's palynological discoveries that such 
relations cannot be looked for in neither direction because of the absence 

, of necessary common features in a more delicate morphology' of pollen-· 
grains. Various analogies with the group Amentiferineae are mostly based · 
on the kind of floral reductions. , The same kind of reductions occurs, 
however, also in the families Eucommiaceae or Platanaceae (analogy to the 
genus Liquidambar ). It seems that no actual affinities, but mere conver
gences can be considered in all these three cases. Palaeontologically the 
order Hamamelidales appears to be very. ancient. Some fossil records date 
from as early as the North American Cenomanian. In the middle phase of 
the Tertiary many of its genera became widely distributed .all over the· 
Northern Hemisphere. In view of all these circumstances this order is to be 
regarded as a further fundamental line of evolution, i.e. as the evolutionary 
trend Hamamelidineae. The famHy Balsamifluae (together with the genus 
Liquidambar) and the amentiferous type Myrothamnaceae could be 
considered. as some extreme reductional derivatives belonging to this trend. 

The order Rhoeadales is taken here in the narrower H ut c hi n s on's 
sense, i. e. without the substantially more advanced families Carpparidaceae, 
Cruciferae (or Brassicaceae) and ' their relatives. This narrower definition 
of the order is supported by Er d t man n's ,palynological discoveries 
which point to substantially great . differences found in the pollen of the 
families Gapparidaceae and . Cruciferae when compared with that o·f the 
order Rhoeadales in a strict sense. The pollen of this order bears rather 
more resemblance to the more primitive pollens of some groups of the 
trend Polycarpiceae (Berberidaceae, Ranunculaceae). Besides, as regards the 

, morphological character, various analogies .can be found not only towards 
the families Capparidaceae and Cruciferae, but also towards some parietal 
types. Here again, just as was seen in all the above~mentioned orders, there 

. is another case of a not clearly defined plant group, even if analogies with 
morphological (and some biochemical) features of the families Capparidaceae 
and Cruciferae are perhaps more clearly pronounced. As it represents a 
considerably individual evolutionary trend, it ,is gi\ren here the name 
Rhoeadineae. With them, as a direct specialized derivative is linked up the 
inSectivorous family Sarraceniaceae Which, together with the families 
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Droseraceae and Nepenthaceae, is usually placed into the common order 
Sarraceniales. This opinion is supported by the nature of the pollen (Er d t
m ann) ~nd by some morphological features known long ago (A. L. 
Jus si e u, 1789), e. g. the character of the stigma and stamens. The pollen 
of this family entirely differs from that of the families which are usu,ally 
connected with it; it has common features with the pollen of the repre
sentatives of the order Rhoeadales in the strict H u t c h ~ n s o n's sense 
(and i~ therefore more closely related to this order than to the families 
Capparidaceae or Cruciferae ). Mutual analogies are to be interpreted · again 
by mere convergences resulting from a similar (insectivorous) habit. 

3. E v o 1 u t i o n a r y t r e n d s w h i c h a t t a in e d t h e t h i r d 
· s t a '9 e. · 

Very complicated conditions can be traced in the evolutionary trends 
which reached the third developmental stage. In the following paragraphs 
reasons for this classification will be given as well as some light will be 
thrown on phylogenetic relations assumed to exist among the different 
orders. 

E v o 1 u t.d on a r y ~re n, d Cruciferineae (Fig. 8). 

Mutual relations of the orders Capparidales and Cruciferales, assigned 
to this trend are rather clear. Also as regards the similarity of the pollen, 
these orders are nearer to each other than to the order Rhoeadales (in a 
strict sense). They both represent the final stage of two obviously divergent, 
though closely related, lines of evolution, one of which (the Capparidales) 
has prevalently preserved woody character as well as many more archaic 
morphological features, whereas the other (the Cruciferales) represents ·a 
much more progressive element; it gave rise to innumerable herbaceous 
species considerably distributed even over colder areas and containing also 
a great number of elements adapted to strongly xerophilous or hygrophilous 
life. Besides, its simple floral diagram became more stable. As has already 
been said, this whole trend h~s many features in common with the more . 
primitive order Rhoeadales. Actual affinities, however, are to be regarded 
as very remote: it is rather the parallelism and convergences that played 
a much more important part in their development, in the course of which 
one line (the Rhoeadineae) became arrested in its evolution much earlier 
than the other (the Cruciferineae ). 

E v o 1 uti on a r y trend Panetale~e (Fig. 8). 

As all mor!i>hological as well as serodiagnostic studies have shown so 
far, the evolutionary trend Parietaleae does -not seem to represent an_y 
simple evolutionary series. Most probably it consists of at least two parallel 
evolutionary lines which are convergent to each other. Besides, Er d t
man n's palynological discoveries reveal that these two lines may not be 
enough homogenous. For the most part, even within the orders, as they 
are defined by systematic botanists, the pollen is not of a sufficiently 
uniform nature. In addition to it, it will be necessary to solve the proble·m 
whether the group is really of a polyphyletic character or whether the 
orders included into it are only of an eurypalinous nature. One of the two 
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·fundamental lines (the d i 1,1 en i o id evolutionary line) embraces the 
·o;rders Bixales, Tamaricales, Passiflorales, i. e. orders whose .members, by 
some of their features, betray relations to the evolutionary trend 
Dilleniineae, and particularly to the order Dilleniales; these relations may 
be due either to a very remote relationship, or to a parallelism in develop
·ment. The second line (the rho ea do id line) includes_ the orders which 
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Fig. 8. 

Extreme 
derivatives: 

Sarraceniales 
- ·- ------

Schema) rozpadu zakladnich vyvojovych fad IParietaleae, Cruciferineae a Rhoea
dineae. · 

Scheme of the splitting of the bask evoluttionary trends Parietaleae, Crucifer.i
neae and Rhoeadi.neae. 

show some common features with the more primitive evolutionary trend 
Rhoeadineae. It is the order Violales (together with the family Resedaceae, 
often considered as belonging to this line) and Loasales in Hutchinson's 
sense which could be considered here. · , · 

Although from the morphological point of view the individual members 
of t ih e d i 11 en i o i d s e r i e s do not offer any more difficult probJems 
'as to their relations (see J. Hutch ins on, F. A. Nova k) Er d t man i]. 's 
palynological researches indicate that there may be some differences. The 
'most uniform kind of pollen is found in the order Passiflorates. It bears 
a striking resemblence to the pollen of the very progressive sympetalous 
·orders Cucurbitales and Campanulales. This fact clearly proves that, in spite 
of all morphological and serodiagnostical uncertainties, both these orders 
are sympetalous derivatives belonging to the dillenioid series of the parietal 
trend. The order Cucurbitales developed a tendency towards reducing the 
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endos.perm (which is abundant only jn the family Caricaceae; this family 
also still has a superior ovary and for this reason it is by some syste
matists reckoned among the .parietal types) but preserved a double inte
gument, whereas the order Campanulales, while preserving the seed 
endosperm, tended to simplify ovules to formations with a single inte
gument. 

The Conipositales (or Asterales), an extremely progressive and for the 
most part herbaceous order, can with great probabirty be considered here 
as a further sympetalous derivative. Some features found in this order 
strongly remind of the order Campanulales .(ovules provided with a single 
integument, inulin instead of starch, latex tubes, morphology of inflore$
cence). But even here we find some substantial differences, e. g., according 
to B 1 o g \o v e s c ens ky, a different mode of breathing. As regards pollen
grains., Er d t m a n·n detected a far greater number of analogies between 
the pollen of the family Compositae and that of the families Urn,belliferae, 
Brunoniaceae, Goodeniaceae and Calyceraceae, than between the pollen of 
the family Compositae and that of the family Campanulaceae. All that, of. 
course, does not offer any ffnal univocal solution, but does not "disagree 
with the relations to the order Campanulales. So far, in spite of occasionally 
occurring opinions that the eompositean type might be related to umbel
liferous plants, most botanists have (and most likely with full right) in thfs 
case considered the relations to the order Campanulales · as much more 
naturaL The Compositae ·are most. probably a very young type, because they 
are known to us with certainty from as late as the older phases of the 
Tertiary. They have developed an immense number of very progressive 
herbaceous types, revealing even today an extraordinary plasticity with 
regard to various ecologic conditions, and did not reach the maximum 
development until the late Cainozoic and the present time. Their pro
gressivity, relatively greater than that of both the preceding sympetalous 
orders, is evident not only from a greater condensation of flowers into 
dense head-like · inflorescences (where individual flowers, according to their 
position, very frequently underwent quite a special kind of adaptation; there 
is a certain degree of convergence to the conditions present in umbel 
inflorescences of some umbelliferous types) than can be found in the order 
Campanulales, but also from the loss of the seed endosperm. Also from the 
anatomical point of view they have, for the most part, reached the highest 
(third Hemenway) stage . in the organization of the sieve-tubes. All this 
is in agreement with the complexity and variety of pollen-grains (a char
acteristically eurypalynous group!) which, of . course, decreases the impor
tance of pollen for solving the problem of affinit;es. ·Here the pollen may 
indicate only relatively close relations between the family Compositae and 
the small group Calyceraceae, sometimes included into the· order Rubiales 
(into the neighbourhood of the family Dipsacaceae with which they share 
the same kind of a simple st1gma, but from which they substantially differ 
irt the nature of pollen). Apparently, this is a case of a member of the order 
Compositales ( Asterales ), rather less progressive than are the proper Com
positae (it still has a · ·developed endosperm and its pollen bears simpler 
sculpturings; from the Compositae it also differs fn having a simple stigma). 
On these grpund.s and in agreement with most systematic botanists the 
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group Compositales (the family Calyceraceae included) is to be regarded as 
a further and youngest sympetalous derivative of .the parietal trend which; 
in addition to the general floral reduction and condensation, underwent a 
strong re-duction of the ovaries (fruit: one-seeded achene). • 

As far as ·sympetalous derivatives of the parietal evolutionary trend 
are concerned, three more or less parallel lines of evolution can be dis- l 
tiriguishe·d; they branched off successively and are not directly interrelated. . 1.1. 

Each of ,them attained a different degree of developmental progressiv:ity. · 
The highest stage of evolution was indisputably reached · by the order 
Compositales ( Asterales ). 

With the dillenioid evolutionary series, as its amentiferous derivatives 
are linked up the family Lacistemaceae, the whole order Salicales as well 
as the family Stachyuraceae (see the section dealing with amentiferous 
types). 

Considerably intricate are the conditions . in the second, i. e. 
r h o e a d o i d e v o· 1 u t i o ri a r y ·se r i e s, which is of a rather doubtful 
character. The families Violaceae and Resedaceae, so far usually included 
into the order Violales have, in the light of the , most recent researche·s, 
revealed very different characters both from morphological (F. A. Novak) 

• and palynological po~nts of view. Only the pollen of the family Resedaceae 
resembles that of the family Capparidaceae and Tovariaceae (but not that 
of the Cruciferae!). Unlike the Violaceae, the Resedaceae disclose positive 
serodiagnostic reactions with the family Capparidaceae. Germinating 
plantlets of the family Violaceae remind of those of the family Cistaceae. 
Also in the order Loasales, taken in the so far current sense (Turneraceae 
and Loasaceae), there are similar incongruities. According toE r d t .m ann, 
the pollen of the fam.ily Turneraceae is, to a certain degree, analogous to 
that of the Passifloraceae; Besides, a closer relationship , of these two 
families has been suggested by F. A. Nova k also because of morphological 
reasons. · As E r d t m ann states, the pollen of the family Loasaceae does 
not reveal much, nor does it show closer similarity to the pollen of the 
trends Rhoeadineae or · Cruciferineae. In these plp.nts, however, a positive 
serodiagnostic reaction with the families Capparidaceae and Resedaceae 
was ascertajned. All this sigpifies that the order Violales, the family Re~ 
sedaceae excluded, is to be placed in the dillenioid evolutionary series. In 
the same way the family Turneraceae is to be separated from the order 
Loasales and assigned . somewhere near the order Passiflorales. The Rese
daceae, as an independent order Resedales, and the order Loasales (without 
the family Turneraceae) may :gerhaps only be considered as mempers of the 
rhoeadofd series of the trend Parietaleae. From morphological and bio-
chemical points of view some systematic botanists (F. A. No v.a k) recently 
solve these problems by assigning the family Resedaceae directly to the 
order Rhoeadales (in the broadest sense, under the name Papaverales) and 
by including all the other orders together with the families Caricaceae and 
Datiscaceae, which are most frequently regarded as belonging to the order 
Cucurbitales, into a common order to be called Cistales and linked up with 
the order Rhoeadales (in the broadest sense, the Papaverales). According 
to new Er d t .man n's discoveries, however, this . conception (dire_ct re-
lations to the Rhoeadales) does not seem to be sufficiently propable. 
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The e v o I uti on a r y trend Scvxifrag'o-rosineae (Fig. 91). 

This ev-olutionary trend is more or less clear; it covers, to a great 
~xtent, the order Rosales in the older, broader sense and re·veals two 
indisputably interrelated evolutionary lines, namely the rriore original orders 
Cunoniales, Saxifragales and Rosales (in the narrower H u t1~ hi n son's 
sense)" on one side and the order Leguminosales, tending towards an 
extreme floral zygomorphy, on the other. 

Fig. 9. 

Schema rozpadu zakladni vyvojove rady Saxifrago-rosineae. 
Scheme of the splitting of the basic evolutionary trend ·Saxifrago-rosineae .. 

In the former line, tlie floral development proceeds from hypogyny to 
perigyny and even epigyny. This process is accompanied by the simplifica
tion of the floral diagram in different respects and mostly results in nor.mal 
diplostemony, less frequently in some derived (pseudo- ) obdiplostemuny 
(in the families Saxifragaceae, Crassulaceae, in the genera Potentilla, Rho
phiolepis, ·Mespilus, Sanguisorba). The endosperm remained preserved. In 
the latter line (the order Leguminosales) the progression is even more 
marked, but of a different kind: hypogyny is consistently preserved, there 
are coalescences, splitting in the androecium and extreme zygomorphy, the . 
number of carpels is reduced to only one, the endosperm lost (the primitive 
Caesalpiniaceae excepted). This double evolutionary tendency is also proved 
by palynology. As regards both the general shape and more delicate sculp
turings of pollen-·grains, the orders Cunoniales, Saxifragales, and Rosales 
show much closer -mutual analogies than can be ascertained when these 
orders are ~ompared wit~ the order Leguminosales (Er d t man n ). 
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As the more primitive -representatives of the whole trend reveal many 
characteristics similar to the mqre progressive members of the trend Po 
lycarpiceae, they were, and still in many cases are, derived from such 
archaic types either directly or through the order Dilleniales. Some in
vestigators try to find here some relations to the order Hamamelidales. 
It even happened that some progressive types of the trend Polycarpiceae 
or also Dilleniineae, e. g. the family Calycanthaceae (J. Hut c hi n son) 
or Pittosporaceae (F. A. Nova k) were even frequently assigned to this 
trend. This opinion, however, has not been confirmed in any way by 
Er d t man n's palynological discoveries. Even the family Pittosporaceae 
Which, from the _morphological point of view, seems to be very near the 
Rosaceae has a pollen of a very different nature. For palynological reasons 
it seems that it will be necessary to exclude, from the order Saxifragaceae, 
the family Greayaceae where, according to Er d t m ann, the pollen is of 
a rutoid nature. In spite of all these palynological discoveries, it is certain 
that this evolutionary trend is, from the morphological point of view, very 
much related to, or parallel with, the more primitive trend Dilleniieae 
(especially the orders Dilleniales and Pittosporales ). · 

For purely morphological reasons and as it seems ~ith full right, spe-. 
cialized insectivorous derivatives -Nepenthaceae and Drosenaceae (excluded 
from the order Sarraceniales and · given in this paper the status of the order 
Nepenthales); aquatic derivative Podostemonal_~s (the order Hydrostachyales . 
excepted), and all sympetalous t u b if 1 or a ·1 t y p e s are linked up with 
this evolutionary trend (especially with its line Cunoniales-Saxifragales
Rosales). So far, palynolog~cal researches cannot prove these relations with 
certainty, because all these plants are of an extremely derived and spe
cialized character. As regards the tub if 1 or a 1 types, they certainly 
show a great' variety from the _ morphological point of view; according to 
E r d t m ann's palynological discoveries, they reveal a relatively conside
rable homogeneity. The only exception are the narrower orders Lentibula
riales (or Utricul'ariales) and Plantaginales; their pollen (and especially that 
of the Plantaginales, which is of a very derived nature) is more different 
from that found in the others. The floral morphology, too, of these orders 
shows many points· of difference; this led some botanists to consider the 
possibility of relating .the family P~antaginaceae to the trend Centrosper
mineae or to the or-der Plumbaginales, and the family Lentibulariaceae, to 
_the family Primulaceae. The improbability of such opinions has already been 
proved by J. Ve l1e no vs k y in . a purely morphological way. Both the 
types are, no doubt, of a strongly derived and specialized character, as 
geophily and hygrophily played a great part in influencing not only a 
somewhat different formation of flowers but also the type of pollen
grains. 

The problem of the nature of the aquatic family Callitrichaceae, very 
different ly estimated by taxonomers, is also to be discussed here. This 
family has often been considered as being related to columniferous types 
.(the order Euphorbiales). According to Er d t m 1a n n, pollen-grains are 
very much simplified by reductions. On the other hand, position of the 
leaves (opposite), fruit resembling a schizoc~rp of four nutlets, ovules with 
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a single integument clearly suggest certain relations to the families 
Scrophulariaceae and Labiatae (or Lamiaceae ). 

It is clearly to be seen that the sympetalous tubifloral derivatives have, 
in their further development, given rise _ to some more specialized and still 
further derived types, i. e. the families Plantaginaceae, Lentibulariaceae, 
and Callitrichaceae. Also the parasitic families Orobanchaceae and Cus
cutaceae may be reckoned .among them. 

From the palaeontological point of view the members of the whole 
trend Saxifrdgo-rosineae are relatively less known, although fossil record 
datjng from as early as the Cenomanian gives evidence of the presence of 
its more progressive line Leguminosales. This is. apparently in connection 
with its occurrence in such r'egions where there· was no chance of their 
entering as fossils into sed7menatry series. The whole trend seems to be 
considerably old . This may not, however, be the_ case of its tubifloraf 
derivatives, the remains of which are known with certainty only from the 
tertiary (or at the utmost from the late Cretaceous?); these are ,apparently 
considerably young from the geological point of view. 

E v o 1 uti on a r y trend. Columnifero-tricocceae ·(Fig. 10). 

Like the preceding, the evolutionary trend Columnifero-tricocceae is 
of a relatively hmnogenou.~ character; judging:: from the general floral 
morphology, it seems to ha·ve split also somewhere from the neighbourhood 
of, or parallely to, the more primitive trend Dilleniineae. It embraces the 
orders Tiliales, Malvales and Eurphorbiales. Some tropical ramilies with still 
relatively little simpli~ied floral diagrams, such as the Scytopetalaceae or 
Gonystylaceae, perhaps afford a picture of a relatively original prototype 
of the whole trend, characterized by the ovules being located at angles in 
the centre of the whole ovary, the partitiol). walls of which coalesce into 
a common little column (free . central placenta~ion). 

From morphological, anatomical and palynological (according to Er d t
m ann) points of view, two evolutionary lines stand out clearly; the first 
is more original and involves the series Tiliales and Malvales, the second, 
which is apparently derived from the first, is more progressive and includes 
the order Euphorbiales. _ 

As regards the floral arrangement, the series Tiliales-Malvales tended 
towards the most various complications in the androeeium (abortion, 
splitting, fusion of the stamens) and the gynoecium (multiplication of 
partition walls, formation ·of additional partition walls, especially iR the 
more progressive order Malvales), but it preserved larger flowers. In the 
more progressive series Euphorbiales the process of evolution was towards 
the simplification of flowers: ovary becomes stabili~ed at number three, 
flowers are reduced to only one sex, ·the general reduction results in the 
formation of miniature perianthless florets with only . one stamen or one 
three-chambered ovary, these florets get clustered into inflorescences 
resembl~ng even simple bisexual florets (cyathium)~ 

Anatomically neither of them reached its ultfmate possibilities. Even 
in herbaceous types the sieve-tubes attained only the second Hemenway 
·stage, the vessels mostly have simply perforated cross walls. Characteristic 
is here the presence of secretory cells which in the series Tiliales -Malvales 
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contain only mucilages, · g-lucosides, or even alkaloids, in the more progres
sive series Euphorbiales ~lso oils, toxic proteins, , caoutchouc substances; 
moreover, these secretory cells show a tendency towards a far more 
luxuriant growth. 

This double course · of development is also apparent from Er d t
m ann's palynolog.ical discoveries. Er d t man n points , out certain 
common features which are especially clearly visible between the Tiliales 
and Ma.lvales. As a more advanced type, the order Malvales has a pollen of 
a more derived kind displaying more complex sculpturings. The pollen of 
the order Euphorbiales has much less in common with that of these two 
orders. Just as in morphological and anatomilca] features there is a great 
variety in the sculpturings of pollen-grains. This leads many botanists to 
?-Ssume a polyphyletic origin of the whole order, but it seems mote probable 
that the order is not only of an ancient origin, but that it has so far 
preserved its plasticity (notice its possibilities of most different~ ecomor
phoses', there are even cactaceous types). Er d t man n's researches, of 
course, show that, because of an absolutely different character of the pollen, 
some families so far assigned here will have to be revised fro,m the taxo
nomical point of view (the family Elaeocarpaceae from the order Tiliales 
[no secretory mucilaginous reservoirs n perhaps with reference to the order 
Bixales; the families Daiphniphyllaceae and Dichapetalaceae from the order 
Euphorbiales). It is also important to mention th.?t the family Malpighiaceae, 
referred by many botanists t0 the order Tiliales-, has an entirely different 
kind o~ pollen recalling, to a greater degree, the evolutionary line Geranio-
rutoideae of our trend Geranio-rhamnineae. ' 

The progressivity of the both mentioned evolutionary branches . is .. 
apparent (more in the order Malvales than in the order Tiliales) also in the 
relative abundance of herbaceous types. In spite of all this both the branches 
have. mostly preserved a well-developed seed endosperm. 

All the above-mentioned traces of archaic features (sieve-tubes, en~o
sperm) are in harmony with their rather ancient origin. Many impressions 
show their presence as early as the .middle phases of the Cretaceous. They 
attained a particularly high degree of prosperity in the Upper Cretaceous 
and old er · Tertiary. 

I 

E v o 1 uti on a r y trend Guttifero-myrtineae (Fig. ·10). 

Some members of the order Theales approaches the more prin1itive 
trend Dilleniineae, certainly even to· a greater degree than doe$ the preceding 
evolutionary trend: many of them have an indefinite great number of floral 
members, according to E r d t m a n n, the pollen of the family Actinidiaceae 
bears considerable resemblance to that of· the family Dill'eniaceae. J\:forpho
logically and se.rodiagnostically it exhibits also some resemblances with the 
trend Sa:iifrago-rosineae. Two main more progressive branches are linked 
with the archaic line Theales: 1.-· the order Guttiferales which preserved 
the superior ovary, but lost the endosperm, and where stamens got · fused 
in various ways, and 2. the pair of orders Myrtales and Lythrales which 
showed the tendency towards the loss of endosperm, various complications 
in the androecium, and a gradual submersion of ovaries. In the order 
Lythrttles, too, herbaceous types branched off and vascular bundles became 
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complex (mostly bicollateral bundles with intraxyllary ,phloem). All this 
points to a relatively stronger progressivity . and derivation of this order, 
as compared with the proper order Myrtales. 

Surprising .suggestions about the problem of affinities of this whole 
evolutionary line have been given by E, r d t man n's palynological dis
coveries. First of all, the relatively close relations between the orders 
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· Fig. 10. 

l:xfreme 
derivalives: 

Schema rozpadu zakladnich vyvojovych fad Columnifero-tricocceae a Guttifero ._ 
myrtineae • 

.Scheme of the splitting of the basic evdlutionary trendsColumnifero - tricocceae 
and Guttifero -myrtineae. 

Myrtales and Lythrales have been confirmed.- Of extreme interest, however, 
is especially the great similarity of the pollen of the order Myrtales (parti
cularly the pollen of the family Myrtaceae) to that of the order Proteales 
and then the resemblance of the pollen of the order Lythrales (especially 
the pollen of the family Rhizophoraceae) to that of the order Santalales. 
Also the pollen of some families, usually placed into the order Thymelaeales, 
and of the family Elaeagnaceae have been found by Er d tm ann to ~e 
similar ·in certain respects to that of some members of the series Myrtales
Lythrales. All this ·casts some light on the· affinities of the order Proteales 
which has until now been rather mysterious (for more details see the 
paragraph dealing with the evolutionary trend Thymelaeo-proteineae ). 

The majority of taxonomers link with the order Lythrales (particularly 
near the family Orwgrace.ae [or Oenotheraceae]) the family Thelygoniaceae 
(strongly derived herbs, the ovules of which are provided 'witih a singl~ 
integument). aquatic derivatives Hydrocaryaceae (or Tr~pac?ae), Gunnera-
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cede, Haloragaceae ang Hippuridaceae, _as well as the parasitic derivative 
Cynomoriaceae (convergent to-a certain degree to the order Balanophorales). 
This assumpt;on seems to be fully justified, although, for the time being, 
there are, apart from the morphological evidence, upon the whole no other 
reasons . .,for it. Palynology is of no more use here than in the cases where 
strongly reduced types are concerned. Er d t man n was able to discover 
only that the pollen of the family Haloragaceae resembles that of the 
Gunneraceae (for this reason these two fanTjlies are classified in this paper 
as the order Haloragales). In other respects all the types seem to be 
considerably far from one another and to have the status of orders. It is 
commonly accepted that morphologically the family Hydrocaryaceae (which 
is re:ated to the family Onagraceae) is nearest to the order Lythrales. All 
these relations, however, may date from a very far past, because the seed 
endosperm disappeared to a considerable degree in the order Lythrales, 
but is still very well preserved in the mentioned. derived groups. The fact 
is that palaeontologically m~ny types of the trend Guttifero-myrtineae 
belong to the oldest Cretaceous Angiosperms we know of. It is of interest 
that the same applies also to some of their aquatic derivatives (Haloraga
ceae, Hippuridaceae). 

E v o 1 uti o n .a r y t -rend Umbellifero-celastrineae (Fig. 11.). 

This trend comprising the choripetalous orders Umbelliflorales (fami
lies Alangiaceae and Nyssaceae included), Pandales, Celastrales, Sapindales 
and perhaps also · Polygalales, as well as a whole series of sympetalous 
derivatives seems to represent a series evolutionary parallel (or perhaps 
at ancient times also related) to the primitive evolutionary trend Dille
niineae, particularly to. the order Coriariales. Because of some morpho
logically anologous features this last order is by many investigators 
assigned directly to the order Cela~trales (e. g. F. A. Novak). A~cording 
to Er d t man n, however, its pollen is of a much more archaic nature, 
too different not only from that found in various families of the- order 
Celastrales, but also from · that discovered in the families of the order 
Sapindales. The whole trend (even irrespective of spezialized derivatives) 
is distinguished by considerably stabilized and simplified-floral diagrams, 
the presence of glandular discs in the flowers, a tendency towar·ds opposite 
leaf arrangement .on the axes, apd, from the biochemical point of view, 

_ , by the presence of volatile oils, ' resin secretions, tannins and alkaloids 
(latex tubes producing .rubber substances in some sympetalous derivatives; 
the Apocynales). There are obvious tendencies towards the submersion of 
ovaries, the loss of endosperm, sympetaly, simplifications of ovules to 
single-integument types, and a general floral reduction. 

As far as normal, not derived, and mostly chor;petalous orders are 
concerned, two fundamental evolutionary lines can be distinguished accord"" 
ing to what degree the just-mentioned features became developed: 1. the 
first is represented by the order Umbelliflorales (the u m be 11 if 1 or o id 
1 in e), 2. the second, by the orders Celastrales and Sapindales (the c ~-
1 as t ro-sa pin do id 1 in e). to which the rather isolated order Pandales 
is remotely related. The splitting of the whole trend into these evolutionary 
lines must have taken place at some time , long ago, for the impressions 
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pointing to the types of both these lines are represented in fact already 
among the oldest Cretaceous Angiosperms. The separation of the orders 
Celastrales and Sapindales is of a little later date, because fossils, suggesting 
with more certainty the representatives of the order Sapindal'es- became 
more abundant only in the late phase of the Cretaceous. 

I 

Fig. 11. 

JI[ Extreme 
derivalives: 

Schema rozpadu: zakladni vyvojO\ve rady Vmbellifero-celastrineae. 
Scheme of the splitting of the basic evolutionary trend Umbellifero-celastrineae. 

Evolutionary tendencies of the mentioned lines are very typical. The 
umbellifloroid line shows a marked tendency towards the formation of 
characteristic umbelliform inflorescences; its herbaceous derivatives tend 
to develop conspicuously br9ad petioles and multilacunary nodes. As to the 
celastro-sapindoid line the mentioned ~plitting resulted on one hand (the 
order Celastrales) in preserv~ng some more original features (endosperm) 
with an obvious .tendency towards sympetaly (Icacinaceae, Stackhousiaceae, 
Salvadoraceae) and reduction of integuments to only one (Icacinaceae, 
Aquifoliaceae), on the other hand (the order Sapindales) in the general 
reduction of flowers, their crowding into dense infiorescences and the loss 
of endosperm. · 

Many new suggestions concerning the affinity problem of the plants 
inCluded into, or related to, this trend, have been made by Er ·d t man n. 
As regards the arrangement of pollen-grains, he found that there is a far 
greater variety within the order Celastrales than in the order Sapindales; 
this, in a sense supports the view that the Sapinda.les are of a derived 
character. In addition to this, Er d t man n's .studies confirmed a relative 
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isolation of the family Pandaceae, which is to be considered as some lateral 
evolutionary branch of the series Celastrales.Sapindales. It has been further 
proved that the family . Staphyleaceae belongs · to the order Celastrales (as 
already suggested by F. A. Novak) and not to the order Sapindales to which 
it was often assigned. The pollen of the family Connaraceae, so far usually 
placed into the order Celastrales, was found to be of an entirely different 
nature, rather recalling that of the order Rosales (to which this family was 
assigned by F. A~ Novak for morphological reasons). The family Didiereaceae 
too, greatly differs in the pollen arrangement from the other representatives 
of the order Sapindales; this, as can easily , be seen, is due to its being 
a· strongly xeromorphous derived type. Also the families Sabiaceae, Empe
traceae and Corynocarpaceae have p~llen grains of a substantially different 
ri9-ture. In the case of the family Sabiaceae, the problem of its pollen has 
not been definitely. solved and a further revision is desirable. The -family 
Empetraceae, owing to the fact that it has a pollen quite analogous to that 
of the family Ericaceae, is to be placed into .the order Ericales. Finally, 
the family Corynocapaceae has to be assigned to the trend Guttifero
myrtineae, because its pollen bears a striking resemblance· to that of some 
members of this trend. / · 

\Vith regard to the order Polygalales, it has not yet been satisfactorily 
classified: osfor no method (morphological, serodiagnostical, or palyno
logical) has presented any plausible interpretation to be universally accepted. 
In view of a normal diplostemony ,it is to bEr assumed that this is a case 
of some ancient lateral line, rather celastroid than geraniorutoid, even if . 

· the pollen recalls, to some extent, conditions seen in the family Mal-
pighiaceae. 1 

Another much contested problem is the relation of the families Alan
giaceae and Nyssaceae which by some botanists are linked up with umbelli
ferous types or placed rather near to the myrtoid types (recently a1so by 
F. A. Nova k because of some more important morphological reasons). 
Kr d t man n's studies ·are more in favour of · the first opinion: there are 
too evident analogies between the pollen-grains of the families Nyssaceae 
and Cornaceae on one side and those of the families Nyssaceae and Alan
giaceae on the other. The pollen of the family Cornaceae very closely . 
approaches that of the family Araliaceae, which again is related to that 
of the fa1nily Umbelliferae. On the other hand, . there are no such relations 
to any group of the trend Guttifero -myrtineae. 

· The relative antiquity of the orders belonging to this whole trend 
(except' of course, the relatively derived farnily Umbelliferae) is revealed 
by some archaic, sporadically preserved characteristics: here and there they 
still show sieve-tubes of the first Hemenway stage. although they have 
mostly reached the second stage (the Umbelliferae even the third), taeir 
vessels are still provided with scalariform perforations, and their wood has 
no libriform fibres (only tracheides). This agree with the antiquity of their 
fossil record. 

As decidedly amentiferous derivatives (on grounds stated in the 
section dealing with amentiferous derivatives) the orders Gar,ryales, Juliana
les and Leitneriales are assigned to this trend; the first order is to be 
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linked with_ the · evolutionary umbellifl.or0id line, all the others; with · the 
celastro-sapindoid line. 

The - orders Ligustro.les (or Oleales), Loganiales (or the narrower 
orders Loganiales, Apocynales and Centianales) a:rid Rubiales are to be 
regarded as sympetalous derivatives of this trend. This agrees with the 
current views as to the various morphological and even biochemical ana
logies. Also Er d t man n's recent palynological discoveries . are upon the 
whole in favour of these relations. In certain respects their pollen resembles 
that of · the representatives of the order Gelastrales (particularly in the 
family Oleaceae .from the order Ligustrales) as well as that of the families 
Ui?J,bellifereae and Cornaceae (especially in . the families Caprifoliaceae and . 
Rubiaceae from the order Rubiales). The pollen of the order Loganiales is 
mostly (especially in the family Lqganiaceae) of a too multifarious nature 
(eurypalynous types) so that it cannot be relied upon With certainty; only 
some relations to the family Rubiaceae can be ascertained her~. Palaeonto
logically all these plants are of considerable antiquity, l;lecause impressions, 
well comparable ·with many of them, date from as early as the middle 
phases of the Cretaceous (Cenomaniah). In spite of this many of them 
reached considerably derivBd stages even in the anatomical structure (bicol
lateral bundles, intraxylary phloem, latex-tubes). According to the mor
phological nature and the type of the pollen-grains two lines can be 
distinguished: the one (orders Ligustrales and Loganiales) is more narrowly 
linked~with the more original line Celastrales-Sapindales, the' other (Rubtales) 
with the umbellifloroid line. Besides ·these-three sympetalous orders, also 
the order Com;positales (or Asterales), -which has already been sufficiently 
discussed with reference to the evolutionary trend Parietaleae, might be' 
ta~en here into considerat:!on as a further sympetalous derivative. Er d t
m:a n n ;s palynological discoveries are more in support of these relations 
than of their affinities with the parietal types. -As, however, this group 
~s very progressive and its pollen shows an enormous , variety (it is, of a 
strongly etirypalynous nature) it is very -difficult to decide whether in this 
cas~ the pollen _ morphology 'Is quite reliable. Erdtmann himself admits: that 
in certain features, 'Of ·course, to a lesser degree·, its polle.n, i~ . similar to 
that found in the family Cat'J:Jpanulaceae which is indisputably related to 
parietal types. It seems therefore that the relation of the Compositale-s to 
t~e - parietal types is more probable; this is also the opinion of most .taxo'7. 
nomers.. · 

4. N o t e s o n t vv o v e r y · o .I d s y m p e t a 1: o u · s p I a n t 
groups of rather pro b 1 em at i c re I at ions hip. 

:. E vo I uti on~ r y trend: Sapoto-:-primuline_ae (Fig. 12). 

The old sympetalo'us trend Sapoto-primuline_ae, including the o;rders 
Ebenales, Styracales, Myrsinales and Primulales, has already been indirectly 
outlined by J. V e 1 en o vs k y. It is of -an ancient origin, because impres
sions very probably refering to some of its representatives date from as 
early -as the- Cenomanian stage of the Cretaceous (of -course, herbaceous 
Primulales excepted).- They seem . to have attained sympetaly very early, 
because, in other respects, they have preserved-very many archaic features• 
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·which only very rarely occur in sympetalous types ·of a younger origin; 
for the most part they have superior ovaries, ovules (the family Sapotaceae 
excepted) with a: double integument, and seeds containing sufficient endo
sperm. As regards the floral morphology, they all . have many common 
features (this has already been pointed out by J. Ve 1 en o vs k y): ten
·dencies towards various complications in the androecium not diss-imilar 
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Fig. 12. 

Schema vzaJemneho tpomeru vyvojovych linii st.areho sympetalniho -qkruhu 
Sapo to-primulineae. · . 

Scheme of the murtual relations olf rthe evolutionary lines of the old sympetalo-q.s . . 
group :Sapoto-przmulineae. -

to what is seen in the evolutionary trends Guttifero-myrtineae and Columni..; 
fero-tricocceae (Ebenales, Styracales) or towards reductions-in the andro
ecium to qnly one epipetalous stamen whorJ derived from normal diploste .... 
many (Myrsinales, Primulales, and the family Sapotaceae). 

The affinitjes of this trend haye been evaluated in very different ways, 
the order Primulales has even been considered to be related to Centra -. 
sperrrieae. Otherwise some relations to tbe orders Guttifera.les, Parietales, · 
Rha.mnales, or even directly to the wide · line Ranales-Magnoiiales (our 
evplutionary trend Polycarpiceae ). have mostly been suggested. Here, too, 
E rd t man n's palynological discoveries have, rio doubt, contributed much 
to the solution of these problems. Judging from the nature of pollen grains 
we may, f]rst of all, assume clos_e relations between the >orders Myrsinales 
and Primulales~ This assumption fully confirms V e 1 e n o v s k y's op-inion 
that the Primulales represent a herbaceous derivative of the order Myrsi-. 
nales . .Their pollen. is, however, of a different character from that found 
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in all_ centrospe:rmou$ types as well as the order Plumbaginal?s, from whiGh -
they are _ so Jrequ~ntly derivep (besides other reasons also for the positiye, 
serodiagnostical reactions between the tamily Prim:~laceae and Phyto(acor:r
ceae). Palynology is, however, u11able to find relations among the orqen~ 
Myrsinales, Ebenales and Styracales. The order Ebenales has a quite isolated 
position without being more _closely related to the trend Polycarpiceg,e_,· 
with some members of which it is sometimes directly. linked up (G r os-
Q e j m). Within the order Styracales, Er d t man n discovered certain 
analogies to the pollen of -the members belonging to the umbellifero-ce
lastroid tr~nd (in the family Styracaceae- to the family . Cornaceae an,p' 

, Nyssaceae, in the family Symplocaceae to the family Icacinaceae). When, in 
ad,dition to this, various frequently mentioned morphological phenomena 
are taken into consideration, it seems to be prbable that in .this trend there 
are at ]east three ~onvergent evolutionary lines. One o{ them, ' comprising 
the order Ebenales, may have arisen at some time long ago ,in the evol.utiq
nary trend Guttifero-myrtineae (more probably -than in the trend Parie
taleae), the other two (Myrsinales-Primulales and Styracales)' in the umbe1-
liferocelastroid trend. The splitting off of the line Myrsinales-Primulales 
might have taken place much earlier than that of the line Styracale_s~ Jt: is 
only in such a way that the palynological relations of the oroe:r Styracal~s 

-may have remained more or ~ess recognizable. In other respects varim;ts 
floral changes became reflected in the ?Iterations of pollen-grain sculptuJ;
ings to ·such a degree th?-t the true origin of the order is ho longer suff~
ciently clear. Various morphological analogies found especially between the 
herbaceous order Primulales and tl1e order Plumbaginales have to be ex-

- plained ·by convergences. 

E v o 1 uti on a r y trend -Thymelaeo-proteineae· (Fig. 13). 

_ Ancient sympetalous types included into the trend Thymelaeo-protineae 
belong to the most· mysterious groups of the Angiosperms. It was again by 

· Er-d. t man n's palynological discoveries that new :light .was cast on their 
nature and affinitie:?. Following order$ (rn: famil:e.s in the status of inde
pendent orders) make up this trend: Elaeagnales, Thy'f11elaeales, Olacales, 
Santalales (together with the family Loranthaceae and its relatives} and 
BaJanophorales. It is most interesting that, in spite of a great nurnher -of 
very strongly derived feq.tures, many o·f them (particularly the o:rqer Pi~ct·"" 
teale.s) represent the oldest _angiosperm_ous types of the-Cretaceous flora 
in general. Many :mutual analogies in tbe floral morp:P,ology, of the jus~ 
mentioned orders, which, of course, may have a character of mere :conver-; 
gences, have _already been pointed out · by J,. Ve 1 en o vs k y~. For various 
reasons Jbe· -order Thymelaeales is frequently assumed to be ··most ~losely. 
related to · the order Myrtales, ;1nd the family _ El~aeagnaceae is pl~ced jnto 

. its ne~ghbourhood (in ·: this case sorne _ :tnvestigators suppos_e relations to 
the order Rhamnales). As to the family Thyme_lq,eaceae, tl;l.e .. presence of
·mucilagino.us resetvoirs quite silnila_r t.o those of the Columniferac is o.ften 
called attention to. The order Proteales has recently been liriked up; direotly 
with the types of the trend Polycarpiceq~ .. (G r os g e j m, Em b e r:g e r~ 
f. A. No. v a k)._ Finally, as regards the o:rders Santalales; .. Ola-cates and 
-Balan_opfl,orales, ·. many investigators (J. Hutch ins on, F.-__ A. No _v a·. k) 
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suggest r~lations to the orders Celastrales, others (G_ r o·s g e j m, Em her-· 
g er), to the -order Proteales. It is due to · Er d t man n's palynological 
researches that these mutual · relations (or similarities) have been dis~ 
covered. . 

The pollen of the order Thymelaeales is far from being uniform. In 
the famHy . Geisolomataceae it reveals no special features and shows some 
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Schema vzajemneho pomeru vyvojovych Iinil stareho sytnjpetalniho okruhu ·_ Thy-
melaeo-proteineae. . · . . . 

· . · : 1Scheme of the mutual relations of the evolutionary lines of the old sy111,petalous 
: group Thymela:eo-proteineae, 
' ... . ' . 

slight· artalo:gies to the pollen of the order Celastrales, but decidedly not 
to tha:t ·of the other families of. the trend under discussion (i. e. the Thyme
laeaceae, Elaeagnaceae, Penaeaceae )~ The pbllen of the family Penaeaceae _. 
has· .. some features in corrirnon · with that of some families of the . order 
Lythrales (Oliniaceae, Lythraceae). In the family Elaeagnaceae there have 
been · found certain similarities to ·the pollen of ·· the family Myrtaceae as 
well as :the Bhamnaceae, but no .sufficient analogies to the pollen of the 
families Proteaceae or· Thymelaeaceae. Finally,. the pollen of the family 
-Thymelaeaceae entirely .. differs from that of all the mentioned families and· 
strongly reminds of erotonoid pollen-grain types found in the representa
tives. of the· family Euphorbiaceae (and, therefore, . to some extent,. also the 
Buxaceae.): · ·· · , _ . . :. .. . - · · 
, . . ;: ·_According ,to E :r d t ni'a nn's · t ·esearches, the pollen of the - family 
Prote~aceae . indisputably resembles not only that of . the 'families Olacaceae, 
Santalace,aei',and Balanophoraceae, but also especially that of the . family 
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Myrtaceae .. In the .series Olacales-Santalales~Balanophorales Er dt m a,n n 
found many features in ·common with ·· the pollen of some families of th~ 
order Myrtales, but no relations at all to the pollen of the r.epresentatives 
of . the order Celastrales. · i 

· Palynolog.ically, in all these cases the relations to the evolutionary 
trend Guttifero-myrtineae have been confirmed, but nothing in common 
has been found with ·the trend Umbellifero-celastrineae. In the only family 
Thymelaeaceae tb.is method has ascertained relations to the trend Colum~ 

- nifero-tricocceae. Desirable may be the revision of affinities in . the ·family 
Penaeaceae, : which reveals too distinct relations to the order · Myr~ales; and 
:then in the family Geisolomataceae, where · certain connections wt.th ·the 
order Celostrales can .be traced. May be that these families do -not at· aH 
belong to the trend Thymelaeo-proteineae. 

Unless the peculiarities found in the family Thymelae.aceae are ·to be 
considered as features (mucilaginous reservoirs, crotonoid pollen) which 
arose quite indep·endently (i. e. without being due to affinities With tlie 
columniferous types)-and this assumption seems to be rather improbable 
-irresp'ective of the so far obscure families (Geisolamataceae and · perhaps 
also Penaeaceae) · the brief · summary of ·the mentioned .. circumstances 
suggests that the whole trend contains two fundamental evolutionary 
lines which convergently came very near to each other. The former might 
embrace -the families Proteaceae, Elaeagnaceae (and perhaps also Penaea
ceae) together with the whole derived series Olacales-Santalales-Balano
phorales. It seems to have split off at some time in the very ancient past 
jrom the evolutionary trend Guttifero-myrtineae~ The latter would include 
ORly the family T_hymelaeaceae; its origin is to be looked for in the ev:o~ 
tionary trend Columnifero-tricocceae. This assumption is not in contra-:
diction to ' our palaeont_ological kn()wledge,· as the remains of myrtacegus 
types (e. g. .Eucalyptus) as .. well as of the · repres~ntatives of the f9mil~ 
J:lroteaceae are known to us -from as· early · a period as the mid -Cretaceous, 
when Angiosperms actually began to appear on a larger .scale. _, 

· The whole parallelism in the development of various fundamenta1 
members of the whole evolutionary trend Thymelae_o-proteineae has also 
been pointed out by J. V_e 1 en o vs k y (particularly that ··between ·the 
families Thymelaeacea~ and Proteaceae ). A$ a matter of fact, the former 
of the mentioned evolutionary lines _represept$ a group o fultimate members 
of the evolutionary branches that took entirely -different ; qevelopme11tal 
courses: the order . Elaeagnales (the family Elaeagnaceae and, beside - it, 
perhaps also the family Penaeaceae) in harmc:my with normal mesophytic 
'life conditions, the ord~r _ Proteales (the ·family Proteaceae) rather ·witb a 
tendency towards adaptation to xerothermous conditions, and finally ~ the 
$eries Olacales-Santalales-BalanophQrales with a tendency towards a para":" 
~itic life. The flow~rs have all preserved superior ovaries, only in · the 
par:asitic series (Santalales -. Balqnophorales) the ·ovades were becoming 
inferior; this process was accompanied by strong redl!ctions resulting in 
the loss of jnteguments (O~ac:ales have only · on~ or two integuments or 
pcc?sionally none at all, integuments are : altogether missing in the orders 
Santalales and Batanophorales; · in . some . • cases even the whole carpels 
together with the ovules entjrely reduced to tiss\les where on~- tq tpre~ 
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, embryo sacs .are found embedded). Quite inverse was the case of endospetrrt: 
it is ·weu developed irt types suojec'ted t'o strong reductions in other respects, 
whereas in the others (Thymelaeales, Elaeagnales) it is weakly developed 
or even missing entirely (Proteales). The other floral parts suffered a parti
·cular kind of reductions: . onty ·one whorl has been left in the androecium, 
petals -- aborte-d, sepals assume a- petal-like appearance, all this led to .a 
seemingly epipetalous position of the stameris. In addition to this, the ord~r 
Proteales reached even a substantial floral zygomorphy and a strong con
densation of flowers into head-Jike inflorescences. Finally,. an extreme
reduction of the vegetative body can be found in the parasitic series Ola.
cales-Santalales-Balanophorales. Provided that the nature of the pollen and. 
the presence of the mucilaginous reservoirs really reveal its true nature, 
the other evol~tionary line, i. e. the order Thyn~elaeales (only the family 
Thymelaeaceq,e ), which .is parallel with, and convergent to, the first lirie , 
(especially to the order ElaeOJ.gnales), must have diverged from the trend 
Columnifero-tricocceae on very ·primitive stages, because the . nature of 
the ovaries differs to a certain -degree from that found in the orders Tiliales, 
Malvales as well as Euphorbiales. It is evident that they represent a third 
branch of the columniferous line, much more archaic than are the Euphor
biales. · 

D. M o n ·o c o t y 1 e d o n o u s E v o 1 u t ] o n a r y T r e n d s 
(see Fig ~ 7 and 14). ·. I·" 

The fourth · section . of this paper deals -with many phenomena showing -
clearly that Monocotyledons, as a matter of fact, represent a type derived 
under the influence of various special life conditions ftom a more original 
dicotyledonous type (geophily, hygro- till hydrophily, etc.). Today, hardly 
·any taxonomer would doubt that the source of their origin was our trertd 
Polycarpiceae. It is in this trend that we come across most dispositions: to 
the formation of characteristics which did not reach their full development 

. ·unul in the Monocotyledons: · ataktostely (in the families Ranunculaceae~ 
Berberidaceae, Nymphaeaceae, there are also cases of it in the .families Pa
piweraceae, Casuarinaceae; Chenopodiaceae,. Amaranthaceae, Nyctaginaceae, 
and Phytolaccaceae, all these .being considered in this p,aper as relatively 
archaic types), disappearance of one of the tWo cotyledons, very mueh 
derived shape of parallel-veined leaves, polylacunarnodes,-collateral arrange
ment of axillary buds, etc. The monocotyledortous pollen does not show 
such a yariety of forms, as is found jn the- Dicotyledons; considerably 
primitive types of a monosu!cate· nature or derived from this (acolpate oJt 
-asuleate, 1-porous or multiparous grains) predominate. This primitivity and 
a rela~ive uniformity of the pollen point to a very andent orgin of the ' Whdl~ 
group as well as to its relative unity and homogeneity (some kind of relative 
monophylety). In spite of their sttongly derived character, many types show 
their anc!ent origin by still having sieve-tubes of 'a more primitive kirtd 
(L e. with considerably_ oblique cross walls), though in other cases sieve~ 
tubes are already provided with perpendicular cross walls. To such primitive 
types belong not only some families predominantly consisting o.f woo~y 
plants~ · i. e. 'the Patmae, Pci'ndanaceae, · Dioscoreaceae, Smilacaceae, but also 
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some genera of the family Liliaceae (e. g. the genus Asparagus). These types 
have to be regarded, not as derived types, but as archaic groups giving rise 
to further development. The relative antiquity of Monocotyledons can, to 
some extent, be proved palaeontologically. They ' appear, parallely with 
Dicotyledons, as early as the middle phases of the Cre~aceous, ·but always 
in a subordinate position. It is not until in the Upper Cretaceous and 

.... 

Fig. 14. 

Schema r:ozpadu castL vyvojove zakladni fady Polycarpiceae v rl\zne soubezne 
fady monokotylni~ 

Scheme of the splitting of a iJ)art of the basic evolutionary trend IPolycarpiceae 
into the various parallel Monoooty.ledonous evolutionary lines. · 

particularly in the Palaeogene that they are becoming more abundant (this 
is clearly visible in the occurrence of the Palm pollen). This picture is, of 
course rather imperfect because most herbaceous ·Monocotyledons, owing 
to their distribution and nat~re had / no chance of entering as fossils into 
sedimentary . series. On the other h?nd, the very fact that they become ' 
more abundant op.ly as late as the Upper Gretaceous. suggests a delay in 
tiheir development, and, consequently, also their rather late origin .as well 
as their derived character. 

Because a great part of Moriocotyledons are herbs and woody Monoco
tyledons reveal a peculiar nature of xylem, many investigators are of the 
opinion that such woody monbcotyledonous types were secondarily derived 
from the herbaceous ones. This may be true with· some particular cases, 

~ but on no account with woody plants whiclh disclose more primitive sieve
tubes than do th~ herbaceous types from which they are thought to-arise. 
The long pedigrees sugg·ested by many botanists .for illustrating the 
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development · of the Monocotyledons seem to be as jmprobable as are those 
deVised to show the evolution of Dicotyledons, and especially those that 
start from the order Helobiae and lead, through the Liliiflorae tO. Palms 
and-Panaanaqeae~ It is just the last-named plants that have preserved 
oblique transverse walls in their s ·:eve-tubes. Here, too, jt is very probable 
that the Monocotyledons represent a set of some parallel series, mutually 
much more closely related than are the different dicotyledonous evolutie5nary 
trends, beca.use they all seem to have otiginated only from gne quite specific -
dicotyledonous evolutionary line, very likely, as has been stated, of the 
trend Polycarpiceae. In most respects this view has been recently shared 
by M .. De y I (1954). · _ 

In spite of a relatively uniform base of the flo:ral diagram, which so 
much suggests the idea of a single rather large and ·complex pedigree, 
about at least six (according to M. De y 1 as many as-eight) fundamental 
evolutionary lines can easily be distinguished, provided that characteristic 
features are duly taken into conside-ration (nature of ovaries, special ten
dencies. towards reductions as well as condensations of the flowers, chai>
acte:r of pollen, anaton1ical peculiarities _[particularly . the· sieve~tubes], 
shape of leaves, mode of origin of . axillary buds, position of leaves .. at the 

. base of -· branchlets). ·some of th~m appear to converge more to tJhe type 
represented by the family Rartunculaceae, others, to the order Piperales or 
Aristochiales. In the first case· there seem-to be inere convergences, because, 
e. g., the pollen in the family Ranunculaceae is of a decidedly 3-colpate 
basic type; in the latter case . there may probably exist actual, closer 
affinities, as the orders Piperales and Aristochiales form their pollen on a 
nionosulcate base. The real affinities are then to be looked for in the 
direction · of the 'proper magnolioid series in spite of all the differences in 
the general appearance (such monocotyledonous types represent perhaps 
derived descendants of some types of a mostly herbaceous character, no 
more existing today and standing between the series of aquatic derivatives 
Nymphaeaceae, as well as Cabdmbaceae arid the series of the proper woody 
Magnoliales ). The six evq1utionary trends included here are the follow!ng: 
Spathifloreae, Pandanoideae, Palmo-synantheae, · Lilio-~gavoideae, . Diosco-
reoideae, and Helobieae. - · -

The · trend -Lilio -. agavoideae represents today a central mortoco
tyledonous type which is most widespread and most diversified so far as 
its special further derivatives are concerned. ·According to the author's 
classification they embrace the orders. Liliales, Cyperales, Microspermales . 
(Orchidales), H u ·t C!'h in .son's O·rder Agavale-s,- the genus Xanthorrhoea in 
the status of the order .Xanthorrhoeales (i. e., to some e)\tent, in the sense 
of De y l's ~ monocotyle·donous "xeranthemous " · type), the family Smila
caceae in the status of the order Smilacales, Glumiflorales (Poales), Triuri
dales, Cornmelinales and ·zingiberales. It is in this trend that ahnost all 
taxonomers look for-and they are . to a great extent right in doing _ s6'--'
the co:mmon stock of the four following extreme courses of evolution: 
(a) connected with the order Commelinales is the order Zin1giberales~ an 
extremely entomophilous derivative with a pronounced tendency towards . 
zygomorphy as well as irregular floral structure, and the order Glumi
florales . (P.oales ), a derivative w~ich shows a tendency towar~s extreme 
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anemophily". and reduction of flowers of gramineous nature·; · (b) · similarly 
linked with the order Liliales are the entomophilous zygomorphic Micro ... 
spermales (Orchidales) and · the gramineous anemophilous Cyperales with 
reduced fiovers. - Besides these extreme derivatives tending towards a 
special floral arrangement, two more lines with a tendency towards becom
ing woody (which is evidently a secondary phenomenon, derived from 
herbaceous types) can be clearly distinguished: (c) on o"ne hand .: Hut-
c h in s o n's- order Agavales, the origin · of which is assumed by many 
authors .to be biphyletic (arising partly ·from' the . affinities of the family fi 

_ Liliaceae and partly from that of the family Arnaryllidaceae; Hutch in
s on's view has been recently shared and supported by !v1. De y1), (d) ort 
the other hand the relationship of the · genus Xanthorrhoea in the status 
of the order Xanthorrhoeales, representing to a great extent what · M: 
De y 1 calls "xeranthemous ,, type. Fii1ally, besides all these types that 
for the most part still r etain their full vigour and can be regarded as 
derived and ecologically specialized evolutionary branches of the · two 
fundamental orders Liliales and Commelinales, the. trend L_ilio.agavoideae . 
includes two more types of an evidently relict character, which also owing 
to morphological reasons cannot be separated from it, i. e. the Smilacales 
_and Triuridales .. Some light has now to be thrown OP: their nature. 

Because of its apocarpous gynoecium the order Triuridales (with - th~ 
only saprophytic family Triuridaceae) is often placed into the trend Helo
bieae. lt differs, however, from it in having a well-developed endosperm. 
J?alynology does not reveal much in this cape; according to Er d tm ann, 
the pollen is of a very much reduced nature (round~d and nonaperturate)~ 
which is evidently in connection with its saprophytic life. Some explanat~on 
as to its relations is afforded by its comparison with the genus Petrosavia 
(also a saprophyte), assigned, perhaps with full right to the order Liliales. 
Its ovaries are only partially fused at the:base, and show thus clearly a 

1 transitory stage. It is apparently due to the saprophytism that the original 
archaic state has been preserved here, just as in. other cases (see, e. g., 
pterid.ophy-tic relicts Psilotum and Tmesip~eris). Its relation to the ord9r 
Liliales. is, . therefore, very close. _, 

Also- the order Smildcales (with the only ·genus Smilax) ·is, no doubt; 
'· in many respects very nearly related to the order Liliales, especially the 

family Liliaceae ~ It differs, however, most remarkably from it not only in 
the general arrangement of leaves (" dicotyledonous" type), but also in 
the · orientationof the first scale-shaped leaflets on the branches (see J. 
V e 1 en o vs k y) and in a different orientation of the embryo in the seed 
(its position is not central, in the axis of the seed, but excentrical in the 
endosperm). From the palaeontological point of view it is a very old type, 
very well developed as early as the Late :Cretaceous. It seems to have 
separated from the main evolutionary lilioagavoid trend very early (like the 
Triuridales) . and to have retained, in some respects, mb·re archaic char-. 
acteristics because of a considerable specialization for greatly xerbthermoll.S 
·conditions; on the contrary, the development of other members of this 
trend ·was for the most part -influenced by strong tendencies -towards 
geophily.- . 

From all this it ~ollows that the Triuridales, as well as the Smilacales, 
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represent, within the lilioagavoid trertd; two · interesting bJinc;l lateral lines 
which, due to special life conditons, became arrested on certain stages, 
less progressive, when compared with the development attained by most 
representatives of the whole trend . · 

T h e e v o 1 uti on a r y t r end Dioscoreoideae, including · the only 
order Dioscoreales, most frequently assigned to the order Liliales in the 
status of a mere family; recalls by its various ,features (shape and venation · 
of leaves, serial arrangement of the buds at leaf axils, transversal position 
of the first leaves . on branches, collateral vascular bundles still found at 
least in young branchlets) the dicotyledons far more than the Monoco
tyledons. Clear analogies (both .in flowers and fruits) with the order 
Aristolochiales have. been duly pointed out already by J. Vel en o vs k y. 
This trend has tlherefore nothing in common with the lilioagavoid evo
lutionary trend itself and obviously represents an ancient relict, which, 
of all the :tvlonocotyledons~ may stand nearest" to their . dicotyledonous 
ancestors. · 

The_ evolutionary trend Helobieae.-As all taxonomic com
pendia so far published . show, _-the evolutionary trend Helobieae represents 
a series of rather isolated types formerly included into the order Helobiales 
(or else Alismales). The development of all of them took place under the 
Influence of a pronounced tendency towards hydrophily, -and, in a sense, 
convergently to many phenomena found in the dicotyledonous Rar:tunculales, 
Nymphaeales, as well as other orders of the trend Polycarpiceae. It is just 
owing to such extreme and apparently very early adaptations to special 
life conditions that, · of all the monocotyledonous groups they advanced 
least. More or ·less they all preserved their apocarpous gynoecia; A rather 
substantial . progressivity, of course, also of a reductional character, is 
revealed here only -by the loss of endosperm. In other respects, their 
deve~opment -tended towards various slighter reductions affecting floral 
parts, pollen-grains (mostly simplified, nonaperturate pollen"-grains) as 
well · as anatomy of axes-;......:;; all this obviously being connected with their 
aquatic environment. Many taxonomers attach lhere a great importance 
to the so-called squamulae intravaginales which they consider to be an 
outstanding characteristic showing a considerable uniformity of this group 
(e. g. M. De y 1), although J. V e 1 en o vs k y points to the presence of 
such scales also in other aquatic Monocotyledons (e. g. -the genus Acoru~). 
Another outstanding feature of this trend is seen by many botanists in 
the formation of hibernative buds (the so-called hibernaculae ). In other 
respects an amazing variety in forms lead the more recent systematists 
to distinguish . here a greater number of orders. ·very often this trend is 
regarded as a center of development and all Vhe other Monocotyledons 
are derived_ from it. This assumption is, however, quite erroneous, because 
this whole group represents, as a matter of fact, -only a blind and extremely 
specialized branch. On the other hand, it must be admitted that, ~of all the 
Monocotyledons, it has preserved tlhe -most archaic type of flowers, which 
give us an idea of what the flowers of the ancestors of the present-day 
Monoc-otyledons might have looked like. 

,.The e v o 1 uti on a r y trend Spathifloreae.-As regards the 
appearance and · floral reductions·, . the evolutionary . trend Spathifloreae, 
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including the only predominantly · herbaceaus order Arales, is the one of 
all the m6nocotyledonous trends which most converge-s to the type Pipe
raZes. This phenomenon was by many taxonomers considered as proof of 
actual affinities. The Spathifloreae show a marked tendency towards strong 
flora1 · reductions accompanied by a condensation of flowers into dense 
spadix-llke inflores~ences protected by characteristic spathes. This re
ductional tendency is especially evident in hydrophilous types where even 
the number of flower on the spadix occasionally strong1y decreases, e. g. 
in the genus Pistia, to only two (one male with two stamens and one female 
With a small one-carpel ovary). By the majority of taxonomers also . the 
typical aquatic derivative, the family Lemnaceae, is brought int o connection 
with these strongly reduced aquatic types. Detailed and most ingenious 
researches concerning these affinities were 1nade by J. V e 1 e n o v s k y 
from the morphologital point of view. Palynologi~ally E r d t m a n n has 
d~scovered that the _pollen-grains of this family stand nearest to those of 
many representatives of the family Araceae and that only some- of their 
features slightly reca.U the pollen of the famHy Najadaceae~ He also found 
a somewhat · similar pollen in some genera of the family Zonnichelliaceae 
(particularly in the genus Zannichi3llia). The pollen of the group-Helobieae 
is, of course, strongly reduced and nonaperturate, whereas in the family 
-:Lemnaceae it is monoaperturate.In spite of all this some botanists also (M. 
De y 1) have raised serious objections to tlhe derivation of the family 
Lemnaceae frorn the family Araceae and censidered its relations to the trend 
Helobieae as more probable. Their opinion is based mainly on the following 
phenomena.: some points of resemblance in the arragement of the stigmas, 
certain analogy between the hibernaculae of some_ representatives of the 
group Helobieae and the leaflets resp. segments of the Lemnaceae, ,discovery 
of -squamulae- intravaginales found in the · genus Spirodela and some su
perficial similarity of its · pollen to that of the genus Zannichellia. To solve. 
this problem quite objectively is surely very - difficult, because varipus 
conv_er·gences found in these plants so extremely adjusted to aquatic life 
and so strongly reduced may, after all, appear to be a~tual affinities. It is 
surprising that the family Lemnaceae has pr:eserved a monoporate pollen 
type and the seed ertdosperm, whereas the trend H elobieae shows a marked 
tendency towa:rds a strong reduction of the pollen {all grains are nonaper~ 
turate) as well as the loss of the endosperm (missing everyWhere). This 
·striking difference is mote in favop_r of the older _theory (J. V e 1 en o· v :.. 
f3 Ry) suggesting relations of the Lemnaceae to the trend Spathifloreae. -

The e v o 1 uti on a r y trend Pandanoideae, embracing besides 
a great number of herbaceous elements also many woody plants dev'eloped 
~rather more distantly from th~ type Piperales than did the trend Spathi
floreae. Here,. too, there is a strong tendency towards the reduction of tiny 
flowers to mere naked stamens and small ovaries. The antiquity of this line 
and, consequently, its considerable independence on other monocotyl~donous 
-evolutionary trends is confirmed in a .most conspicuous way not only ana
'tomically by the presence of still oblique cross walls in the sieve-tubes of 
some-genera~ but also by fossil evidence: · impressions of plants -quite 
similar ·to the presEmt..::tlay representatives appear . as- ear-ly as the Creta-
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ceous, some -even by the close of the <Lower Cretac€ous. Otherwise they 
o_ccur rather ·parallelly with the remains· of the Palms. 

. T h e e v o 1 u t i o n a r y P a 1 m t r ~ n d Palmo- synantheae, including -
the orders Palmales (Principes or Arecales) and Cyclanthales developed most 
remotely from _ tlhe type · Piperales and in the nearest neighbourhood of; 
and paralleny· to, the central main monocotyledonous type, the evolutionary 
trend Lilioagavoideae. That it arose near the trend Lilio-a,gavoideae, is 
indisputably indicated by a great number of morphological features found 
in the floral arrangement. The mutual parallelism· is chiefly proved by the 
fact that the Palms as well as . some representatives· of the lilioagavo·id trend 
display apodtrpous; · or almost apocarpous, ovaries (the Palm ·. group Co
ryphoideae~ the lilioagavoid Triuridales and the genus Petroscwia) and . an 
archaic type ofsieve-4u~es (e. g. the lilioagavoid genus ·Asparagus or the 
order Smilacales ). The antiquity and independent origin of the Palms is 
further indicated by the appearance of dichotomous branching· (in the genus 
Hyphaene), by the preserv~tion of seed endosperm, and, last but not least; 
by fossil recorO.: their remains known to us with certainty date from · the 
Turonian stage~ of t

1
he Cretaceous, it is, of course, not until the Senonian 

stage that they b?eome more abundant. They are exclusively woody plants. 
-:- The 'other or-der Cyclanthales embraces besides woody types also herba.;. 
ceous elements. In view of the morphology of ·their . flowers they are often 
with full right considered to be a type affected by · strong floral reductions 
and by a considerable condensation of flowers into -dense inflorescences, a 
type which represents a coUateral derived branch -of Palms tending to 
produce herbaceous forms. It is no doubt, an evolutionary branch, which due 
to strong convergences considerably approaches the ~volutionary trend 
Pandanoideae. \ 
. The last three mentioned monocotyledonous evolutionary trends 

Spathifloreae, Pandanoideae and Palmo-synantheae "stand doubtlessly nearer 
to each other than to the . other Inonocotyledo_nous trends discussed in this 
paper. The Palms_ approach m9st the liliaceous type. But in view of. various 
anatomic features,. some morphologi((al conditions and old geolQgic .age it 
is to be assumed that this relation represents nothing more than the pa
ra1lelism of these trends. The mutual relation of the . three just mentioned 
tre:qds seems to "be _as follows: -the bulk of the trend Par?danoideae . has 
reached · about the same ·stage of development as have the ·more advanced 
representatives of the trend Palmo-synantheae; it also contains a much 
greater:_ number of herbaceo:us types. In this light the trend Spathifloreae 
again reminds of the more a.dvanced stages attained by the trend Panda~ · 
noideae. Here the herbaceous element is already pr.edominating and. the 
development went even so far as· to form altogether !hydrophilous and 
extremely reduced derivatives. These relations · doubtlessly revealing a 
successive development from the normal, terrestric and woody types to 
different herbaceous, geophilous, hygrophilous and even aquatic derivatives 
are rather sug·gestive of considering · these three evolutionary trends as 
mere members of a single gradually proceeding evolutionary line. Nev
ertheless, in spite of this so striking a phenomenon (which is often ev~
luated in/ the same way in the majority of diagrams showing the dev_el
opment of Mo11:ocotyledpn,s), it is to be assumed that three considerably . ~t 
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independent and parallel evolutionary trends are concerned here. This 
assumption is particularly supported ·by some mentioned pr-imitive char
acteristics shown by the woody plants belonging to these trends. If this 
were not the case, the supposition that such characteristics found in 
successively inore derived lines should give way to more progressive 
feature would be more plausible. Another reason in favour of this sup
position can be seen in their occurrence during the geological past: it is 
hardly imaginable that such a long genealog-ic : process ·should have taken 
place within so short a period to be allotted to the whole development 
of these trends as well as to their separation from a common dicotyle-
donous and polycarpous stock. · · 

VII. Rough Outline of the System of Angiosperms divided into the single 
. _ /Parallel EvoJJutionary Trends or £.-ines. . 

I. Dicotyledones. 

· A. Evolutionary trends with flowers supposed . to be of heterogenous 
character. 

~) Evol. trends arrested on the first evolutionary stage. 
· ·1. Trochodendrineae · 

Orders: Trochodendrales (only . the · families Trochodendraceae 
and Tetracentraceae ). 

b) E:vol. trends ~rested on the second evolutionary stage. 
• 2. Eucommio-cercidiphyllineae 

Orders: Eucommiales, Cercidiphyllales. · 
3. Amentiferineae 

Orders: : 
evolutionary line Fagoideae: Balanopsidales, Fagales, 
evoL lme Myricoideae: M-yricales, ' · 
evol. line Verticilloideae: Casuarinales. · 

4. Urtico-platanineae 
Orders: 

evol. line Rhoipteleoideae:'· Rhoipteleales, 
evol.line Platanoideae: Platanales, 
evol.line Urticoideae: Urticales. 

c) Evol. trends wlhich attained the third evol. stage. 
5. Centrospermineae - · 

Orders: . 
basic. ev61.line Polygonoidea'e: Polygonales, , 
basic evol.line Chenopodio-caryophylloideae: 

the lateral proper chenopodio-caryophylloid line: Cheno
podiales (incl. the sympetalous derivative Amarantaceae), -
Caryophyllales, . 
sympet._ deriv.: Plumbagin-ales, 

th~ Jateral phytolaccoid line: Phytolaccales, 
sympet. deriv.: Nyctaginales, · · 
amentif. deriv.: Batidales, 
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succulent det"<iv.: Aizoa:les, · 
the lateral cactoid line: Opu_ntiales. 

· 6. Geranio-rhamnin~ae 

" 

\ Orders: 
e'vol. linP Geranio-rutoideae: · Geraniales (the Tropaeolaceae 

a,nd Balsaminaceae perhaps excepted) Malpighiales, R.uta~ 
les, Me(ilales, 

sympet. deriv.: Ericales {incl. Empetraceae)~ 
evol.line Buxoideae: Buxal£;s, · 
evol. line Rho.mnoideae: Rhamrwles . . 

B. Evol. trends with -flowers supposed to ~~· of homogenous character. 

a) _Evol. trends arrested on the first e:volutionary-stage. 
l. Polycarpiceae 

Orders: · 
evol. line ·Magnolio-annonoideae: Winterales, Degeneriales, 

Magnoliales, Annonales, 
sympet. deriv.: Myristicales, Aristolochiales' 

(incl. Raffles-iaceae and Hydnoraceae), 
amentif. d eriv~: . Piperales, Hydrostachyales, 

· aquatic deriv.: Nympbaeales, Ceratophyllales, . 
evol. line Callicantho-lauroideae: Laurales, Callicanthales, 

amentif. deriv.: Chloranthales, . · 
evol. line Schizandro-ranunculoideae: Eupteleales, 

Schizg.ndrales, Paeoniales, Ranunculales, 
aquatic deriv.: Nelumbiales.~ • 

evol. line Berberido-menispermoideae: Berberidales, ' 
M enispermales. 

b) Evol. frends arrested on the second evolutic~mary stage. 
2. Dilleniineae 

Orders: D~lleniales, Pittosporales, Coriariales. 
3. Canellineae 

Orders: Canellales. 
4. H amamelidineae 

Orders: Hamamelidales (incl. Balsarn,ifluae [i. e. Liquidambar]; 
excl. Platanaceae), . . . . . 

amentif. de:riv.: Myrothamnales (i. e. MiJrothamnaceceae). 
5. Rhoeadineae 

Orders: Rhoeadales (sensu str. [Hutchin.son]), 
, insectivorous deriv.: Sarra_ceniales (only-Sarraceniaceae). 
c) Evol. trends which attained the third eyolutionary stage. 

6. Cruciferineae · 
Orders: Capparitfu.les ·(incl. Bretschneideriaceae), Cfuciferales. 

7. Parietaleae 
Orders:. _ . . 

the dillenioid evol. ;line: Bixales (excl. Canellaceae), 
Tamqricales, Passiflorales, Violales, 

amentif. deriv.: Stachyurales (i. e. Stachyuraceae), La
cistemales, Salioales. 
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sympet. detiv.! Cucurbitales, Campanulales, Asterales 
(incl. Calyceraceae ). 

the rhoeadoid' evol. line: Resedales, Loasales. 
8. Saxifrago-rosineae 

Orders: 
evol. line Rosoideae : Cunoniales Saxifragales · (incl. ·the 

succulent deriv. Crassulaceae and the insectivorous deriv. 
Cephalotaceae), Rosale s, 

insectivorous deriv.: Nepenthales (i. 'e. Nepenthaceae and 
Droseraceae ), · 
aquatic deriv.: Podostemonales, . 
sympet. deriv. -"Tubiflorae": Plantaginales, Polemoniales, 
Borranginales (incl. the aquatic deriv. Callitrichaceae), . 
Solanales, Convolvulales (with the parasitic deriv. Cuscu
taceae), Personales (with the aquatic deriv. L_entibula
riaceae and the parasitic deriv. Orobanchaceae), Lamiales, 

evol. line Papilionoideae: Leguminosales.-
·9. Columnifero-tricocceae 

Orders: Tiliales, Malvales, Eup!zorf?iales. 
10. Guttifero-m,yrtineae 

Orders: Theales, Cuttiferales, Myrtales, Lythrales (incl. Pu
nicaceae), 

aquatic deriv.: Hydrocaryales (Trappaceae ), Haloragales 
(Haloragaceae and Cunneraceae), Hippuridales (Hippuri ;;. 
daceae), 

parasitic deriv.: Cynomoriales. 
11. U mbelliferocelastrineae 

Orders: 
evol. line Umbellifloroideae: rimbelliflorales (incl. Nyssaceae 

and Alangiaqeae), 
amentif. deriv.: Garryales. -

~vol. line Celastro--sapindoideae: Celastrales, Pandales, Sa
pindales (incl. . Didiereaceae), Polygalales, 

amen:tif. -deriv. : Ju1glandales, Ju.lianales, Leitner.iales, 
sympet. deriv.: Ligustrales, ~ Loganiales (i. e. Loganiales 

_ s. str., 4pocynales and Gentidnales ), Rubiales. · 
d) Old sympetalous derivatives· of rather problematic relationship 

1. Sapoto-primulineae 
Orders: 

convergent evol. lines · exhibiting relations to the evol. trend 
GuttiferO-myrtineae: Ebenales, 

_convergent evol. lines exhibiting relations to the evol. trend 
Umbellifero-celastrinea'e: Styracales, Myrsinales, Primu- -
lale's. 

2. Thymelaeo- prqteineae 
Orders: 

convergent evol. lines exhibiting relations to the evol. tre~d 
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CQlumnifero-tricocceae: Thymelaeales (only the fam. Thy
melaeaceae ), 

convergent· evol. lines exhibiting· relations to-the evol. trend 
Guttifero-myrtineae: Elaeagnales, Proteales, Olacales, 

parasitic deriv:: Santalales, Balanophorales. 

IL M onocotyledones. 

1. Helbbieae 
Orders: Helobiales (event . . a larger n11mber of narrower defined 

orders). · - · · 
2. Lilioagavoideae 
· Orders: Triaridales, Liliales, Cyperal~s, Orchidales, Poales (or Glumi

. florales), Zingiberales, l,lgavales, Xanthorlioeales, Smilacales. 
3. Palmo-synanthe'rie ~ · 

Orders: Palmales (or Arecales), Cyclanthales. 
4. Pandanoideae · · 

Orders: Pandanales. 
5. Spathifloreae 

Orders: Arales, . 
aquatiC deriv. (hot ·yet safely proved): Lemnales~ 

. 6. Dioscoreoideae · 
Orders: Diosco.reales. 
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